
The Peremptory Casey Davies

Chapter 801
Is It Expired?

"Originally, I thought that the five major
families could kill you, so I specially
gave them five top-level pills to let them
have a greater certainty that they would
kill you. But who would have thought
that even if they joined forces and took
the pills, they still failed to kill you! I
really overestimated them. They wasted
my five top-level pills."
"Since they can't kill you, I have to do it
myself. Now only I can cure your wife. If
you don't believe me, you can kill me.
Then you could only watch your wife
die. "
"If you want your wife to be alive, kill
yourself. It's time to test your feelings for
your wife. Are you willing to sacrifice
yourself for your wife?"
After the black-robed man finished
speaking, he laughed loudly, as if he
was mocking Casey.
Casey did not expect that it was the
black-robed man who gave the pills to
the heads of the five major families. At
that time, he wondered why the five
major families suddenly had the pill that
could increase their strength. It turned
out that it was the black-robed man who
gave them, just in order to increase the
success rate of the five major families to
kill him.
The black-robed man was definitely not
simple. He actually could have so many
strength-increasing pills.
"Casey, don’t listen to him! Kill him



quickly. What he forced me to eat
should be chronic poison pills. I will not
die immediately. After you kill him, we
can find other ways to detoxify." Edith
shouted to Casey.
"You can give it a try and see if anyone
in this world can cure her except me."
The black-robed man sneered.
Casey frowned. He looked at the black?robed man and asked, "Can you
tell me
why you want to kill me? Even if I
promise you that I kill myself, I have to
know why you are doing this."
"Why?" The black-robed man snorted
coldly, "Because you killed my best
friend, I have to avenge him!"
"Who is your best friend?" Casey asked
back.
The black-robed man looked at Casey.
Under his black robe, murderous auras
emerged one after another.
"Myles!"
Hearing this name, Casey was stunned,
and then he understood why this black?robed man wanted to kill him.
Unexpectedly, this guy actually came to
avenge Myles.
"In my whole life, I have only one friend,
which is Myles. You killed him. I
naturally have to avenge him. Originally,
I thought that with my strength and the
pills, it shouldn’t be a problem to kill you,
but I didn’t expect that you are so
strong. So I could only choose this
method."
"No matter what, either you die or your
wife dies. Through observation these
days, I find that you love your wife so
much. If she dies, it will definitely be a
huge blow to you."
After speaking, the black-robed man



took out a pill from his clothes, showed it
to Casey, and said, "This pill is the most
poisonous pill I have refined so far. After
taking it, the blood vessels in your body
will burst instantly. You will spasm, then
you will die in pain. There is no antidote
for it. Even the God can’t save you."
"Now you can choose whether to take
this pill or kill me. If you kill me, you
could only watch your wife slowly die in
your arms."
Casey looked at the pill in the hands of
the black-robed man. He took a deep
breath, thinking quickly how to deal with
this black-robed man.
Of course Casey didn't want to watch
Edith die like this, but he didn't want to
give up his life, either.
If he could, he could instantly subdue
the black-robed man, and then asked
him how to detoxify. But Casey was not
sure whether the black-robed man
would tell the detoxification method
under the interrogation.
Just when Casey was entangled in what
to do, Edith stared at the pill in the
hands of the black-robed man, then
gritted her teeth, rushed to the black?robed man, opened her mouth
and ate
the pill.
Casey and the black-robed man didn't
expect Edith would do it suddenly.
Casey's face changed. He quickly
rushed towards the black-robed man,
kicked him on his chest. Then the black?robed man fell.
After that, Casey hugged Edith quickly,
trying to make her vomit out the pill that
she had just eaten.
But Edith had already swallowed the pill,
so it was impossible to vomit it out.



"Casey, after I die, you must take good
care of Sherry. You should learn how to
change diapers for Sherry by yourself."
"I love you and love you forever."
While Edith was speaking, she cried out
directly. Just now, when the black-robed
man was talking about the effect of the
poisonous pill, she heard it all. She
knew that she would die after taking the
pill.
"What the fuck are you talking about
here! I won’t let you die!"
Casey roared directly. He didn't expect
Edith to choose to eat this pill by herself
in order to prevent him from dying. Now
he didn't know what to do.
Casey turned his head and glanced at
the black-robed man who was kicked
away by him. Then he dashed out.
When he reached the black-robed man,
he grabbed the man’s neck and lifted
him from the ground, shouting, "Give me
the antidote! Otherwise, I will kill you!"
Although the black-robed man was a
Grandmaster, he couldn’t resist Casey
who was in a rage at all.
"There is no antidote for this poison. I
have already told you. It was her who
rushed to eat it by herself. You can't
blame me!" The black-robed man said.
Casey dragged the black-robed man to
Edith and shouted, "I don't care whether
you have the antidote or not, you must
cure her now! Otherwise, I will let you
die miserably!"
The black-robed man gritted his teeth
and looked at Casey, thinking about
how to choose at this time.
Then he turned his head to glance at
Edith, but he was stunned.



Seeing that the black-robed man
watched Edith motionlessly, Casey ran
XuanJin in his body and was about to
act on the black-robed man.
"What the hell are you doing? Save her
quickly!"
The black-robed man turned his head to
glance at Casey, and said with some
confusion, "Look at her... She doesn’t
seem to get poisoned?"
Casey stared at Edith carefully. Edith’s
face was ruddy and her breath was
even. She didn't look like she had eaten
poison at all.
"Didn't you say that the blood vessels
would burst instantly after taking this pill
and the whole person would be spasm?
Why is she fine now?" Casey asked.
The black-robed man was also puzzled
for a while, and said, "Yes, she should
indeed have the symptoms I said, but
why does she seem to be okay?"
Edith cried for a long time, thinking that
she would endure some unimaginable
pain. When she thought of that she was
about to be separated from Casey, she
was so sad.
But after a while, she didn't feel any
changes in her body.
Perhaps feeling a little embarrassed,
Edith stopped crying, wiped her tears
off, looked at the black-robed man, and
asked, "Maybe you pill is expired? Why
am I so fine now?"
Chapter 802 So Healthy
Hearing Edith's question, the black?robed man was so speechless. There
was no doubt that Edith's words were
the biggest insult to Alchemist.
Even if the poison was expired, it could
still kill people, not to mention that his



pill was only made not long ago.
He was also very sure that he didn't
bring the wrong pill. He only had one
poisonous pill. Whether it was the smell
or color, it was unique. If he brought it
wrongly, he would have noticed it long
ago.
But after Edith ate it, she had no
symptoms, which made the black-robed
person a little embarrassed. After all,
when he made this poisonous pill at the
beginning, he was a little proud of
himself, because he thought he had
made a top poisonous pill that no one
could detoxify.
But he didn’t expect that Edith had no
symptoms after she ate it.
"What's going on?" Casey stared at the
black-robed man and asked coldly.
"I... I don't know." The black-robed man
answered honestly.
"Maybe it was neutralized with the
poison that I ate before?" Edith asked.
"This is impossible. I know the nature of
the poisonous pill I refined. It is
absolutely impossible." The black-robed
man immediately said confidently.
Casey didn’t know what would happen
to Edith next. He didn’t dare to delay
time, so he said to the black-robed man,
“You should be very clear about the
current situation. Your threat to me is
gone. If you’re not obedient, there will
be only an ending for you, which is to
die. Now, go to detoxicate my wife."
The black-robed man understood what
Casey meant. If it was just now, he
could still threaten Casey with Edith's
life, but now Edith was fine even if she
took the most poisonous pill. Besides,



he couldn’t defeat Casey, so he could
only listen to Casey's orders honestly.
Preventing the black-robed man from
escaping, Casey kept one hand on the
black-robed man's neck. Once the
black-robed man wanted to do
something, Casey would instantly break
the black-robed man’s neck.
The black-robed man glanced at Edith
and said, "Pull up the sleeve on your left
arm."
According to his request, Edith rolled up
her sleeves, revealing her fair and
delicate arm.
After seeing Edith's arm, the black?robed man’s face changed. He
exclaimed, "What the hell is going on!
Why is there no poison in her body!"
Casey frowned. He looked at the man in
black robe, and asked, "What do you
mean?"
"The poison I gave her is chronic, which
can eat away the flesh and blood in the
human body bit by bit, and it will form a
clear blood line on the arm. But there is
nothing on her arm, which shows that
she is fine. But I obviously fed her the
poison." The black-robed man said.
Casey also stared at Edith's arm and
took a closer look. There was indeed
nothing on Edith’s arm. Nothing could
be seen.
"Are you sure that there will no poison in
her body if there is no blood line on her
arm?" Casey stared at the black-robed
man and asked.
The black-robed man nodded
immediately and said, "I can swear with
my life. As a Alchemist, I won't lie about
pills."
Hearing the black-robed man’s words,



Casey's eyes moved suddenly. It was
the first time that he heard someone call
himself as Alchemist.
Although Casey wanted to find out the
origin of this black-robed man, it was not
the time to ask now. He must first find
out if there was something wrong with
Edith’s health.
Therefore, the most urgent task was to
take Edith to the hospital for an
examination. Although the pill was a lot
more mysterious than normal medicine,
some basic principles were still the
same. If there was really something
wrong with Edith’s health, it could be
checked out with the machine.
Casey stared at the black-robed man,
and said, "I won’t kill you now. If
something goes wrong with my wife, I
will definitely not let you go."
Hearing Casey’s words, the black-robed
man knew what Casey wanted to do. As
a Grandmaster, he couldn’t sit still and
wait for death, so he instantly ran his
inner force and took out one pill from his
pocket. Then he put that pill into his
mouth.
Casey easily snatched the pill from his
hand. It seemed that it should be the
kind of pill that could increase strength.
After that, Casey punched the black?robed man on his chest. The black
robe
man let out a muffled snort and vomited
a mouthful of blood. When he wanted to
run his inner force again, he found that
he couldn't use his strength anymore.
"Don't think that you are a Grandmaster
and have some pills which can improve
your strength then you are qualified to
challenge me! If it wasn't for my wife



who suddenly ate your poisonous pill, I
would have already broken your leg and
forced you to detoxicate my wife."
Casey said.
After hearing Casey's words, the black?robed man suddenly felt a sense
of
powerlessness. It seemed that he
underestimated Casey's strength.
Now it seemed that he really
overestimated himself.
When Edith heard Casey’s words, she
was immediately embarrassed and felt
that her behavior just now seemed a bit
stupid. If she knew that Casey had
come up with a response plan, she
would not be so stupid and ate that pill.
In order to prevent the black-robed man
from making some trouble, Casey
directly knocked him out and put him in
the trunk.
After that, Casey drove back to the city,
and then went to the best hospital in B
City to let Edith do a physical
examination.
While waiting for the results of the
examination, both Casey and Edith were
full of anxiety, for fear that Edith’s her
body was almost corroded by toxins and
she would die soon.
While waiting for the results, Edith had
even made the final arrangements. She
told Casey to find a good boyfriend for
Sherry in the future, at least the
boyfriend should be as good as Casey.
Otherwise, she would not allow Sherry
to make a boyfriend.
When Casey listened to Edith talking
about these things, he felt both anxious
and funny. For a while, he didn't know
what to say.



Finally, a nurse walked over and told
them that the results had come out,
letting them go to the attending
physician's office.
The two people walked into the office of
the attending physician. Seeing that the
attending physician was frowning and
was looking at some photos and reports
on the table, both of them were all a little
scared.
Edith was so sad all of a sudden.
Seeing the doctor's face, she felt she
would die soon. She didn't even want to
hear what the doctor said next.
Casey was even more apprehensive,
but he couldn't shrink back at this time,
so he walked to the doctor and asked,
"Doctor, how about my wife's
examination result?"
The doctor raised his head and glanced
at Casey, then his gaze fell on Edith. He
said curiously, "I have been a doctor for
more than 20 years. I have never seen a
woman as healthy as you. All the results
are the healthiest standard. If a few
indicators don’t meet the standard once
in a while, it will be okay. After all, there
are more or less minor problems with
people’s health."
"But all of your indicators unexpectedly
reach the standard. Your body is perfect
without any problems!"
After Casey and Edith heard the doctor's
words, they were immediately stunned.
Chapter 803 That Piece of Wood
On the way back, both Casey and Edith
couldn't react a little. The doctor’s words
were still echoing in their ears.
"If her physical fitness continues to be
maintained like this, she should be



healthy for a lifetime."
Logically, Casey and Edith should be
happy after listening to what the doctor
said. But Edith ate two kinds of poison.
Having such a healthy body would make
them feel very strange.
"Casey, do you think there is a problem
with the equipment in this hospital? Or
let's go to another hospital to check it
again." Edith still said with some worry.
"This hospital is already the best in B
City. Their equipment is the most
advanced in the world. Even if there are
some problems with some equipment, it
is impossible for all the equipment goes
wrong at the same time. If their results
are unreliable, other hospitals' result will
be even more unreliable." Casey said.
"Then what the hell is going on? I
always feel a little weird. I have been so
energetic recently. I never feel tired.
Maybe I’m possessed by some
ghosts??" Edith said preoccupiedly.
Casey immediately rolled his eyes at her
and said, "Others will be sick and weak
if they are possessed by ghosts. But you
are full of energy. So the ghost who
possessed you is kind-heart?"
When Edith heard Casey's words, she
knew that Casey was teasing her. But
what Casey said made sense, how
could there be any ghosts in this world?
Casey was driving while thinking about
why such a situation would happen to
Edith. After a while, his eyes lit up and
then he said, "I know the reason."
"What?" Edith asked quickly.
"Do you still remember that you ate a
small piece of that black wood when you
were dreaming?"



Edith nodded.
"Think about it! Have you become
energetic since that day?" Casey asked
again.
Edith thought about it for a while. She
found that she had indeed become very
energetic after eating that wood. She
was too energetic. After eating that
wood, she and Casey made love for
several days but she still felt not
enough.
Thinking of this, Edith couldn't help
blushing.
"It seems that I feel so well from that day
onwards. Even if Sherry is noisy, I don't
feel tired. At first, I thought it was
because you were by my side." Edith
said.
Her words made Casey more convinced
that such a situation happened to Edith
was because of that black wood.
Because Casey had already put away
that stuff and the two pills, he forgot to
ask the master if he knew the origin of
those stuff.
If it hadn't been for now, Casey wouldn’t
have remembered about that piece of
wood.
"That piece of wood is indeed
extraordinary. I didn’t expect that the
wood could detoxicate. Although I
haven’t figured out the origin of that
piece of wood, it's indeed good stuff."
Casey said lightly.
Knowing that it was because of the
piece of wood, Edith felt relieved. In
those few days, when she put the wood
on the bedside to soothe her nerves,
she felt that the wood was magical. That
wood was indeed a rare treasure.



"Don't think about that anymore! I just
want you to be fine. I will find out what
the origin of this wood if there is a
chance in the future." Casey said.
Edith nodded and let out a long sigh of
relief.
In the Davies House.
In a dimly lit room, the black-robed man
was tied to a chair. His face was already
exposed. He was a middle-aged man in
his forties.
He could reach Grandmaster Circle at
his age, which showed that he was
outstanding.
There was a table next to him. At this
time, there were many small bottles, a
wooden sign, and a folded paper on the
table.
These things were found from the black?robed man. Because Casey had
told
Brady that there were a lot of poisonous
pills on this guy’s body, Brady, who was
in charge of body searches, did not dare
to study the stuff casually. He just put
them on the table and waited for Casey
to come.
Not long after, the door of the room was
pushed open. Casey walked in from
outside.
Brady followed him. After they two came
in, Brady closed the door again.
"Wake him up." Casey said.
Brady took a bucket of ice water that
was already on the side, and poured it
all on top of the black-robed man.
The black-robed man woke up
immediately. Seeing that he himself was
tied up and Casey was still standing in
front of him, he felt panic. He was about
to run his inner force to break away from



the rope, but he found that he still
couldn't use the strength in his body.
"Now I ask you some questions and you
answer me honestly. Otherwise, don't
blame me for being rude to you." Casey
said coldly.
"Who are you?"
The black-robed man glanced at Casey
and said, "I have already told you. I am
a friend of Myles."
When Brady on the side heard the
black-robed man's words, a smirk
appeared on his face. Then he walked
in front of the black-robed man, and took
out a dagger from his back without
saying a word. He thrust the dagger
directly into the black-robed man’s thigh.
A scream sounded. The entire face of
the black-robed man instantly turned
red. His two eyes were directly covered
with bloodshot.
As the head of Yin Killers, Brady had
been engaged in assassinations for
many years and had considerable
experience in interrogation. He could tell
at a glance whether the other party had
lied or not.
He knew that what he must do to
interrogate others was to make them
understand that he was not frightening
them. He had to let them know that he
could really kill them once they lied.
"Our boss asked who you are, not who
your friend is. You have so many bottles
on your body, and a wooden sign with
the word "medicine" on your body. It
seems that your identity should not be
simple, so hurry up and tell me the truth
obediently. Otherwise, I will spin the
dagger twice." Brady said fiercely.



Seeing Brady was so decisive, Casey
admired Brady a little. Sure enough,
professional things should be done by
professional people.
The black-robed man saw that Brady
was so ruthless. Besides, Brady’s
actions just now were too abrupt. Even if
he was a Grandmaster, he was scared
to death. So he didn't dare to play any
tricks.
"I, I'm from Valley of Medicine God. That
wooden sign is specially made by Valley
of Medicine God. You can find someone
who knows the existence of Valley of
Medicine God to ask." The black-robed
person hurriedly replied.
Casey was a little curious when he
heard Valley of Medicine God. He had
never heard of Valley of Medicine God
before. Besides, he didn't know what
Valley of Medicine God did.
But just by listening to the name, he
knew that it must be related to the
medicine.
After hearing what black-robed man
said, Brady immediately widened his
eyes and exclaimed, "Oh my God, he
turned out to be from Valley of Medicine
God!"
Chapter 804 Valley of Medicine God
Seeing Brady's reaction, Casey turned
to look at him, and asked, "Do you know
Valley of Medicine God?"
Brady nodded, "I have only heard some
rumors about Valley of Medicine God.
It's said that this Valley of Medicine God
is a good place. There are many rare
medicinal materials growing there.
Hundreds of years of medicinal
materials are everywhere."



"A group of highly skilled Alchemist
started their sect there. It is said that
Valley of Medicine God has been
passed down for hundreds of years.
There are many masters there, and
everyone is proficient in refining
medicine. Because of the unique
geographical environment and their
talent for making medicine, the people in
Valley of Medicine God are very strong.
Even if their talents are not good, they
can rely on some pills to increase their
strength."
"The pill of Valley of Medicine God is
called a magical medicine by many
people. There are many people with
great backgrounds who will go to Valley
of Medicine God to ask for medicine for
treatment. As long as they can give
Valley of Medicine God some stuff they
like, they can get the pill they want."
"But these are some rumors. No one
really knows whether it is true. I didn't
expect that I actually met a person who
claimed to be from Valley of Medicine
God today."
After hearing Brady's words, Casey was
thoughtful. Only from the pills that the
black-robed man gave to the five major
families, this so-called Valley of
Medicine God still had a certain
strength.
When the black-robed man heard Brady
talking about Valley of Medicine God,
his face also showed a trace of triumph.
It was obvious that he was very proud of
being a member in Valley of Medicine
God.
"Valley of Medicine God is powerful.
How could these rumors be able to



describe its mightiness? In the eyes of
the people of Valley of Medicine God,
those so-called Guwu Families are just
a group of clowns." The black-robed
man said.
Without saying a word, Brady slapped
the black-robed man's face, and
shouted, "Did I let you speak?"
Although Valley of Medicine God was
indeed powerful, this black-robed man
was the subject of Brady’s interrogation.
So Brady had to be fierce in front of the
black-robed man.
The black-robed man looked aggrieved.
If it wasn't that he couldn't use his
strength now, how could he sit there and
be beaten by a guy who had only
reached medium stage of inner force.
In Valley of Medicine God, those guys
who had reached medium stage of inner
force could only do some chores for
him.
Casey stared at the black-robed man,
and asked, "Since Valley of Medicine
God is so powerful, can there be any
masters who have reached
sublimation?"
"Sublimation? What is that?" The black?robed man was stunned.
Obviously, he
hadn't heard of anything about
sublimation.
Casey couldn't help but laughed when
he saw the reactions of the black-robed
man. Originally, seeing that this guy was
so arrogant, Casey thought that Valley
of Medicine God must be a remarkable
sect. But the black-robed man actually
didn’t know sublimation, which meant
Valley of Medicine God was only better
than those Guwu Families.



Maybe Grandmasters in Valley of
Medicine God were only a bit more than
those of Guwu Families.
It was undeniable that the pills of Valley
of Medicine God might be really
powerful, and it could make people with
ordinary talents become Grandmaster
relying on the pill.
At the same time, it also showed that
there were few masters who had
reached sublimation. There was no
master who had reached sublimation in
Valley of Medicine God, a sect with a
unique environment, which meant that
people couldn’t reach sublimation
relying on pills.
"Tell me how many Grandmasters are
there in Valley of Medicine God!" Casey
said.
"There are a total of 21 Grandmasters,
including five top Grandmasters, eleven
Grandmasters who are the same as me,
and five who have just reached
Grandmaster Circle. The number of the
Grandmasters in Valley of Medicine God
is more than that of the six major
families." The black-robed man spoke
somewhat proudly again.
When Casey and Brady heard this, they
both secretly smacked their tongues.
They didn't expect that there were so
many Grandmasters in Valley of
Medicine God, which were almost
equivariant to the half number of
Grandmasters in C Country Martial
Circle.
Originally, Casey thought there were
seven or eight Grandmasters at most
even if Valley of Medicine God was
powerful. Unexpectedly, there were 21



Grandmasters in Valley of Medicine
God. It seemed that with the help of
pills, it was much easier to improve the
strength.
"Boss, this Valley of Medicine God is too
horrible! There are more than 20
Grandmasters. If we are targeted by
Valley of Medicine God, we will be
screwed up. How about letting this
person go?" Brady whispered to Casey.
The black-robed man saw that Brady
was frightened by Valley of Medicine
God. He said confidently, "If you guys let
me go now, I will spare you guys this
time. Otherwise, once the people in
Valley of Medicine God know that I was
arrested by you guys and have been so
humiliated like this, they will definitely
come and destroy you Davies family!"
Casey curled his lips. He looked at the
black-robed man, and asked, "Can you
tell me how people in Valley of Medicine
God know that you were arrested by
me?"
The black-robed man was stunned. He
hadn't considered this question before.
Now being asked by Casey suddenly,
he didn’t know how to answer.
Valley of Medicine God was an isolated
place which was thousands of miles
away from B City. Even if the news was
spread, it would take several days that
the people in Valley of Medicine God
knew that the black-robed man was
arrested.
Besides, no one knew that the black?robed man was arrested. Casey
arrested him in a deserted suburb, and
the place was chosen by the black?robed man himself. Even if the
people in
Valley of Medicine God confirmed that



he was missing, it would be impossible
for them to know it was Casey who had
arrested him.
Avenging Myles was the black-robed
man’s private affairs. No one in Valley of
Medicine God knew that he came to B
City to kill Casey.
There was a hint of despair in the black
robe man's heart.
Seeing the reactions of the black-robed
man, Casey already understood that the
people in Valley of Medicine God could
not have known that the black-robed
man was in his hands, so he had
nothing to worry about.
"The strength of Valley of Medicine God
really should not be underestimated. But
I’m not afraid of it. Even if they know
that you are in my hands, for me, it’s just
a piece of cake." Casey said lightly.
Casey was not bragging. After
experiencing the last battle, Casey had
a very clear understanding of his own
strength. In addition, during the two
days that the master stayed in Davies
family, Casey asked the master a lot
about how to release of inner force.
Casey also had some understandings.
His strength also improved a little.
Although it indeed sounded a little
terrifying that there were 21
Grandmasters in Valley of Medicine
God, it was not impossible for Casey to
defeat them.
Besides, it was impossible that all the
masters of Valley of Medicine God came
out to battle with Casey.
"You came to B City just to take revenge
on me?" Casey asked another question.
The black-robed man didn’t dare to look



into Casey’s eyes. He did not answer
Casey's question.
Casey noticed the folded piece of paper
on the table. Then he walked over,
opened it and took a look.
On the paper was a portrait of a girl who
looked very beautiful. Below the portrait,
there was a name, Elsa Duncan.
Casey was shocked suddenly. Duncan
was exactly the surname of the family
which was in R Country. The master
said this family possessed a piece of
Soul Setting Jade.
Chapter 805 The Deal
Casey walked to the black-robed man
with that piece of paper. He stared at
the black-robed man and asked, "Who is
Elsa?"
The black-robed man was obviously
reluctant to talk about this matter. Brady
directly turned the dagger which was
inserted in the black-robed man’s thigh
slightly. The blade spun in his flesh.
Naturally, the black-robed man couldn’t
stand this kind of pain. He screamed
again.
"Well, well, I’ll tell you everything.
Please pull this dagger out of me!" The
black-robed man shouted desperately.
Brady stopped, but did not pull out the
dagger.
With cold sweat on his forehead, the
black-robed man stared at Casey and
said, "This girl is from the Duncan family
in R Country."
"the Duncan family? Is it the behind-the?scenes family in R Country,
which
controls half of R Country's economy
and military power? Is that the Duncan
family which has passed down six



generations of Shinobido?" Casey
asked.
The black-robed man nodded. There
were few people who knew the Duncan
family, so he was not curious.
The reason why Casey knew about the
situation of the Duncan family was
because there was the introduction on
the paper that the master gave him. the
Duncan family could be said to be the
true underground emperor in R Country.
Even those in power did not have the
courage to provoke the Duncan family.
One piece of Soul Setting Jade was in
the hands of the Duncan family. The
purpose Casey went to R Country was
to deal with the Duncan family.
He didn't expect that Elsa on this piece
of paper turned out to be a member of
the Duncan family.
"Why do you have a portrait of this girl?"
Casey was full of doubts, wondering
how Valley of Medicine God knew the
Duncan family.
The black-robed man knew that if he
didn't tell Casey, he would definitely
suffer further torture, so he sighed
helplessly and said, “Actually, the main
task that I came out of Valley of
Medicine God is to meet Elsa. I bring
her portrait just to recognize her. The
secondary task is to come to B City to
avenge Myles."
"the Duncan family has a deal with
Valley of Medicine God. Elsa is the one
who will talk about the deal with Valley
of Medicine God. My task is to take her
to Valley of Medicine God to complete
this deal after seeing her."
"What deal?" Casey asked.



"I really don't know about this. Only
Leader knows the content of this deal.
Leader said it was a matter between him
and the Duncan family. Even our Lord
doesn't know about it. When I came out,
Leader asked me not to tell others about
the matter." The black-robed man said
quickly.
Casey and Brady looked at each other.
They obviously didn't believe what the
black-robed man said. Brady
immediately tortured the black-robed
man again. However, the black-robed
man kept saying that he really didn't
know. Only then did Casey and Brady
believe his words.
After that, Casey asked the black-robed
man when Elsa would arrive, and the
location of Valley of Medicine God.
Originally, Casey didn't intend to
provoke Valley of Medicine God. After
all, he didn’t want to have so many
enemies. No one knew that he caught
the black-robed man. As long as this
matter was suppressed, there would be
no intersection between him and Valley
of Medicine God in the future.
However, Valley of Medicine God had a
relationship with the Duncan family,
which made Casey have to consider
whether the matter between the Duncan
family and Valley of Medicine God
would affect the matter he got Soul
Setting Jade from the Duncan family.
So Casey felt that he had to figure out
what the deal between the Duncan
family and Valley of Medicine God was.
If it was possible, he could find a chance
to let the Duncan family hand over Soul
Setting Jade directly.



Soul Setting Jade was a rare treasure.
the Duncan family was not fools. They
wouldn’t give Casey Soul Setting Jade
so obediently. So Casey needed to
make some preparations.
He also intended to learn more about
the Duncan family through Elsa.
So Casey planned to meet Elsa in place
of the black-robed man, to see if he
could get something from Elsa. If not, he
would think of other methods.
After knowing these things, Casey took
the two pills and the piece of black wood
he had gotten from Master Tianlong and
asked the black-robed man if he knew
what they were.
When seeing the two pills, the black?robed man directly exclaimed and
asked
Casey why he had perfect-level pills.
Casey quickly asked what a perfect?level pill was.
The black-robed man explained that the
color and effect of these two pills had
reached the peak, approaching perfect?level pills.
This kind of pills would not cause side
effects, but the effect was the strongest
among the same type of pills.
Casey didn't expect these two pills to be
so powerful, reaching the perfect-level.
It seemed that Master Tianlong didn't lie
to him.
Cabala was powerful, but after using it,
it would cause people to fall into
weakness. Casey even went into a
coma for seven days, which had great
disadvantages. But this kind of pills had
no side effects, which were undoubtedly
the strongest treasure.
After putting away the pills, Casey
asked the black-robed man about the
black wood again. The black-robed man



looked at it for a long time, but he didn't
know what the black wood was for. He
just felt it was very special. Maybe his
Lord knew what this wood was.
Casey had no choice but to give it up.
Even the people in Valley of Medicine
God couldn't see what the wood was
used for. It only proved that the origin of
the wood was not ordinary.
If there was a chance, Casey really
wanted to ask the Lord of Valley of
Medicine God.
He wasn't worried that the people of
Valley of Medicine God would make
trouble for him. After all, the people of
Valley of Medicine God didn't know that
he had caught the black-robed man.
After the interrogation, Casey asked
Brady to lock up the black-robed man
first. This man came from Valley of
Medicine God. He must be very
experienced in refining medicine. If
Casey could learn some knowledge
about refining medicine from the black?robed man, it would be a good
thing.
Besides, the black-robed man
deliberately hurt Edith. Casey would
definitely not let him go, so it was
naturally impossible for the black-robed
man to return Valley of Medicine God in
his life.
Half a month passed.
Casey once again let Darius manage all
the affairs of Davies family, and told Ellis
and Hughes to protect Edith and Sherry
at all times. After bidding farewell to
Edith and Sherry, Casey left B City and
went to the place where the black-robed
man was about to meet Elsa.
Only when Casey got Soul Setting Jade



could he come back.
At a small town in the south.
In a somewhat dilapidated house at the
foot of the mountain, Casey was sitting
on a few bricks, carefully
comprehending the strength in his body,
and wondering how he could break
through to the consummation of
XuanJin.
If he guessed right, he should be able to
release XuanJin out when he broke
through to the consummation of
XuanJin.
He arrived here yesterday. According to
what the black-robed man said, today
was the day to meet the people from the
Duncan family.
While Casey was concentrating on it,
there was a sound of footsteps outside.
Two guys entered the house where
Casey was.
Casey looked up, then he saw a girl and
an old man coming in.
The girl’s skin was so fair. Her eyes
were so clear. She seemed to be well-
cultivated. She was so gorgeous and
stunning.
For a while, even Casey was deeply
attracted by
her.
Chapter 806 Elsa
This girl who looked like a fairy
descending to the earth was the Elsa on
the portrait in Casey's hand.
It was just that the portrait couldn't show
only one-thousandth of the beauty of
Elsa. So after seeing the real person,
Casey was in a trance.
Casey had seen many beauties. But
Elsa still gave Casey a strong



impression.
However, he quickly looked away. After
all, he was already a father. Besides, he
only loved Edith. Seeing such a
beautiful woman, he would only
appreciate her.
After seeing Casey, Elsa and the old
man also showed a trace of doubt on
their faces, especially Casey's gaze at
Elsa made Elsa frown slightly.
"Are you from Valley of Medicine God?"
Elsa asked in fluent language of C
Country.
Casey stood up and nodded to her.
"Miss, this person is likely not to be from
Valley of Medicine God. The people of
Valley of Medicine God told us before
that they would let a Grandmaster come
to meet us. This brat seems to be the
same age as you. He can't be a
Grandmaster." The old man standing
next to Elsa said.
Elsa's beautiful eyes also showed a
trace of vigilance. She also thought that
Casey pretended to be from Valley of
Medicine God.
Seeing that the two of them didn't
believe in him, Casey immediately
released the aura from his body. Then
he walked to the wall and punched it
out. An extra fist-sized hole appeared on
the wall.
"Can you believe me now?"
Elsa and the old man both watched this
scene with shocked faces. The aura that
Casey released just now was indeed
that only a Grandmaster could release.
The old man was also a Grandmaster,
so naturally he wouldn't feel it wrong.
"You are obviously only the same age



as Miss. Why do you have such a strong
strength? Even if you are a genius, I am
afraid it is impossible for you to reach
Grandmaster Circle at your age?" The
old man said in disbelief.
Casey said with a smile, "Valley of
Medicine God is good at refining pills. It
is easy for us to use pills to improve our
strength. Therefore, it is not impossible
for me to reach Grandmaster Circle at
this age."
Since he had to pretend that he was
from Valley of Medicine God, he had to
pretend to be real.
Both of them felt what Casey said made
senses. So their suspicions about
Casey were alleviated a lot.
"Valley of Medicine God is indeed well?deserved. We were rude just
now.
Please don’t mind it." Elsa bowed to
Casey very politely.
Casey said with a smile, "Never mind!
Since we have already met, let's set off
for Valley of Medicine God, so that you
can complete the deal with Leader as
soon as possible."
After speaking, Casey was about to go
out. At this time, the old man glanced at
Casey for a while, then he said, "Sir,
don’t be in a hurry. I don’t know if we
can see the sample of the pills we want
first. It won’t be late to set off after
seeing it."
Casey was taken aback for a moment.
The black-robed man had never said
what pills the Duncan family wanted, let
alone any samples. Now Casey
certainly couldn't take out the pills what
the old man wanted.
Casey felt that the black-robed man did



it on purpose. Now, Casey just wanted
to call Brady quickly and let Brady take
a few stabs on the black-robed man.
"Ahem, I haven't brought the sample
with me for the time being. It's not late to
look at it when we arrive at Valley of
Medicine God." Casey said
embarrassingly.
The old man immediately grabbed
Elsa's arm, led her back, and said, “You
are not sent by Valley of Medicine God
to connect with us at all. What we want
is not pills at all. How could you have
the sample? !"
Casey was shocked immediately. He
didn't expect that it was not the black?robed man who cheated him, but
the old
man.
Casey originally thought that he could
use his identity as a black-robed man to
take the opportunity to get something
from these two people on the way to
Valley of Medicine God, but he didn't
expect that he would be exposed at the
beginning.
It seemed that he was still not suitable
for acting.
Elsa also frowned. She looked at Casey,
and asked, "Who are you? Why do you
pretend to be from Valley of Medicine
God? Where did the people sent by
Valley of Medicine God go?"
Casey sighed helplessly.
"Since I've been seen through by you
guys, I'll just tell you straightly. The
person from Valley of Medicine God
wanted to kill me, but he was arrested
by me. He told me the matter between
your family and Valley of Medicine God.
Because I'm also curious about Valley of



Medicine God, so I want to go Valley of
Medicine God with you guys. You guys
can rest assured. I am not malicious."
Casey said.
The old man snorted coldly at Casey,
and said, "Who knows if what you said
is true! Miss, let's go quickly, just in case
there is fraud."
After speaking, the old man was about
leave here with Elsa.
Casey shook his head. Then he reached
the door with a flash, stopping the two
people.
"If I really want to hurt you, you guys will
already be two corpses the moment you
come in. I don't want to hold grudges
with you guys. I am simply interested in
Valley of Medicine God."
Of course, Casey was also interested in
the deal between the Duncan family and
Valley of Medicine God, but he didn't tell
them.
"Don’t bluff. You actually threaten us?
Don't think that you can brag in front of
us if you reach Grandmaster Circle!"
In the eyes of the old man, even if
Casey could reach Grandmaster Circle
at this age, he must have just reached
Grandmaster Circle. So it was not
difficult for him to beat Casey.
So after seeing Casey stop them, he
attacked Casey without saying a word.
Casey was a little helpless. Seeing the
old man take actions, Casey could only
say lightly, "I didn't want to hurt you
guys. If you have to fight me, I can only
fight back."
Five minutes later.
Seeing the old man who was pushed to
the ground by Casey and couldn't get



up, Elsa was shocked, and involuntarily
stepped back.
Although the strength of this old man in
the Duncan family was not the
strongest, he was also a Grandmaster
that everyone admired. She didn't
expect that the old man would be
subdued by Casey, which made her so
shocked.
Casey turned his head and smiled at
Elsa, saying, "Don't worry. I really have
no malice, but I have already explained
the situation. So it is not appropriate to
let you go like this. If you go to Valley of
Medicine God to report me to them, it
will be no good."
When Elsa heard Casey's words, she
was a little bit speechless. But after
seeing Casey's strength, she felt that
Casey was right. If Casey really wanted
to kill them, they should be dead long
time ago.
The old man who was pressed to the
ground by Casey was also full of horror.
This young man's strength was just
about to catch up with the head of the
Duncan family in a normal state.
However, compared with the head of the
Duncan family in an abnormal state, this
brat was much worse...
Thinking of this, the old man couldn't
help but shudder, as if thinking of
something terrifying.
Chapter 807 Sneaky
"Well, Sir, I believe that you are not
malicious. Please let him go first." Elsa
said to Casey.
Casey let go of the old man, and said, "I
believe you should have understood
your current situation. As long as you



guys cooperate, I will not do anything to
you guys. But if you stick to make some
trouble for me, don't blame me for being
rude."
Since Casey was seen through by them,
he could only threaten them.
The old man knew that Casey was
serious. So after he got up from the
ground, he did not act rashly.
"Even if we promise you to bring you to
Valley of Medicine God, do you think
you have a chance to get in when you
arrive at Valley of Medicine God? Don't
the people in Valley of Medicine God
know that you are a fake?" The old man
looked at Casey with some contempt.
Casey said with a smile, "You don't
need to worry about this. When I get to
Valley of Medicine God, I have my own
countermeasures."
The old man snorted and said nothing.
"If this is the case, I will acquiesce that
you agree to bring me to Valley of
Medicine God. I’m purely interested in
Valley of Medicine God. Going with you
guys is just for the convenience of
getting in Valley of Medicine God. As for
your deal, I will not interfere. I hope we
can get along peacefully on the way to
Valley of Medicine God."
"By the way, even if I won’t interfere
what the deal between you and Valley of
Medicine God is, may I ask about it?"
Elsa was about to tell Casey
immediately. Seeing this, the old man
stopped her immediately and said, "I'm
sorry! It involves the secret of the
Duncan family. So we can't tell you."
Casey just smiled when he heard the
old man's words. The more they didn’t



tell him, the more Casey was curious.
But it was impossible for him to force
two people to say it out now.
Anyway, there were still more
opportunities, so Casey was not in a
hurry at this time.
Without further delay, the three of them
set off for the direction of Valley of
Medicine God.
According to what the black-robed man
said, Valley of Medicine God was in a
rather remote mountain range in the
south. They needed to pass through
several suburbs from this small town,
over many mountains, and through
many jungles to reach the place where
Valley of Medicine God was located.
Fortunately, the strength of the three
people was not bad. So this distance
was nothing to them.
Through the conversation, Casey
learned that Elsa had reached medium
stage of inner force.
This kind of strength was already quite
powerful for a girl. Her talent was much
better than Caro.
Moreover, Elsa was quite gentle in her
speech and manners, as well as her
behaviors. She was a real lady from a
rich and powerful family. Just from her
appearance, others couldn’t tell that she
was an inner force expert who had
reached medium stage at all.
Of course, in Casey's eyes, the inner
force expert who had reached medium
stage was not much different from
ordinary people, so he treated Elsa as a
weak girl.
Along the way, Casey and Elsa hit off.
Casey always wanted to take the



opportunity to ask Elsa what the deal
between the Duncan family and Valley
of Medicine God was. But every time he
was interrupted by the old man.
Besides, the black-robed man also
warned Elsa not to talk to Casey.
Elsa felt very disappointed. Casey felt
weird, as if there was something in
Elsa's mind.
The old man who followed Elsa was
named Kennedy Duncan, who was
Elsa's uncle. This time he came here
specifically to escort Elsa.
However, through observation, Casey
found that the relationship between Elsa
and Kennedy was not very close, and it
seemed to be very distant, as if it
weren't for going to Valley of Medicine
God, the two of them would not have
any communication.
Moreover, every time when Kennedy
interrupted Elsa, it was not an elder's
concern for a junior, but an order, which
was indifferent and ruthless.
Casey was no stranger to this kind of
family relationship. His mother used to
treat him like this. So it was no surprise
that an uncle treated his junior like this.
After traveling all the way and changing
various means of transportation, the
three finally arrived in the mountains
where Valley of Medicine God was
located.
They only needed to climb a few more
mountains to see Valley of Medicine
God.
On the way, Casey felt a little strange
that Kennedy would leave for a while to
go to pee every once in a while. This
was originally normal, but the frequency



of Kennedy's going to pee was too
stable, which was that he would leave
once every six hours.
So, it seemed to be a little abnormal.
Before starting to climb the mountain,
Kennedy once again said that he
wanted to go to pee, and then walked
towards the depths of a forest.
Seeing this, Casey immediately said, "I'll
go with you."
Kennedy refused immediately, "I'm
sorry. I'm not used to peeing with
others."
Casey smiled thoughtfully and said,
"Okay, I'll go somewhere else."
Kennedy left here immediately. Casey
pretended to walk in the other direction.
Not long after walking away, Casey
quickly walked past Elsa and followed in
the direction of Kennedy. He followed
Brady to learn some hidden skills. With
Casey's current strength, Kennedy
would never find Casey following him.
After walking about one kilometer,
Casey saw Kennedy stop behind a tall
bush, and then he hid behind the bush.
Casey was very curious about what
Kennedy was doing every time he left. If
he really came to pee, Casey would
definitely not believe it.
Casey silently climbed up a tree. From
the tree, he could see the position
behind the bush.
When Casey reached the top of the
tree, he saw Kennedy sitting on the
ground with a round vessel in front of
him. The vessel was filled with red
liquid. According to Casey’s experience,
this red liquid was blood.
Kennedy was chanting. Because Casey



was far away him, Casey didn't know
what he was chanting, but it looked a bit
like a spell.
After a long time, Kennedy picked up
the vessel, then bowed in midair, and
then drank the liquid in the vessel.
Casey's heart suddenly sank when he
saw this scene. Although he didn't know
what Kennedy was doing, from that
posture, he knew that Kennedy was
performing some kind of evil method or
practicing some kind of evil technique.
Casey wasn’t sure whether this thing
was true or not! But since Kennedy
could do this kind of thing, it proved that
he was not a good guy at all.
If Kennedy was drinking human blood
just now, the matter would be even
worse.
Casey didn't expect that the Duncan
family still had this habit.
Casey jumped directly from the tree,
walking up to Kennedy to ask what
happened.
The moment when Casey jumped down,
Kennedy noticed something wrong, and
then he quickly stood up and looked
towards Casey.
When Casey saw Kennedy's face, he
was even more shocked.
Kennedy's eyes turned black, and the
corners of his eyes were covered with
dense black blood vessels. He looked
like a demon now, which was extremely
terrifying.
Chapter 808 The Sins of the Duncan
family
"Didn't I tell you not to follow me!" After
seeing that the person coming was
Casey, Kennedy immediately showed a



ferocious expression on his face,
looking very angry.
He seemed to want to restore his
previous look, but it was a pity that the
incident happened suddenly, and it was
impossible for him to forcefully restore
his previous face. Besides, Casey had
seen his face now.
"I originally thought the Duncan family
was an upright clan, so I didn't want to
have any grudges with you guys, but I
didn't expect you to practice this evil
technique in private. The one you just
drank was human blood?" Casey stared
at Kennedy and asked.
Kennedy snorted coldly and said, "What
I drunk has nothing to do with you. I
advise you not to be nosy here.
Otherwise, don't blame me for being
rude!"
Casey curled his lips. Originally, Casey
felt it was not appropriate for him to grab
the Soul Setting Jade from the Duncan
family. So he wanted to see if he could
figure out what the Duncan family
needed through this deal. Then he could
have a bargaining chip.
If he could directly find what the Duncan
family needed, he could exchange them
with the Duncan family directly.
But now seeing that Kennedy cultivated
evil technique, and the abnormalities
Kennedy showed along the way, Casey
had to doubt that the deal between the
Duncan family and Valley of Medicine
God was also dirty stuff. If that was the
case, he didn’t have to care about so
much.
"Does your deal with Valley of Medicine
God this time have something to do with



this evil technique? That's why you don't
want me to know?" Casey stared at
Kennedy and asked.
Kennedy was frozen, as if his secret had
been exposed. Then he shouted to
Casey angrily, "Brat, you could have
arrived at Valley of Medicine God with
us safely, but you have to ask for
trouble. Since you can’t wait to die, you
can't blame me!"
After speaking, Kennedy rushed
towards Casey, leaving no room for
discussion at all.
Casey snorted when he saw this.
Although Kennedy looked terrifying now,
it didn't mean that he had really become
a demon.
According to Casey's speculation, what
he was cultivating should only be some
kind of brutal and bloody strength?increasing method. The reason why
he
became like this was that his body had
produced some mutations because he
couldn’t adapt to this cultivation method.
It was also impossible that he could
reach sublimation just because his face
became terrifying. Otherwise, the
Duncan family would have become the
most terrifying power in the world.
R Country did not have such a rich
historical heritage as C Country. The
warriors in C Country could rely on
elixirs or some techniques to increase
their strength. But if the masters in R
Country wanted to increase their
strength, they could only use some
mean ways.
At the moment Kennedy rushed to
Casey, Casey also released a fierce
force, and directly fought against



Kennedy.
Casey had to say that the power of
Kennedy was so terrible that even
Casey was a bit shocked. After they two
collided, Casey was forced to retreat a
dozen meters away.
Compared with the strength of playing
against Casey in the small house
before, the strength of Kennedy had
increased several times.
Seeing Casey being repelled by himself,
Kennedy showed a ferocious smile on
his face and then he said, "Brat, in this
state, my strength is invincible. You
want to beat me? It's impossible! "
Casey also said with smile, "Who told
you that it was all my strength? I just
wanted to test your current strength."
As soon as Casey finished speaking, his
aura suddenly rose, no less than
Kennedy's.
Kennedy was also taken aback. He
didn't expect Casey's strength to reach
such a terrifying level. There was a trace
of jealousy in his eyes.
He needed to practice this disgusting
technique to make his strength reach
this level. However, the brat in front of
him was so young but he already had
reached the level that of he had worked
so hard to achieve, so Kennedy was
quite angry.
"Bluffing! After you die, see how you
show off in front of me!"
They two collided again. All the
surrounding grass fell because of the
two people's fight. The two people's
tricks hit the surrounding trees, then
huge gaps appeared in those trees in an
instant.



As the battle progressed, several trees
had already fallen down.
Although Kennedy's power was strong,
his use of power was obviously not as
good as that of Casey. Maybe because
it was an evil technique, there was
instability. Sometime, his strength was
strong, but sometimes, it was weak. It
didn't take long for Casey to see
Kennedy's flaws.
Casey didn't hesitate, and directly hit
Kennedy on his chest with one move.
Kennedy immediately flew out towards
the back, broke two big trees in
succession, and then stopped.
Casey walked up to Kennedy, who was
dying and his face was so pale. It
seemed that he could not survive.
"Damn it! the Duncan family won't let
you go!" Kennedy shouted.
Casey snorted coldly and said, "If all the
people in the Duncan family are
practicing this evil technique, I won't
need you to deal with me. I will
personally get rid of you guys who drink
human blood."
"Tell me, what is the deal between you
and Valley of Medicine God!"
Kennedy subconsciously protected his
chest, and said, "I won't tell you. Even if
I have to die, I won't tell you!"
Casey ignored him, and directly reached
out to touch Kennedy's chest. Kennedy
was shocked. He was about to avoid
Casey. But it was a pity that he had no
resistance in front of Casey. When
Casey stepped on him with one foot, he
couldn't resist at all.
There was something hidden in
Kennedy's chest. Casey took it out. It



was a list of deals.
"Shit, this is the secret of the Duncan
family. You are not qualified to see it!
Give it back to me!" Kennedy shouted at
Casey.
Casey didn't pay attention to him at all,
and directly opened the list and read it.
It was written with the language of R
Country. Fortunately, Casey took
language lessons when he was a child.
He was proficient in various languages,
otherwise he might not be able to
understand what was written on this list.
This list was written with the names of
some medicinal materials that Casey
had not heard of, and the quantities
written on it were not the same. It did
not seem to be something wrong.
This made Casey quite puzzled. After
all, if only trading some medicinal
materials, Kennedy didn't need to hide it
like this.
However, when Casey saw the content
on the last page of the list, his face
immediately sank. A terrible anger rose
in his heart.
"Ten pairs of little boys’ eyes. Ten pairs
of little girls’ eyes. Ten samples of blood
for infants under three years old, and
ten bodies for infants under three years
old."
Chapter 809 The Truth
Casey stared at Kennedy who fell on the
ground, pointed to the last page of the
list, and asked, "What do you want
these things for? Why do you have to
come to Valley of Medicine God to find
these things? Can't you get them from
the Duncan family?"
Kennedy knew that he could no longer



survive. Hearing Casey's question, he
said with a smile, “We won’t get them
from R Country, let alone the Duncan
family. We just want to get them from C
Country."
"The people of C Country are
despicable untouchables. You are born
to serve us. What's more, C Country has
an enormous population. We just need
dozens of children. Wouldn't it be more
convenient to get them from your
country?"
Hearing Kennedy's words, Casey was
angrier. He kicked Kennedy on his chest
directly.
Kennedy vomited another mouthful of
blood. His face became paler.
"Even if you kill me, it's useless. If we
can't get these things from Valley of
Medicine God this time, people from the
Duncan family will find other ways to get
these things from other places. The
head of the Duncan family is already on
the verge of breaking through. After he
breaks through, you untouchables will
surrender at his feet!" Kennedy shouted.
Casey snorted coldly, and said, "You
wish! How can you shit petty country be
comparable to our country? I alone can
destroy the Duncan family!"
After finishing speaking, Casey leaned
over and grabbed Kennedy's neck. With
force, he broke Kennedy's neck.
Casey didn't have to show any mercy to
this kind of beast who was already
mentally abnormal.
After learning that the Duncan family
was doing this kind of business secretly,
Casey no longer planned to get along
well with the Duncan family anymore.



Based on the words Kennedy said, it
was not way out of line even if he went
to R Country to destroy the Duncan
family, let alone grabbing Soul Setting
Jade.
What was even more unexpected for
Casey was that Valley of Medicine God
would even agree to make such a deal
with the Duncan family, which made
Casey hate Valley of Medicine God.
But now Casey was not sure whether
Valley of Medicine God had prepared
these things that the Duncan family
wanted. This involved the lives of
dozens of children. So no matter what,
Casey must go to Valley of Medicine
God this time.
If Valley of Medicine God was really
such a sinister and vicious sect, Casey
wouldn't mind ruining Valley of Medicine
God.
The fighting between the two was quite
fierce. Elsa, who was not far away, had
already noticed the situation here, so
she rushed over here.
When she got here, she happened to
see Casey stretched out his hand to
break Kennedy's neck. She directly
exclaimed, drew a dagger from her
pocket, and rushed towards Casey.
"Why did you kill my uncle? It seems
that you are lying to us. I shouldn't
believe you!" Elsa shouted at Casey.
Casey was in a rage at this time. When
he saw Elsa rushing over, he waved his
hand and threw her out.
Elsa fell to the ground, looking at Casey
with an angry face. Then she said, "Why
did you do this? We have no grudges
with you. The person who wants to kill



you is from Valley of Medicine God.
What does it have to do with us? Why
are you so vicious!"
"I'm vicious? You actually dare to say
such words! Don't you know why I killed
him? Your so-called the Duncan family
is just a bunch of beasts. You dare to kill
children of our country. It's already
pretty good that I didn’t cut him into
pieces!" Casey said in anger.
"Children? What children? When did we
want to kill the children in C Country?"
Elsa showed a look of doubt.
"Don't play dumb here. As a member of
the Duncan family, don't you know what
you are going to trade with Valley of
Medicine God this time?" Casey stared
at Elsa.
Elsa was puzzled for a while, and said,
"We came to Valley of Medicine God
this time only to ask for some medicinal
materials. Is it also wrong?"
Elsa didn't seem to be pretending. It
seemed that she really didn’t know the
real content of this deal. Besides, Elsa
didn't have any weird behaviors on the
way, so Casey guessed that Elsa might
really not know what the deal was.
He threw the list directly in front of Elsa,
and said coldly, "You can read it for
yourself!"
Elsa picked up the list and took a closer
look. She didn't think anything wrong
until she saw the last page. When she
saw the last page, her eyes widened
and her face instantly turned pale a bit.
"How... how is this possible! Why is
there such a thing?" Elsa murmured.
"What kind of evil demon is the Duncan
family? You are still practicing this



disgusting evil technique. If you don't
give me an explanation today, you will
wait for being tortured by me." Casey
said coldly.
Elsa looked at Casey and said, "the
Duncan family has never done these
things. I don’t know what’s going on.
When I set off, they told me just take
some medicinal materials. These
medicinal materials are too rare. Only
Valley of Medicine God has them."
"Now, you still want to quibble? Doesn't
his ugly appearance tell you anything?"
Casey stared at Elsa.
Elsa then glanced at Kennedy. She was
too anxious just now to pay attention to
Kennedy's face.
After seeing Kennedy's face as if he was
possessed by a wronged ghost, Elsa
was also scared. Her face showed an
incredible look.
"Why... why? Why did he become like
this? How could he become like this? In
the Duncan family, no one practices this
evil technique." Elsa said in disbelief.
Seeing Elsa's shocking face at this time,
as if she had just learned about the
situation of the Duncan family, Casey
was also very puzzled.
Logically, if the Duncan family asked her
to trade with Valley of Medicine God,
she must know the content of the trade.
Otherwise, she didn’t have to come
here. Because she had just reached
medium stage of inner force. It was
enough for Kennedy to come alone.
There was no reason for the Duncan
family to arrange for a girl who did not
know the content of the trade and was
not strong to come over. If the Duncan



family let Elsa go out to experience
something, Casey would not believe it.
"Don't pretend. If you don't know
anything, what will the Duncan family
ask you to come to Valley of Medicine
God? You’re just a girl, besides, you
have just reached medium stage of
inner force." Casey asked tentatively.
Elsa knew what Casey was thinking
about. She sighed helplessly. The
matter had reached this point, so she
had nothing to hide.
She looked up at Casey and explained
the reason why she went to Valley of
Medicine God with Kennedy.
Chapter 810 Why Do You Take off
Your Clothes
"Lord said that the herbs we intend to
get from the Valley of Medicine God are
very essential to the Duncan family and
that we must get them. The Leader of
the Valley of Medicine God, who is in
charge of this deal, is luscious. He has
long known me. Therefore, when
negotiating, he requested that I should
go there and satisfy his desire. He
would only offer the herbs he promised
to offer to us after I sleep with him."
Elsa wore a look of gloom and
helplessness.
"Previously, I thought that Lord wouldn't
agree. However, he agreed without
even thinking about it. Just now, I saw
that list. Now, I finally understood why
Lord agreed without hesitation. What
they really would trade should be these
things."
Hearing that, Casey frowned slightly and
asked, "Anyhow you're a member of the
Duncan family. Why would they make



you sacrifice just for these things?"
Elsa felt a little lost and answered,
"Although my family name is Duncan,
I'm but a maid. I have to do whatever
they ask me to do. My being able to
survive is a manna from the Duncan
family. Therefore, I can't disobey their
order."
"Besides, my mother is still under their
control. If I don't listen to them, my
mother might be in danger. I can't let my
mother suffer because of me."
Then, Elsa told Casey her story in detail.
According to Elsa, she was only the
daughter of the head of the Duncan
family and a maid. The wife of the head
of the Duncan family was a strong
woman and couldn't tolerate other
women giving birth to children for her
husband. Therefore, Elsa and her
mother would have been killed when
she was born.
However, an old servant of the Duncan
family stopped it. According to the old
servant, Elsa and her mother were not
valueless. As one of the most powerful
families in R Country, the Duncan family
sometimes needed to build connections
with other families through marriage to
get more benefits.
The wife of the head of the Duncan
family certainly didn't want her child to
be a tool to build connections with other
families. If Elsa was alive, it could
undoubtedly be avoided.
After all, bringing up Elsa was as easy
as keeping a dog for the Duncan family.
Therefore, Elsa and her mother weren't
killed.
And Elsa began her tragic life. The



reason why the Duncan family raised
her was that she might be useful at
some point. She was like a tool, having
to do whatever needed to do by her.
In order to make her more useful, the
Duncan family began to train her. Since
she was a child, she was trained in a
very vigorous manner. What's worse,
the wife of the head of the Duncan
family always hated her, and therefore
usually asked the people who trained
her to beat and abuse her. There had
been several times when Elsa almost
died in the training.
Luckily, Elsa made it through and
became the youngest inner force expert
in medium stage of the Duncan family.
She had thought that she could play her
role and made some contributions to the
Duncan family. Unexpectedly, the first
task would be to please the Leader of
Valley of Medicine God with her body.
She had no choice but to obey the order
because her mother was still under the
control of the Duncan family.
Her mother was the only reason why
she didn't kill herself. Her mother
educated her and made her a
reasonable and gentle person.
Therefore, she wouldn't let her mother
suffer because of her, no matter at what
expense.
After hearing that, Casey had a little
sympathy for her. But that was all.
Casey didn't know what Elsa said was
true or not. Although what she said was
touching and although Casey didn't find
any trace of her lying, Casey was still
alert to her.
The reason why he didn't kill Elsa was



that he needed her help after he went to
the Valley of Medicine God.
Besides, Elsa must have a good
understanding of the Duncan family. If
he just killed her, he would lose a
chance to get information.
"It never occurred to me that the people
of the Duncan family would do the
business of breathing. And I didn't know
that the people of the Duncan family are
practicing evil skills. If you don't believe
me, you can kill me now. I won't blame
you." Elsa spoke.
Casey smiled and said, "For the time
being, I believe you. I promise not to kill
you on condition that you listen to me.
Once you fail to that, I'll immediately kill
you. You're supposed to know whether I
can do that or not."
"And if you perform well enough and if I
confirm later that what you said is true,
I'll consider helping your mother get rid
of the Duncan family. How about that?"
Elsa stared at Casey for quite a while
with some emotion. After a long time,
she nodded and said, "Well, it's a deal."
After saying that, she began to take off
her clothes.
Seeing that, Casey was puzzled, asking,
"Why do you take off your clothes?"
Elsa spoke while looking at Casey, "My
fate is now under your control. I know
that it's narcissistic for me to say so, but
men, who had met me, since I was a
child, all wanted to sleep with me. If it
wasn't that I was a member of the
Duncan family, I would have been sold
to Kabukicho. Now, I listen to you. The
first thing I should do is of course to
please you."



Hearing that, Casey couldn't help
smiling. He couldn't figure out whether
just Elsa thought so or the girls of R
Country were all like that.
"I'm sorry. You're very pretty, but I'm not
interested in you. I've got a wife.
Besides, I have a lovely daughter."
Casey said.
Elsa was stunned. More than half of the
men who wanted to sleep with her had
wives and children. Therefore, in her
opinion, even if Casey had a wife and a
child, he could sleep with her.
"Don't worry. I'll keep it a secret. Your
wife and daughter won't know anything
about it." After saying that, Elsa
continued to take off her clothes.
Casey was speechless. He glared at
Elsa and said coldly, "If you continue to
do that, I'll take some action."
Elsa felt his emotion and realized that
he was serious, so she immediately
stopped.
"Get up and readjust your clothes. After
climbing over these mountains, we'll
arrive at the Valley of Medicine God. I'm
curious who they are. They should do
such evil business."
After saying that, Casey
approachedKennedy, took out a lighter,
and lit his clothes.
Elsa looked at Casey's back with an
unprecedented glow in her eyes.
Chapter 811 Elder Brother and His
Sister
On the way to the Valley of Medicine
God.
Casey led the way. Elsa followed him,
looking obedient. When Casey walked
fast, she also walked fast. When Casey



walked slowly, she also walked slowly.
She never tried to approach Casey.
In the culture of R Country, there was
still a traditional concept that men were
superior to women. Since Elsa had
agreed to put her fate under the control
of Casey, she would surely be
absolutely obedient to Casey.
Besides, after knowing Casey more,
Elsa found that Casey was an upright
man who would keep his promise. On
the way, Casey showed no interest in
Elsa. Besides, he didn't go back on his
promise. Instead, he seriously told Elsa
what they should do after they reached
the Valley of Medicine God in detail.
Before, Elsa thought that men were all
hypocritical and unreliable because all
the men she came into contact with,
including her father, were all like that
since she was a child.
After knowing Casey, she formed a
different opinion about men.
Casey told Elsa that they should pretend
to be someone sent by the Duncan
family and do business with the Leader
of the Valley of Medicine God after they
arrived at the Valley of Medicine God.
As for the the black coat, Casey had
already decided that they should say
that the the black coat had gone to B
City to take revenge for Myles.
After all, it was not a lie, but a fact.
Casey learned from Elsa that the Leader
of Valley of Medicine God didn't know
who would come to Valley of Medicine
God with Elsa and that the Leader only
knew that two people would come to
him. It made Casey's plan feasible.
If they still betrayed themselves from the



beginning this time, Casey would just
fight with the people of the Valley of
Medicine God, check if they had
collected the eyes and flesh of children,
and would never act with others for the
rest of his life.
Elsa said that she had several elder
brothers and that one of them looked a
bit like Casey, so she suggested that
Casey should pretend to be her elder
brother. Casey thought that it was
feasible, so he agreed.
They two walked along the mountain
road. It was not hard to walk on this
road. It seemed that it was specially built
for people to walk on. There seemed to
be quite many visitors to the Valley of
Medicine God.
Before long, they saw that there were
several people walking slowly before
them. One of them was just walking,
and other four of them were carrying a
deck chair on which a girl was lying.
Casey didn't expect that he would come
across other people on the way to the
Valley of Medicine God. Judging from
the way these people behaved, Casey
thought that they weren't ordinary
people. That girl was lying on a deck
chair and four people were carrying that
deck chair. It was impossible that
ordinary people would do that.
Casey carefully observed those four
people, finding that they were all inner
force experts in initial stage.
The man walking beside them was also
an inner force expert in initial stage.
Soon, Casey and Elsa got close to
these people.
"Bro, when can we arrive at the Valley of



Medicine God? It's so sunny here that
my makeup has been messed up." The
girl on the deck chair complained.
The man turned his head, looked at that
girl, and said impatiently, "Be grateful.
I'm afraid that you haven't gone more
than 1000 paces along the way. They
four haven't said anything, but you have
complained many times."
"Humph, I pay them wages, and it's their
job. There is no reason for them to
complain. I’m noble, and it's hard to walk
on this mountain road. If I fell over, your
dad would be worried." The girl said
carelessly.
The man seemed to be speechless. But
he didn't say anything, and just
continued to walk.
"Hey, guys, are you going to the Valley
of Medicine God?" Casey approached
them and asked.
Both the man and the girl turned around
hurriedly. They didn't know when Casey
and Elsa got close to them. Therefore,
when they saw Casey and Elsa, they
were all scared.
The girl even exclaimed, "Oh, my God.
When did you two begin to follow us?
You four put me down now and go to
catch them who are with unknown
background."
That four people immediately put the girl
down and were about to attack Casey
and Elsa.
Seeing that, Elsa interposed herself
between Casey and the four people
without thinking about it, looking coldly
at them.
In the past, Elsa was trained in the way
a professional killer was trained.



Besides, she was an inner force expert
in medium stage. She was definitely
quite good at fighting.
She just had no chance to fight because
she came across Casey.
And these people were just inner force
experts in initial stage. In Elsa's opinion,
it was not difficult to deal with them.
Seeing that they were going to fight, that
man hurriedly stood between the four
people and Elsa, and spoke to Casey
and Elsa, "I'm sorry. My younger sister
is being impulsive. We didn't want to
fight with you."
Casey nodded. Finding that this man
was a reasonable person, Casey
passed it over.
"Are you two also going to the Valley of
Medicine God?" The man asked.
Casey nodded.
"Since we're going to the same place,
why not go there together? In this way,
we can help each other." The man said
with a smile.
Casey didn't refuse. In his opinion, if he
went to the Valley of Medicine God with
these people, it would be easier for him
to get into the Valley of Medicine God.
After hearing what her elder brother
said, that girl immediately spoke, "Bro,
do you know who they are? Why do you
offer to go to the Valley of Medicine God
with them? We're in the wild. What if
they're up to no good? What if they're
meant for our Stewart family?"
The man glowered at the girl at once
and said loudly, "If you continue to talk
nonsense, I'll leave you here. In that
case, you might become the food of
wolves."



The girl finally stopped. However, when
she looked at Casey and Elsa, there
was still some hostility in her eyes.
The man apologized to Casey and Elsa,
after which all of them continued their
way.
Having got off the deck chair, it was not
appropriate for her to ask other people
to carry her now. Therefore, she walked
beside the man, keeping looking at
Casey and Elsa.
Through conversation, Casey got to
know that these people were all
members of the Stewart family in K City.
The martial arts circle in K City had its
own characteristics, and had little
contact with the martial arts circle in the
mainland. Therefore, Casey didn't know
how powerful the Stewart family was.
However, considering the fact that the
people who carried the deck chair for
that girl were inner force experts in initial
stage, the Stewart family should be
quite powerful. If a family was not
powerful enough, it was impossible for
that family to get to know where the
Valley of Medicine God was.
The man was named McCoy Stewart
and the girl was named Astrid Stewart.
McCoy was the elder brother of Astrid.
And they were sent by their father to go
to the Valley of Medicine God to buy
medicine that could enhance strength.
As they had agreed, Casey pretended to
be the elder brother of Elsa. They
pretended to be someone from R
Country.
After hearing that Casey and Elsa were
from R Country, McCoy and Astrid
weren't very shocked. After all, it was



not rare that people from all over the
world came to the Valley of Medicine
God to buy medicine.
Astrid stared at Elsa for a long time.
Previously, she believed that she was
quite a beauty. However, after seeing
Elsa, she despised herself and gradually
began to be jealous of Elsa.
After a long time, she rolled her eyes,
stared at Elsa and asked, "I heard that
the beautiful girls of R Country all like to
act in erotic films. You're so pretty.
Could it be that you have also acted in
that kind of films?"
Chapter 812 Being Ill-mannered
After hearing what Astrid said, Elsa
immediately frowned and spoke, "It isn't
true that beautiful girls all act in that kind
of films. In our country, that's just a
normal career. Show some respect,
please."
Astrid twitched her lips at once and said,
"Humph, even if you haven't acted in
that kind of films, you must have slept
with many men. Women like you look
like fairies, but are actually luscious."
If she was not as beautiful as other girls,
she would defame them. It was the trick
Astrid usually used. Whenever Astrid
saw a girl who was more beautiful than
her, she would manage to throw mud at
that girl so that she could feel better.
In addition, because no one dared to
offend Astrid in K City due to her
background, she gradually thought that
it was no big deal to comment on others
like that.
After hearing that, Elsa was obviously
angry. If it wasn't that Casey was there,
she would have taught Astrid a lesson in



how to talk to others by beating her.
Casey didn't expect that Astrid would
have such a low emotional intelligence.
She just spoke a few words, but she
angered Elsa, who was very gentle, so
much that Elsa nearly beat her.
He looked at Astrid with a cold
expression and asked in a deep voice,
"Are members of the Stewart family in K
City all so ill-mannered? Or, didn't you
receive family education?"
Hearing that, Astrid instantly exploded
with rage. She shouted at Casey while
staring at him, "What are you talking
about? Who are you? You should dare
to say that I'm ill-mannered. If my
brother didn't stop it, I would have
thrown you two into a valley to feed the
wolves!"
"Oh? Really? You may have a try."
Casey spoke.
Elsa stood in front of Casey again and
said, "If you dares to touch him, I'll be
rude to you!"
Seeing that they were going to fight
again, McCoy was helpless. When they
were in K City, his younger sister had
been used to being arrogant. Therefore,
she still didn't take others seriously even
when they were not in K City. It was
basically useless for him to scold her.
He just pulled Astrid and spoke, "Stop.
We're not in K City now. If something
bad happens, I can't keep you save."
Astrid didn't take what he said seriously.
She spoke, "Bro, we've got five inner
force experts in initial stage. Could it be
that you five can't deal with them two?"
"You're the genius rarely seen in a
hundred years in the Stewart family,



becoming an inner force expert in initial
stage at such a young age. They're
about the same age as you. In any
case, they couldn't be stronger than you
are."
Hearing that, McCoy was still a little
angry. He believed that what Astrid said
was quite right, but he didn't want his
younger sister to receive the comment
that she was ill-mannered.
After hearing what Astrid said, Casey
sneered at once. That girl should
believe that a team consisted of five
inner force experts in initial stage was
invincible. It was really a great joke.
Elsa alone was able to defeat them all,
not to mention Casey who was stronger
than inner force experts in Grandmaster
Circle.
Hearing that Casey sneered, Astrid
unhappily looked at Casey and said,
"What are you laughing at? Do you
know how powerful an inner force expert
in initial stage is? You're at most an
ordinary people. How dare you laugh?"
"Moreover, you even always let this girl
protect you. You're not even as good as
this girl. Alas, I accidentally find out the
truth. Could it be that you're always
under the protection of this girl on the
way?"
"My elder brother is very strong. If you
continue to comment on him like that, I'll
be rude to you!" Elsa spoke to Astrid in
a somewhat anxious manner.
Finding that Elsa called him elder
brother in such a natural way, Casey
smiled.
"See, I'm right. If your elder brother is so
powerful, why do you need to protect



him? It means that he's weak and that
he depends on you." Astrid talked as if
she had known everything.
"Enough! If you continue to incur trouble
for me, I'll be really angry." McCoy
shouted at Astrid.
Knowing that her elder brother had
nearly reached the limit of endurance,
Astrid knew that it was time to stop. So
she said to McCoy, "Well, well, I see. I
just tell the truth."
McCoy looked apologetically at Casey
and said, "I'm really very sorry. My
younger sister is so wild that she was
rude to you."
Casey looked at him and spoke, "Forget
it. It's just a trivial matter. I'll pass it over.
Let's press on."
McCoy nodded. Worrying that Astrid
would say something offensive again,
McCoy pulled Astrid and walked on.
Casey and Elsa followed them. In order
not to get angry again, they no longer
talked toMcCoyand Astrid.
As they walked, Elsa cautiously took a
look at Casey and spoke in a low voice,
"Just now, I ventured to call you elder
brother. You don't mind it, right?"
Casey smiled and said, "No, I don't mind
it."
Elsa was immediately relieved. At the
same time, she was a little happy.
During the following journey, Astrid still
looked at Casey and Elsa from time to
time while muttering. It could be knew
without thinking that she was speaking
some harsh words to vent her
unhappiness.
Both Casey and Elsa ignored her. They
walked and enjoyed the scenery along



the way, considering Astrid nothing
more than part of the scenery.
To deal with people like Astrid, ignoring
her was far more useful than scolding
her. It turned out that Astrid did explode
with rage because Casey and Elsa
ignored her, but she couldn't do
anything about it.
They climbed over the last mountain.
After this long journey, they finally saw a
lively valley, the scenery of which was
beautiful. The Valley of Medicine God
was located there.
Judging from the scenery, it was like a
Fairyland. Elsa even sighed. In the past,
she had never seen such a beautiful
scenery.
They continued their way. Before long,
they saw a plain wooden gate with a
board hung on it. The name, The Valley
of Medicine God, was written on it.
This place was full of life. Therefore, the
wooden door was covered with vine.
There were even flowers on it.
At this moment, a young man was
dozing by the wooden door.
McCoy approached him, saluted him,
and spoke, "Fella, we come here to buy
some medicine. Can you show us the
way?"
The young man perked up at once. He
looked at McCoy and the people behind
him, and then said impatiently, "It's
almost dark now. Come here tomorrow."
Chapter 813 I Will Take Some Action
After hearing what the young man said,
McCoy was a little embarrassed. The
reason why they took such a long
journey was that they wanted to enter
the Valley of Medicine God at this time.



Unexpectedly, this young man
dismissed them with just a few words.
"Fella, you know, there is only forest
outside the Valley of Medicine God.
There's no place where we can have a
rest. What about letting us in and letting
us stay inside for one night? We're
willing to pay relevant fees." McCoy
spoke. Knowing how strong the Valley
of Medicine God was, when he spoke,
he dared not express any
dissatisfaction.
That young man unhappily looked at
McCoy and said, "There's no place
outside where you can rest? It has
nothing to do with me. It's because you
come too late. I've told you that you
can’t go in now. I'm serious. Here, I
have the last word. If you're not going to
listen to me, you won't have a chance to
enter the Valley of Medicine God for the
rest of your life."
Obviously, this young man had become
arrogant because of the prestige of the
Valley of Medicine God and the fact that
people who came here to buy medicine
were very submissive. The reason why
he didn't let them go in was not that it
was too late. He simply wanted to feel
the pleasure of giving orders to others.
Seeing that the young man refused to
let them in, McCoy was helpless. He
could only sigh. Then, he turned his
head and spoke to Astrid, "Well, then,
we'll slum it outside for one night."
Astrid was quite unhappy, but she didn't
dare to show any disrespect to the
people of the Valley of Medicine God.
So she could only nod.
Because of that the black coat and the



deal between the Duncan family and the
Valley of Medicine God, Casey got a
bad impression of the Valley of Medicine
God. Now, seeing that even a young
man, who guarded the gate for the
Valley of Medicine God, dared to bully
others, he became even angry.
This time, he didn't come here to buy
medicine. If he found out that the Valley
of Medicine God really harmed children,
he would even destroy the Valley of
Medicine God. Therefore, there was no
need for him to tolerate the people of
the Valley of Medicine God.
He stared at that young man and said
coldly, "It won't be dark in at least three
hours. It couldn't be said to be late. Why
don't you let us in?"
The young man glared at Casey, saying,
"Is there anything wrong with your
mind? Or you can't understand me? I
said that it's dark, so it's dark now. I
don't care about when it will be dark. If
you still have no discretion, I won’t let
you go in tomorrow."
Hearing that, both McCoy's and Astrid's
expression changed. If they really
couldn't get into the Valley of Medicine
God because this young man was
offended, their effort would be in vain.
Astrid shouted at Casey without any
respect, "Is there anything wrong with
your mind? He has asked to come here
to tomorrow. Why do you still argue with
him? If we can't go in because of you, I
will definitely not let you get away with
it!"
Casey ignored her, looked at that young
man, and said, "I'm going in now. If you
stopped me, I would take some action."



Hearing that, the young man
immediately sneered and said, "It's
ridiculous. It's the first time for me to see
someone who make trouble in the
Valley of Medicine God. Are you
common people so bold now? You
should dare to disrespect the Valley of
Medicine God! You're not eligible to do
that!"
Seeing that things were going to get
worse, McCoy tried to persuade Casey,
"Casey, don't be stubborn. Since he
asks us to come here tomorrow, just
come here tomorrow. We come here to
buy medicine, and don't make things
worse."
Astrid pulled McCoy and said, "Bro, at
such a point, just leave him alone. He's
looking for trouble, and it has nothing to
do with us."
After saying that, she hurriedly looked at
that young man and said, "Fella, we
don't know them. We just came across
them on the way. We'll listen to you and
come here tomorrow. Whatever he does
has nothing to do with us. Please don't
forbid us from going in because of him."
"Humph, I don't care if you know each
other or not. This guy should want to
take some action against me. I wonder
what he could do to me. We, people of
the Valley of Medicine God, think
nothing of you who are weak." The
young man shouted to Casey.
Soon, they were at daggers drawn. It
seemed that they were about to attack
each other.
"Junior Brother, are you picking on the
guests again?" At this moment,
someone said. Casey and other people



all looked into the door and found that a
man, who was a little older than this
young man, was coming.
After hearing that, the expression of the
young man changed. After that, he
hurriedly turned around and spoke to
that person, "Senior Brother, I didn't pick
on them. I stopped them only because
that guy arrogantly said that he was
going take some action against the
people of the Valley of Medicine God."
After hearing that, the man, who was
older, frowned and looked at Casey and
other people, and asked, "Who are you?
Why did you want to take some action
against the people of the Valley of
Medicine God?"
Astrid hurriedly spoke, "We're from the
Stewart family in K City. We come here
to buy medicine. We have nothing to do
with them two. They're from R Country.
Who knows why they come here? So
please believe that we have nothing to
do with them two."
After hearing that Casey and Elsa were
from R Country, that people was
stunned. Then he looked at Casey and
asked, "Do you come here to meet the
Leader?"
"Yes." Casey answered.
That people smiled and said, "I'm really
sorry. Can you please tell me what has
just happened here?"
Casey didn't hesitate and told him what
had happened after they came here just
now.
After hearing what Casey said, the
young man was anxious. He hurriedly
said, "Senior Brother, don't believe him.
He made the whole thing up. He wanted



to take some action against me after he
just came here."
The Senior Brother stared at him at
once and shouted at him, "Don't I know
what kind of person you are? They two
are important guests of the Leader.
Luckily, I come here in time, otherwise
you would have brought trouble!"
The expression of the young man
changed. He didn't expect that these
two people would be important guests of
the Leader. He was a little afraid.
McCoy and Astrid were also surprised.
They didn't anticipate that Casey and
Elsa were so well-connected. They
should be the important guests of the
Leader of the Valley of Medicine God.
"I'm really sorry. Later, I'll punish him.
Please come with me." Senior Brother
saluted Casey and said apologetically.
Casey nodded and didn't say anything.
"You also come with me." That person
looked at McCoy and Astrid.
McCoy and Astrid were both relieved at
once and became a little excited.
They walked deep into the Valley of
Medicine God. Astrid curiously stared at
Casey. She thought: In any respect, he
didn't seem to be someone who could
become the important guest of the
Valley of Medicine God.
After a long time, she lost control of
herself and murmured, "Humph, there's
nothing to be proud of. Maybe it's just
because of dumb luck. Perhaps they're
treated as important guests just
because this girl slept with someone. It's
disgusting."
Chapter 814 Tested How Powerful
They were



The Senior Brother led the way while
Casey and other people followed him.
They were all looking at the scenery of
the Valley of Medicine God with a
curious expression. From time to time,
there would be surprised and admiring
expressions on their faces.
The Valley of Medicine God was indeed
a good place. There were fields along
the way. Various kinds of herbs were
planted in great quantities and grew
well.
The deeper they walked into the Valley
of Medicine God, the stronger the
fragrance of medicine was. After
smelling it for a long time, people
refreshed.
"The Leader told me that it's Leader
Zain that went to meet you. Why doesn't
he come here with you?" The Senior
Brother asked.
Casey answered immediately, "That
people said that he was going to B City
to take revenge for his best friend,
Myles. Time was limited and the chance
was rare, so he told us where the Valley
of Medicine God was and asked us to
come here by ourselves."
Because of the lesson he learned last
time, Casey didn't mentioned the name
“Leader Zain ”. Instead, he used the
word "that people". If this people was
testing him, he wouldn't be able to
continue to act.
After hearing that, that Senior Brother
sighed and said, "Leader Zain 's solitary
and has only made friends with only one
person, Myles. Considering his
personality, he would really do this kind
of thing."



Hearing him say so, Casey was
relieved. He knew that he had muddled
through.
"Myles? Is he the Grandmaster killed by
a young man named Casey?" Astrid
asked.
That Senior Brother nodded and
answered, "Yes, that's him. He became
famous many years ago, and he was a
Grandmaster with great prestige in the
martial arts world. However,
unexpectedly, he was killed by a young
man who was only in his twenties."
"The young man named Casey is a
genius rarely seen in ten thousand
years. I heard that five powerful families
in the martial arts world combined
against him not long ago. As a result,
they were defeated by Casey alone.
He's so gifted."
Although McCoy and Astrid lived in K
City, both of them had heard about it.
They rather admired Casey in their
hearts. After all, McCoy, who became
an inner force expert in initial stage in
his twenties, could be said to be a
genius rarely seen in a century. And
Casey killed one Grandmaster after
another when he was in his twenties. He
was really a legendary people.
"Casey is really very strong. Besides,
he's only in his twenties. He must be an
elegant and handsome man. If only I
had a chance to meet him. If I had the
chance to meet him, I would certainly
take the initiative to chase after him. I'm
from the Stewart family in K City, so I'm
good enough to be his girlfriend." Astrid
said. It seemed that she admired Casey
very much.



Hearing that, Casey couldn't help
laughing.
Seeing that, Astrid immediately
glowered at him and spoke, "What are
you laughing at? Listen, if I were able to
be Casey's girlfriend, I would
immediately ask him to beat you up."
Casey shrugged, indicating that he
didn't care. After all, it was never
possible for him to take fancy to
someone like Astrid.
Elsa, who walked beside Casey, looked
at Casey with mixed feelings. If she
remembered correctly, this person, who
was now pretending to be her elder
brother, was named Casey.
Before long, they were able to see the
buildings in the valley that was not far
away. The people of the Valley of
Medicine God should live in those
buildings.
Looking from here, that looked like a
village that couldn't be said to be big. It
was very quiet there. That was a good
place to live in seclusion.
"Ladies and gentlemen, to enter the
Valley of Medicine God, you must take a
test about how strong you are. We need
to know exactly how powerful you are,
so that we can prevent things that are
out of our control from happening.
Therefore, I hope that you will cooperate
with us." When they were about to reach
those buildings, the Senior Brother said.
After that, they were taken to a valley
where there ran a stream.
"This is the place where we test how
strong people are. Now, take turns to
beat that big stone over there with all
your strength. That stone has been



specially transformed by us. It can
absorb inner force and then send it in
the form of vibration, which can make
the water move. The more water is
moved, the stronger that people are. Of
course, if people without inner force hit
it, nothing would happen. Please take
turns to test."
Looking at that big stone, Casey and
other people all found it amazing. It
never occurred to them that people
could test how powerful they were in this
way.
McCoy itched to have a try. Therefore,
he was the first people to approach the
stone, after which he patted that stone
with all his strength.
Then, people saw that there was a
vibration and the water in the stream
moved for about ten centimeters.
"An inner force expert in initial stage.
Good. Being able to be an inner force
expert in initial stage at your age, you
could be said to be a genius." Senior
Brother murmured.
Hearing that the people of the Valley of
Medicine God praised him, McCoy
immediately put on a proud look.
Obviously, he was also very satisfied
with himself.
After that, the four inner force experts in
initial stage, who came here with McCoy
and Astrid, approached that stone and
beat it with all their strength, moving the
water for almost 10 centimeters.
The Valley of Medicine God needed to
know how powerful all guests were to
prevent someone with ill intentions from
making trouble. Therefore, although
Astrid claimed that she was an ordinary



person, she had to take the test. Of
course, the water was not moved at all.
After Astrid took the test, it was the turn
of Elsa and Casey. Astrid stared at them
and said with some disdain, "It could be
seen that they're weak at one glance. If
they take the test, the water won't be
moved, either."
Although McCoy was kind, he also
believe that neither Casey nor Elsa was
strong. After all, geniuses were rare. Not
everyone could be like him.
Casey asked Elsa to take the test before
him. Elsa stood in front of the stone and
then hit the stone with all her might.
As a result, the water in the stream
behind the stone moved about fifty
centimeters.
Seeing that, people present were all
surprised. They didn't expect Elsa to be
so powerful.
"Generally speaking, people who could
move the water for 30 centimeters are
already inner force experts in medium
stage. Just now, you moved the water
for nearly 50 centimeters. It means that
you're very excellent among inner force
experts in medium stage. I haven't seen
genius like you for many years." Senior
Brother spoke somewhat excitedly.
Elsa just smiled at him, after which she
stood beside Casey. She was not proud
at all. She knew clearly that she was far
from as good as Casey.
McCoy and Astrid, who had thought that
Elsa was weak, were dumbfounded.
Astrid's face burned. She was jealous of
Elsa because Elsa was beautiful, so she
always believed that Elsa was just an
eye candy. In her opinion, Elsa had no



other advantage than beauty.
Chapter 815 There Was Not Any
Change
"Being an inner force expert in medium
stage in her twenties, she's really a
genius. Compared with her, I'm nothing.
Moreover, she's a girl. It seems that I'm
far from good enough." McCoy sighed.
Astrid, who stood beside him,
immediately comforted him, "Bro, don't
think so. As a matter of fact, you have
been very powerful. At least, you're
much stronger than some people."
After saying that, she even took a look
at Casey.
Now, Casey was the only one who
hadn't taken the test.
"It's your turn. Go to take a test." Senior
Brother said while looking at Casey.
Casey nodded, approached that stone,
turned his head and asked that Senior
Brother, "Must I use all my strength?"
"Yes, hit it with all your strength. Don't
save any strength." Senior Brother
answered.
Casey looked at that stone for a while.
He thought: the Leader knew that it was
a Grandmaster that would come here
with Elsa, so it should be all right for me
hit it in the way an inner force expert in
Grandmaster Circle did.
After that, Casey began to gather his
strength. When he believed that it was
almost enough, he patted that stone.
Elsa looked expectantly at it. According
to her speculation, Casey could at least
move the water in the stream for a
hundred centimeters.
Casey patted on the stone, making a
loud sound. People present were all



startled. Even the Senior Brother of the
Valley of Medicine God didn't know what
was going on.
Everyone looked at the stream behind
the stone. The water in the stream
flowed quietly. There was not any
change.
Seeing that, Senior Brother was slowly
relieved. He had thought that he would
be shocked by how powerful Casey
was. Unexpectedly, Casey was but a
common person.
Elsa was a little confused. She looked at
the stream, thinking that there must be
something wrong and that Casey was
definitely not a common person.
Astrid directly laughed. She pointed to
Casey and said, "Unexpectedly, you're
also an ordinary people. Why were you
so bold that you dared to say that you
would be take some action against the
people of the Valley of Medicine God?
Just now, I at least made the surface of
water to move a little. Unexpectedly,
after you hit it with all your might, the
water didn’t moved at all. You should be
not as powerful as I am. It's ridiculous."
Seeing that, Elsa was about to argue
with Astrid, but she was stopped by
Casey.
Casey didn't know why the stone used
to test how strong people was didn't
have any reaction, but being in this
situation was undoubtedly better for
Casey.
The Senior Brother took a look at them
and said, "Don't waste time. Let's press
on."
After saying that, he no longer stayed
here, but continued to walk towards the



buildings in the valley.
Casey and other people followed
without hesitation.
Not long after they left, two old men,
who were in their fifties, came here. One
of them was fat while the other was thin.
Both of them were smiling.
"Listen, recently, I make some progress.
You don't believe me. Well, then, let me
take a test here. You'll know that what I
said is true." The old senior man spoke.
The thin senior man said, "These days,
you did nothing more than eating and
sleeping. I saw it all. Under this
circumstance, it's impossible for you to
make progress."
Hearing that, the fat senior man
immediately wore a disdainful
expression on his face. He didn't bother
to continue to argue with him and
decided that he would just show it to the
thin senior man.
He stood in front of the big stone that
was used to test how strong people
were, speaking, "When I took the test
last time, I moved the water for 108
centimeters. This time, if I can make the
water move for more than 108
centimeters, it means that I have made
progress. At that time, you'll have to
send me your precious ginseng."
"Of course. If I lose, I'll give you the
ginseng. However, if I win, you should
send me the wine in which there is lucid
ganoderma." The thin senior man
spoke.
The fat senior man agreed. Then, he
stood before the stone, took a deep
breath and concentrated all his strength
in his hand. Finally, he quickly hit the



stone.
Wanting to know if the fat senior man
had make progress, the thin senior man
stared at the stream behind the stone
without blinking.
However, after a long time, there wasn't
any change in the stream.
The fat senior man looked at the stream
with a puzzled face and murmured, "Oh,
my God. Could it be that I lose all my
force because I sleep too much
recently?"
The thin senior man immediately burst
into laughter and said, "You should fail
to move the stream for even a
centimeter. Does it mean that you lose?
Remember to give me the wine."
The fat senior man was not convinced
and wanted to check if there was
anything wrong with this stone.
Just then, that stone suddenly gave out
one sound. Then, there appeared a
crack at the top of the stone. The stone
broke into two halves.
Both senior men looked at the crack,
finding that the inner part of this big
stone had become powder. Only the
outer part of the stone was still solid.
"How...is it possible? Could it be that
you have been so strong? This stone
has been transformed with special
medicine. Even inner force expert in
Grandmaster Circle can't break in in this
way." The thin senior man exclaimed.
The fat senior man was also confused.
He lowered his head, looked at his hand
and murmured, "Could it be that...I'm a
genius rarely seen in ten thousand
years and that I only show my gift
recently? An as a result, I become so



powerful just by eating and sleeping?"
......
Casey and Elsa followed that Senior
Brother to a house deep in the Valley of
Medicine God. McCoy and Astrid came
here to buy medicine, having different
purposes from them. So they had been
taken to other places.
Casey and Elsa were certainly taken to
where the Leader was.
On the way, Casey learned from that
Senior Brother that the name of the
Leader of the Valley of Medicine God
was Kobi Atkinson and that he only
ranked second to the Lord, Collier, in
the Valley of Medicine God.
Senior Brother approached that house,
knocked several times on the door, and
then shouted, "The Leader, the person
you would like to meet is here."
After a while, the door was opened from
inside. A strong, though with greying
temples, and vigorous man came out.
He was the Leader of the Valley of
Medicine God, Kobi. He had already
been in his 60s. However, he looked no
different from people in their 40s
because he took various medicine for
years.
Kobi looked at Casey and Elsa. When
he saw Elsa, his eyes lit up. He even
didn't ask them anything about the black
coat, just saying, "Come in."
That Senior Brother motioned for Casey
and Elsa to go in, after which he cleverly
left.
Chapter 817 Enforce Justice
Seeing that the move Casey made, Kobi
was a little puzzled. He asked, "What do
you mean? Could it be that you're afraid



that I'll go back on my words after I get
the folk prescriptions?"
Casey smiled. The reason why he
treated Kobi in this way after they came
out was simply that he didn't want to let
the fight between him and Kobi affect
those children.
Now, having made sure that Kobi was a
vicious and abnormal person, Casey
was going to deal with him.
He was in the Valley of Medicine God
now. However, when he saw that Kobi
wanted to hurt the children who were
less than ten years old and even babies,
Casey was very angry.
If he didn't kill such a scum now, more
people would definitely suffer disaster in
the future. However effective the
medicine he made was, that might not
be used to help people.
Casey had got a plan. If he attacked
Kobi now, he was quite sure that he
could kill him. However, other people of
the Valley of Medicine God would know
it.
If other people of the Valley of Medicine
God didn't know that their Leader was
doing this kind of evil business and if
they were still kind, it would be great.
However, if the people of the Valley of
Medicine God were just the same kind
of person as Kobi, he would have to
fight with a lot of people.
There were more than twenty inner
force expert in Grandmaster Circle here.
It was still difficult for Casey to deal with
them alone. However, if Casey wanted
to run away, they couldn't stop him.
After all, the Valley of Medicine God
would not move away. If he couldn't kill



all the people without conscience in one
day, he could do it in a few days.
Sooner or later, he would kill all of them.
"What qualifications do you have to get
these three folk prescriptions? You're
the Leader of the Valley of Medicine
God, but you should secretly hurt even
children."
"I, Casey, am going to enforce justice
and kill you, a vicious son of a bitch,
today!"
After hearing that, Kobi's expression
immediately changed. He spoke,
"Casey? You're not from the Duncan
family! You're the one who challenged
the martial arts world in H Country?!!!"
Casey smiled at him and said,
"Congratulations. You're right."
After saying that, Casey rushed towards
Kobi.
At the same time.
In the conference room of the Valley of
Medicine God.
Collier, the Lord, was sitting in the host's
seat. The fat senior man and the thin
senior man were standing in front of
him. There were other Director in this
room. They were all staring at the
powder on the table.
There were many Grandmasters in the
Valley of Medicine God, but they didn't
always stay in the Valley of Medicine
God. Some of them would go out to
perform some tasks. Therefore, there
were only sixteen Grandmasters in total
in the Valley of Medicine God.
"Lord, the stone used to test how
powerful people are really become like
this after I hit it with all my might. I also
don't know why. Maybe I turn the inner



part of that stone into powder after my
governor and conception vessels
suddenly become smooth and as a
result I suddenly have great strength."
The fat senior said.
The thin senior man looked at him with
disdain and spoke, "Stop it. Everyone
here knows how strong you are. Just
now, I fought with you. I didn't find that
you have made much progress."
After saying that, he looked at Collier
and said, "Lord, in my opinion, it's highly
possible that a super powerful person
has sneaked in our valley. We must
attach great importance to it. Now, we
don't know the purpose of that person. If
that person has ill intentions, we might
suffer a disaster."
After hearing that, Collier thought that
what he said was reasonable. So he
immediately asked, "Is there any
outsider coming in today?"
The Senior Brother, who had taken
Casey and other people into the Valley
of Medicine God, was here. After
hearing what the thin senior man said,
he immediately thought of a possibility.
Therefore, he hurriedly took a step
forward and said, "Lord, today, there are
two groups of outsiders coming in."
"I took them to test how powerful they
are. However, the most powerful person
among them is but an inner force expert
in medium stage. But, when the last
person to take the test hit the stone with
all his strength, a loud sound was made.
However, there was not any change in
the water. I thought that that person was
just an ordinary person. Just now, when
I thought about it, I found that it might be



him that turned the inner part of the
stone into powder."
"Besides, according to the time when
the two Directors took the test, that
person did the test not long before the
two Directors did."
After hearing that, people present were
all no longer calm. Unexpectedly, they
should really be suspicious experts in
fighting coming into the Valley of
Medicine God.
"Where did that person go?" Collier
asked.
"He's the person the Leader wants to
meet. After going in, I took him to the
house of the Leader." Senior Brother
replied honestly.
Collier frowned at once and said,
"Recently, the Leader is secretly doing
something I don't know. I went to ask
him what he was doing, but he refused
to tell me. Unexpectedly, he now brings
suspicious experts in fighting here. If it
went on, something bad would definitely
happen."
After thinking carefully for a while,
Collier looked at people present and
gave an order, "Gather all the Directors
and go to the house of the Leader now. I
would like to see what on earth he is
doing."
After saying that, he stood up and came
out of the conference room.
On a shady path in the Valley of
Medicine God.
McCoy and Astrid were walking while
watching with curiosity. It was already
evening. The people of the Valley of
Medicine God were hospitable, not only
arranging places for them to live in, but



also allowing them to walk around in the
Valley of Medicine God.
And they had got the medicine they
wanted with enough bargaining chips.
The people of the Valley of Medicine
God allowed outsiders to come here to
buy medicine. After all, the people of the
Valley of Medicine God also needed to
survive, and they also needed to have a
proper living condition. And these things
were from people who came here to buy
medicine.
"What's the relationship between the
two person from R Country and the
Leader of the Valley of Medicine God?
They should be treated as important
guests of the Leader." McCoy spoke.
"Humph, there can't be any relationship
between them. In my opinion, maybe it's
because that coquette has an affair with
the Leader of the Valley of Medicine
God." Astrid said explicitly.
McCoy frowned and said, "Astrid, don't
talk in that way."
"Is there anything wrong with my words?
That coquette is quite powerful, but the
man coming here with her is a rubbish
that is even not as good as me. What
relationship can people like them could
have with the Leader of the Valley of
Medicine God?"
"Speaking of that rubbish, I get angry.
He's nothing, but he pretends to be very
strong. Why is he so bold? I hate people
who are pretentious most."
"If he really wants to prove that he's
powerful and if he's really powerful, why
doesn't he go fight against the Leader of
the Valley of Medicine God? He's so
cowardly that he won't dare to do that."



Astrid said with great certainty.
When she just finished speaking, a
house that was not far away collapsed.
Casey and the Leader rushed out from
inside and stood on the roof.
Kobi's face was drenched with sweat.
He was breathless and his face was
pale. He looked warily at Casey who
stood opposite him. He hated Casey,
but he was also afraid of Casey.
Seeing that, Astrid and McCoy were
immediately shocked.
Chapter 818 I Can't Tolerate You, the
Scum
"What...What's going on? Why does that
guy jump on the roof? Who's the person
standing opposite him?" Astrid
murmured to herself while staring at
Casey and Kobi, who were on the roof.
McCoy also looked gravely at them. Just
now, they fought so fiercely that they
broke the roof of the house. Even inner
force expert in medium stage couldn't do
that easily.
It meant that the two people standing on
the roof were very likely to be experts in
fighting in Grandmaster Circle.
At this moment, many people of the
Valley of Medicine God found that
something was going on here and
rushed over quickly.
"Look, it's the Leader. Why does he fight
with that guy?"
"Who is the person standing opposite
the Leader? He doesn't seem to be a
member of us. Besides, as young as he
is, he should dare to fight with the
Leader. He's so bold!"
"I feel that the Leader seems to be at a
disadvantage. Is it a wrong feeling?"



......
Hearing the comments from people
around, Astrid's expression changed
from surprise to shock.
"The Leader...the Leader, the person
standing opposite that guy should be the
Leader of the Valley of Medicine God. Is
he out of his mind? He should really
fight with the Leader." Astrid began to
speak in a trembling voice.
Just now, she was taunting Casey,
saying that he was cowardly and that he
wouldn't dare to fight with the Leader.
And the next second, she saw that they
fought so fiercely that they got on the
roof. Being proved that she was wrong
in such short a time, she was really
ashamed.
"Isn't he a common person? Why would
he fight with the Leader of the Valley of
Medicine God? Moreover, the Leader
seems to be very afraid of him." McCoy
spoke with a frown.
"Maybe, maybe he was threw onto the
roof by the Leader." At this point, Astrid
was still unwilling to accept that Casey,
who she disliked, was an expert in
fighting who the ability to fight against
the Leader.
However, even she thought that it was
too hypocritical for her to say so.
On the roof, Kobi stared at Casey and
asked coldly, "There is no grudge
between you and me. Why do you come
here to make trouble for me?"
Casey smiled and said, "It's because I
can't tolerate scum like you hurting
innocent children! If I turn a blind eye to
such a matter, I could be said to be the
same kind of beast as you."



As someone who had just become a
father, Casey was very fond of children.
Therefore, when he saw the children
who were shut up in the dungeon by
Kobi, he couldn't stop himself from
getting angry.
If he turned a blind eye to this kind of
matter now, he was afraid that no one
would help Sherry if she was in such a
situation in the future.
There were many crimes in the world.
Casey couldn't be a great person, but at
least he wouldn't just watch the crime
happen.
He didn't seek to save the world, but he
wanted to have a clear conscience.
This was the justice for Casey.
After hearing what Casey said, Kobi
secretly cursed. It never occurred to him
that a guy, who lived in a place as far
away as B City, should come to the
Valley of Medicine God to interfere with
his affair. Even he thought that it was
inconceivable.
If he had known that the reason why this
matter came to this point was that that
the black coat wanted to take revenge
for Myles, he would not have asked the
black coat to meet the people of the
Duncan family.
Worrying that too many people would
know about this thing, he asked the
black coat, who was solitary and had
few friends, to help him. Unexpectedly,
he brought a great trouble to him.
"What nonsense are you talking about?
This is the Valley of Medicine God, and
you're not eligible to attack and defame
me!" Kobi shouted at Casey.
There had been many people of the



Valley of Medicine God watching them.
It was certainly impossible for him to
admit that what Casey said was true.
Casey twitched his lips and was about
to continue to attack Kobi.
Right at that moment, someone spoke in
a deep voice at a distance. No one
could ignore it.
"Who is it that dares to attack someone
here? Don't you really take the Valley of
Medicine God seriously?"
The lookers-on around that house all
turned their heads and looked in the
direction where the voice came from.
Then, they all exclaimed.
"It's Lord! Besides, Directors also come
here. Unexpectedly, the inner force
experts in Grandmaster Circle should all
come here. It seems to be a serious
matter."
"Wow, making so many inner force
experts in Grandmaster Circle come
here together, the guy standing opposite
the Leader is really powerful. But it
should be all. When so many inner force
experts in Grandmaster Circle fight with
him together, even if he's god, he can't
win."
Hearing the comments from the people
around her, Astrid was gloating. She
smiled and murmured, "This is the
consequence of being pretentious. You
force all the experts in fighting of the
Valley of Medicine God to come here,
and later you'll suffer a lot."
Soon, Collier, together with a group of
Directors, arrived at the place where
Casey and the Leader were standing.
They all jumped onto the roof,
surrounding both Casey and Kobi.



Collier stood beside Kobi, looking at
Casey with a frown. It seemed that he
didn't expect that the super strong
expert in fighting that sneaked in the
Valley of Medicine God would be a
young man only in his twenties.
"I'm Collier, the Lord of the Valley of
Medicine God. Can you please tell me
who you are and why you come here to
make trouble?" Collier didn't just fight
with Casey. At the very least, he should
know who he was.
Casey took a look at Collier. He didn't
talk nonsense, but just said, "Casey,
from B City."
Hearing the name of B City, Collier's
eyes were wide open. The fact that
Casey challenged the martial arts world
in H Country recently was widely
spread. Although the Valley of Medicine
God was located at a remote area, the
people of the Valley of Medicine God
had heard about that.
It was true that the people of the Valley
of Medicine God looked down upon the
Guwu Families. However, they were
rather interested in the young man who
confronted the five powerful families
alone, killed the heads of two powerful
families in the final fight and drove the
five powerful families to corner.
One major reason was that Casey was
really too young.
There were countless geniuses in the
Valley of Medicine God. And there were
various kinds of medicine to help them.
However, in the past many years, there
had never been someone who could
become a Grandmaster in his or her
twenties. And Casey not only became a



Grandmaster at such a young age, but
he was able to fight against four
Grandmasters alone. He was too gifted.
Collier had even thought of inviting
Casey to come to the Valley of Medicine
God. Such a genius was undoubtedly
the best candidate for the Lord of the
Valley of Medicine God. With his gift and
the medicine of the Valley of Medicine
God, he would definitely become so
powerful that people couldn't imagine.
However, Casey came to make trouble
himself before he went to invite Casey.
After Casey mentioned his name, there
was immediately a stir among the
people of the Valley of Medicine God.
These days, Casey was under heated
discussion in the Valley of Medicine
God.
McCoy looked at Casey in disbelief and
spoke to Astrid, "He should be Casey.
Astrid, don't you always pay much
attention to the news of Casey? Why did
you fail to recognize him on the way?"
No one responded to him.
Feeling puzzled, McCoy turned his head
and took a look at Astrid, finding that
she had been dumbfounded at the time
when he didn't notice.
Chapter 819 Perfect Medicine
Collier looked gravely at Casey and
asked, "I've heard about you. However,
our people have never crossed your
path. Why do you come here to make
trouble for us?"
"The Valley of Medicine God is
seemingly a shrine for people making
medicine, but your people secretly do
business of breathing. I come here to kill
you scums!" Casey shouted at Collier.



Collier was puzzled. He didn't know
what Casey was talking about.
Kobi, who stood beside him,
immediately rolled his eyes and said,
"Lord, this guy is untrustworthy. He
comes here to rob me us a thing."
"Before, I made a deal with the people
of the Duncan family. I'll trade some rare
precious herbs for three folk
prescriptions of perfect medicine. Today
is exactly the day when the people of
the Duncan family should come here."
Hearing that, Collier was startled. He, as
the head of the Valley of Medicine God,
certainly knew very well what three folk
prescriptions of perfect medicine meant.
He immediately understood why the
Leader had been so secretive these
days. Unexpectedly, he was doing such
a thing.
"I don't know what the people of the
Duncan family look like, so I believed
that this guy is from the Duncan family.
Therefore, I showed him the medicine I
had promised to give them."
"Unexpectedly, the people of the
Duncan family has long been killed by
him. He learned from the people of the
Duncan family that there was such a
deal between them and me. So he
pretended to be from the Duncan family,
coming to here and trying to cheat me
out of the precious herbs."
"However, he was bad in acting, and I
found out the truth. He was annoyed, so
he directly attacked me. Unexpectedly,
he should be the Casey from B City."
"Being found out that he is not from the
Duncan family and seeing that you,
together with Directors, are here, he



knows he will be defeated by us.
Therefore, he defames us."
"I'm telling the truth. In his pocket, there
are the pieces of parchment on which
the three folk prescriptions of perfect
medicine are written. There are unique
marks made by the people of the
Duncan family on them. It can be proved
to be true after we take a look at them."
Hearing those words, Collier was
instantly somewhat convinced. After all,
he had worked with the Leader for many
years, knowing what kind of person the
Leader was. Therefore, he considered it
unlikely that the Leader would lie to
them.
"Fella, you should dare to have designs
on the things of the Valley of Medicine
God. Give us those pieces of parchment
now. Otherwise, we'll attack you!" Collier
shouted at Casey.
Seeing that the head of the Valley of
Medicine God just believed what Kobi
said, Casey got instantly angry. He said
coldly, "The Leader secretly kidnaps
children under the age of ten and even
babies who are just been born. Now, he
falsely accuses his critic. And you
believe what he says without even
thinking about it. You're indeed the
same kind of person as him!"
Kobi sneered coldly and spoke, "Stop
defending yourself. Can you point out
the lies I told? You pretend to be the
people of the Duncan family, and even
defame me now. Could it be that Lord
should believe you, an outsider, instead
of me?"
Most of what he had just said was true,
but he had omitted the most important



part.
People were easiest to believe a lie
which was half a truth. Even Casey
couldn't point out the lies Kobi told now.
Kobi knew that it was impossible for him
to conceal this matter from others. What
he needed to do now was to make the
head of the Valley of Medicine God and
other Directors kill Casey. As long as
Casey was killed, it would be easy for
him to handle this matter later.
"The Leader is right. Anyway,
considering the fact that you sneak in
our place, we have to guard against
you. Now, we need to put you under our
control first. We'll talk about other things
later. I hope that you'll cooperate with
us." Collier said to Casey.
Casey got angry at once. Before, he had
got all sorts of bad impressions of the
people of the Valley of Medicine God.
Therefore, Casey didn't bother to
continue to explain it to them. Since they
didn't believe him, he would just defeat
them.
"Cooperate with you? Impossible! You
scum, I'll kill you!" Casey shouted at
Kobi. After that, he rushed towards Kobi
again.
Kobi secretly sneered. He thought:
Casey was still too young, so that he
easily fell into the trap.
After he got involved in a fight, he would
have no time to explain. There were so
many inner force experts in
Grandmasters Circle in the Valley of
Medicine God. They could certainly
defeat him. After that, Kobi would find a
chance to kill Casey. In this way, he
would be out of trouble.



Seeing that Casey started a fight, Collier
and Directors ran to Casey at full speed
without hesitation.
A fierce fight broke out in an instant.
Watching more than a dozen
Grandmasters fought against Casey
alone, the people of the Valley of
Medicine God, who were watching, were
shocked.
The young man, who guarded the door
and met Casey before, noticed that
something was going on here. So he
came here to have a look. When he saw
that more than a dozen Grandmasters,
including the head of the Valley of
Medicine God and the Leader, were
fighting against Casey, he was greatly
shocked.
What shocked him more was that Casey
was fighting calmly against more than a
dozen Grandmasters. He couldn't
imagine how powerful Casey was.
He remembered that he taunted Casey
and nearly made Casey beat him
before.
Thinking of that, the clothes on the back
of the young man was instantly wet by
sweat. He felt a chill in his head. Even
his teeth could not help striking each
other.
At this moment, a people of the Valley of
Medicine God, who stood beside him,
found his unusual performance and
asked, "What's wrong?"
"That...That person is too powerful. It's
horrible. It's really horrible." The young
man replied in a trembling voice.
Seeing the way he behaved, the
expression of the people talking to him
changed. And he exclaimed, "Oh, my



God! That person is so powerful? He's
far away from us, but you're so scared
by his air of forcefulness. I have to stay
away from here in case that I will act in
the same way as you do."
The young man was a little speechless.
After taking a look at him, the young
man continued to watch the fight while
shivering.
"This guy does deserve the reputation
he enjoys. So many of us are attacking
him, but we should fail to defeat him in a
short time, He's really a rare talent."
Collier stared at Casey and sighed.
"However, although he's powerful, he's
still a Grandmaster. Being attacked by
so many of us, he'll be defeated sooner
or later."
Now, Kobi was a little anxious. He had
thought that it would be easy for the
Grandmasters to defeat Casey.
However, this guy should hang on for so
long. It was really beyond his
expectation.
"It's really difficult to deal with this guy,
Lord. Now, in order to defeat him in a
short time, you and I have to take
medicine that could enhance our
strength. If we don't put an end to this
fight soon, something might be wrong."
Kobi spoke to Collier.
Collier nodded, after which he took out a
pill from his pocket.
Seeing that, Kobi also took out a pill.
Casey was nearly unable to hang on
now. He was fighting with more than a
dozen Grandmasters. However much
XuanJin he had, he couldn't fight with so
many people for a long time.
But in this place, he couldn't use



Cabala. After all, when Cabala was no
longer effective, he would be weak.
Now, he was in the Valley of Medicine
God. If he became weak, he would be
unable to protect himself.
Now, seeing that both Collier and Kobi
took out pills, Casey thought of the pills
he got from Master Tianlong.
According to the black coat, those two
pills were perfect pills and that he
wouldn't suffer from side effects even if
he took them.
Therefore, he took out a small bottle
quickly and poured out a pill without
hesitation.
At that moment, the air around the roof
was filled with the fragrance of that pill.
Seeing that, both Collier and Kobi were
surprised. They exclaimed at the same
time, "It's a perfect pill! It's impossible!"
Chapter 820 The Discernible Shape of
Hand Appeared Again
Seeing the reaction of Collier and Kobi,
Casey was more convinced that the pill
he had was true.
He took it without any hesitation. Soon
after he put the pill into his mouth, it
melted. Casey felt a refreshing flow in
his body. Then, his body began to burn.
Neither Collier nor Kobi delayed any
longer. They hurriedly took their pills.
Soon, they three all gave out extremely
strong air of forcefulness. Although the
pills taken by Collier and Kobi were not
as good as the perfect pill, those two
pills were among top-class pills. It was
very helpful in enhancing strength.
However, the air of forcefulness they
had was much weaker than that of
Casey. People within the Valley of



Medicine God all felt the air of
forcefulness giving out from Casey.
As a result, the people of the Valley of
Medicine God, who were rather weak,
began to shiver.
Casey felt as if he were in the state
when he used Cabala. Before, he had
nearly run out of power, but now he was
full of power.
The only difference was that the power
he got by taking the pill was softer than
that he got by using Cabala. Moreover,
when he used Cabala, he was forcing
himself to realize more potential while
that pill purely supplied power to him.
Therefore, Casey didn't have the feeling
that he was going to explode. When he
used Cabala, he would have that kind of
feeling.
He carefully checked his strength, and
again felt the maximum power a
Grandmaster could have.
At this point, he was just a little weaker
than experts in fighting in sublimation
that his teacher mentioned.
He looked at Collier and other
Grandmasters. He was not afraid at all
now, thought there were more than a
dozen Grandmasters.
"This guy should have a perfect pill. We
mustn't underestimate him. Let's attack
him together and try our best to defeat
him!" Collier shouted.
Then, Kobi and he took the lead in
rushing towards Casey.
There was greed in Kobi's eyes when he
looked at Casey. The reason why he
made the deal with the people of the
Duncan family was that he wanted to
get the folk prescriptions of perfect



medicine. It must be noted that it was
not easy to make perfect medicine even
if the Alchemist had the folk prescription
of perfect medicine.
Collier, who had been the head of the
Valley of Medicine God for so many
years, had only made perfect medicine
once in his life.
Now, Casey should have had perfect
medicine, which made Kobi guess that
Casey had other perfect medicine.
If Casey had other perfect medicine, he
must kill Casey and rob him of the
perfect medicine today, no matter what
happened.
They started another fierce fight. Now,
Casey could deal with them with ease.
With the power he got by taking the
medicine, he moved faster. It was
difficult for Grandmasters, apart from
Collier and Kobi, to catch up with him.
"Tianxing Blow!"
"Moon Invitation!"
"Thunder Shocking Blow!"
......
During the fight, Casey attacked those
Grandmasters with many moves.
Grandmasters, who couldn't resist the
attacks of Casey, fell off the roof.
Before long, there were only eight
Grandmasters still fighting with Casey.
In this fight, Casey made full use of the
surroundings. When he fought against
the Grandmasters of the Valley of
Medicine God, he didn't stand still like a
tree. Instead, he moved from here to
there. He tried his best to keep a
distance from them and therefore fought
against only two or three people at a
time. Only in this way could he defeat



one after another.
If they had been fighting in a ring now, it
would have been impossible for Casey
to fight against them with so much ease.
After all, the space of the ring was
limited. If Casey had fought against
more than a dozen Grandmasters alone
at one time, it would have been difficult
for him to defend, not to mention fight
back.
Fortunately, the Grandmasters of the
Valley of Medicine God varied in how
powerful they were. Casey could get rid
many of them by moving fast. If all of
them had been as powerful as Collier
and Kobi, even with the help of the pill,
Casey would have long been defeated.
Seeing that those eight Grandmasters
kept chasing him, Casey was anxious.
He thought that there must be a change.
Otherwise, if they fought against him a
longer time, he might still be defeated in
the end.
He thought of the fight between him and
Duffy and other three Grandmasters.
When he made his last attack, he used
all his strength, making Duffy and other
three Grandmasters fall out of the ring.
Two of them were even killed.
Casey speculated that that move could
actually cause more terrible injury.
However, there were only four
Grandmasters in the ring that time.
Therefore, he couldn't get to know the
maximum injury that move could cause.
Now, there were still eight
Grandmasters who he had to deal with.
He wondered how many of them could
still stand after he used that move.
Casey concentrated all his power into



his hand without the slightest hesitation.
To gather strength, he began to dodge
at full speed on the roof.
"Damn it. That guy moves too fast. I
can't catch up with him at all." Kobi
secretly cursed.
At this moment, he found that there was
a change in the air of forcefulness of
Casey. He began to gather power like a
sharp arrow that was about to be shot.
He had a horrible suspicion and couldn't
help slowing down.
Soon, Casey gathered enough power.
After that, he suddenly turned around,
looked at the eight Grandmasters that
had caught up with him, and put on a
playful smile.
"I'll use the last move. Let me see if you
can resist it!"
After saying that, he quickly pushed his
hand forward. A huge cyclone appeared
in an instant. Then, those who were
watching around the house saw that a
faintly discernible shape of hand
appeared in mid-air at the moment
Casey pushed his hand forward.
"Thunder Shocking Blow!"
"It's bad. Run away! This guy is far more
powerful than we have thought!" At this
time, Collier also realized that there was
something wrong. He hurriedly tried to
run away.
Kobi had long anticipated it and had
begun to run away before Collier
shouted.
After hearing what Collier said, other
Grandmasters immediately stopped and
then tried to run away.
However, Casey had made that attack.
It was already too late for them to run



away.
That discernible shape of hand
approached those eight Grandmasters.
Many invisible currents of force attacked
them. The next moment, all of them lost
their balance and fell to the ground.
There were several screams. The
Grandmasters who fell to the ground all
spat out blood.
Only Collier and Kobi, who were more
powerful and had taken pills, managed
to stand after landed on the ground.
However, their faces became pale.
Finally, they failed to pretend. Blood
came out from the corners of their
mouths.
Chapter 821 A Scum
At this moment, the people of the Valley
of Medicine God were watching them
dumbfounded. Seeing what had
happened just now, they were shocked
a lot.
"Did...Did I see the god just now? Only
god could own that huge hand, right?
"More than a dozen Grandmasters
fought against Casey alone, but they
should all be defeated in the end. It
should be the first time for such a thing
to happen in the history of the Valley of
Medicine God and even in the history of
Warrior Circle."
"Is Casey a monster? Why is he so
good at fighting? His last move should
cause special visual effect. Is it that the
god specially makes that special visual
effect for him because the god also
considers him to be powerful?"
Both McCoy and Astrid, who were far
away from Casey and other
Grandmasters, were watching with a



stiff face. They didn't know how to
describe how they felt.
After using this move, Casey also took a
deep breath. He had the feeling that he
had run out of power. However, this
feeling soon disappeared. He was full of
power again because of the remaining
effect of that pill.
It was also at this time that Casey
realized how effective the so-called
perfect pill was. If he used Cabala, after
he used that move, he would run out of
strength and became very weak.
However, when he took that pill, it
should be able to supply more power to
him after he used that move. Moreover,
Casey didn't had the slightest feeling
that he would become weak.
That kind of pills were useful. However,
one pill could only be used once. After
he used one, it was gone. But he could
use Cabala for as many times as he
wished. Moreover, as Casey became
more and more powerful, the side
effects of using Cabala would become
weaker and weaker. After his XuanJin
was in advanced stage, he might only
be weak for a few hours after he used
Cabala.
On the whole, Cabala valued more
highly than those pills.
With a smile, he jumped off the roof and
landed in front of Collier, Kobi and other
Grandmasters.
Collier fixed Casey with a stare. It never
occurred to him that so many
Grandmasters would be defeated by
Casey alone.
There was a hint of malicious
expression in Kobi's eyes. He knew one



thing very well: If Casey was not killed,
then he would be killed.
"Lord, that move must be the last attack
Casey could make. If we fight against
him together, we might be able to defeat
him. Otherwise, the Valley of Medicine
God will be destroyed by him." Kobi
spoke to Collier.
Collier stared at Casey. Now, he could
really do nothing but tried his best
without further consideration.
Seeing that Kobi still wanted to attack
him, Casey twitched his lips and said to
Collier, "It seems that you really don't
know what this scum has done. He
takes advantage of you people, but you
all try your best to protect him. It's really
ridiculous."
Hearing that, Kobi immediately shouted
at Casey while staring at him, "It has
been at this point. Don't sow discord. In
any case, Lord won't be fooled by you."
"Really? But it doesn't matter. It has
been impossible for you two to defeat
me. This so-called head of the Valley of
Medicine God is too stupid. I don't mind
letting him suffer." Casey said
tonelessly.
"Lord, the pills we took will soon be no
longer effective. We can't afford to delay
any more." Kobi took a look at Collier.
Collier sighed helplessly and took a step
forward.
Just then, there were cries of babies
from somewhere. Instantly, it attracted
the attention of everyone.
People all turned their heads and looked
in the direction where the cries came
from, finding that the door of the house
of Leader had been opened and that



Elsa was coming out of the house with a
baby in her arms.
Behind her were the children under the
age of ten who were all holding babies
who could still not walk. There was fear
on their faces as they came out after
Elsa.
Seeing it, the expression of Collier
changed at once. He didn't know when
these children were taken to the Valley
of Medicine God. Besides, they were in
the house of the Leader before.
Kobi secretly cursed. The reason why
he was anxious to kill Casey was that he
was worried that something like this
would happen. Unexpectedly, Elsa took
these children out so soon.
Seeing that Elsa came out with those
children, Casey looked at Collier again
and said, "Now, there's no need for me
to explain, right? These children are the
best proof of the bad things this scum
has done!"
Collier looked at Kobi in disbelief and
asked, "Leader, why are these children
here?"
Kobi took a deep breath. He had
planned to buy some time by making up
some more lies. However, after another
thought, he realized that the end had
been written and that there was no point
in buying time.
He laughed. As a result, he was no
longer restrained. He seemed to be very
evil because of the laughter.
"Why? This guy has made it clear.
They're what I'm going to give the
people of the Duncan family. The people
of the Duncan family wants the eyes
and flesh of these kids, so I stole them



from nearby villages. Have I made it
clear enough?"
Hearing those words, the expression of
Collier and other people of the Valley of
Medicine God all changed greatly. They
all looked at the Leader in disbelief. It
never occurred to them that he would
say something like that.
"Kobi! Do you know what you're talking
about?" Collier stared angrily at Kobi,
his chest rising and falling. After that, he
was boiling with rage. He was so angry
that he spat out blood again.
"I certainly know what I'm talking about.
They're just some kids. It's no big deal.
As long as I give these kids to the
people of the Duncan family, they will
give me three folk prescriptions of
perfect medicine. Do you know how long
I have been longing to make perfect
medicine?"
"You have the only folk prescription of
perfect medicine in the Valley of
Medicine God. I asked you to show it to
me, but you refused. You're just afraid
that I'll become the head of the Valley of
Medicine God after I succeed in making
perfect medicine, right? Well, I gave up
on it. I have other ways to get folk
prescriptions of perfect medicine."
"Previously, it went on very well.
Unfortunately, it's all ruined by Casey.
He's the most evil sinner!"
Kobi took a resentful look at Casey as if
it was Casey who had ruined everything
he had.
"It’s you that is the most evil sinner! It's
impossible to make perfect medicine by
following the folk prescription of the
Valley of Medicine God. It's a lie that I



had made some perfect medicine. The
reason why I didn't show it to you was
that I didn't want you to know the fact
that there was no one in the Valley of
Medicine God who could make perfect
medicine!"
"Unexpectedly, in order to get those folk
prescriptions, you should even hurt such
small children. It's a shame that there is
someone like you in our place!"
"Today, on behalf of all the Directors
and other people of the Valley of
Medicine God, I'll kill you sinful scum!"
Chapter 822 Had an Excess of Energy
After hearing what Collier said, Kobi was
immediately stunned. He murmured,
"No one in the Valley of Medicine God
could make perfect medicine? How is it
possible? It's absolutely impossible."
Collier had rushed towards Kobi with the
intention to kill. Obviously, he was not
going to let Kobi off.
Kobi realized what was going on. He
looked at Collier with contempt in his
eyes and spoke, "The reason why you
fail to make perfect medicine is that
you're not capable enough. Don't put the
blame on the folk prescription. If you
can't make perfect medicine, why didn't
you show it to me? You're just afraid
that I would be more prestigious than
you are!"
Soon, they started a fight with the desire
to kill each other.
Seeing this sudden change, people
present all deeply sighed. The people of
the Valley of Medicine God had never
expected that the Leader, who they
admired, would be this kind of person.
Casey took a look at them. Then, he



moved and soon got very close to them.
He patted Kobi. Kobi, who had been
injured before, could certainly not resist
this attack. After he spat out blood
again, his face became paler.
Casey took Kobi by his neck and said,
"A scum like you is not eligible to survive
in the world. Now, I'll send you to god.
When you're in the hell, I hope that you'll
reform and do some good deeds."
After saying that, Casey was about to
use strength and break the neck of Kobi.
"Wait." Seeing that, Collier hurriedly
stopped Casey.
Casey turned his head, took a look at
Collier, and asked, "Why? Do you want
to bag mercy for him?"
Collier smiled apologetically at Casey,
speaking, "You got me wrong. He has
committed such a crime. However many
excuses he has, he deserves to die.
However, he, as the Leader of our
place, secretly does such a thing, and I
fail to attach great importance to it. I
should shoulder some responsibility. So,
let me kill him. You don't have to bother
to do it."
Hearing those words, Casey raised his
eyebrows. In his opinion, it was all right
to agree to his request. After all, it made
no difference who killed the Leader. If
the Leader were killed by the head of
the Valley of Medicine God, he would
possibly suffer more before he died.
He handed Kobi to Collier. After taking
Kobi, Collier put on a cold expression at
once.
He hated the behavior of Leader very
much. Under this circumstance, he
could only feel better by killing this



despicable and vicious person himself.
Kobi took a look at Collier and shouted,
"Collier, you're a loser. I hate to be killed
by you! You're not eligible to be the
head of the Valley of Medicine God!"
Collier sneered coldly and shouted, "If
you hate to be killed by me, then I must
kill you myself. Kobi, I hope that you can
understand one thing after you go to
hell: To make good medicine, you don't
have to use devious means. You're not
eligible to try to be the head of the
Valley of Medicine God just because of
it!"
After saying that, Collier gathered his
strength and then patted Kobi on his
chest.
Kobi's eyes were instantly wide open.
After he spat out blood, he lost all his
strength and was motionless.
Collier put his body on the ground and
adjusted his position. In this way, Collier
helped Kobi keep the final dignity.
After that, Collier got up and turned
around. Looking at Casey, Collier
saluted Casey and said loudly, "On
behalf of all the Directors and other
people of the Valley of Medicine God, I,
Collier, sincerely apologize to you.
Before, we got you wrong and nearly
falsely hurt you. Please be the bigger
person and forgive us."
The moment he finished speaking, the
Directors all managed to get up and
made a low bow to Casey.
Other people of the Valley of Medicine
God didn't attack Casey, but they were
all deeply impressed by the power
Casey had. When they saw that
Directors bowed to Casey, they all



saluted Casey, expressing their respect
to Casey.
Seeing that the people of the Valley of
Medicine God apologized sincerely to
him, and considering that Kobi did that
thing out of his own thoughts and that
Collier and other people attacked him
only because they were fooled by Kobi,
Casey decided to forgive them.
What's more, so far, it was the people of
the Valley of Medicine God that suffered
losses.
"It's all right. After all, we have made
things clear. I'm not that narrow?minded." Casey said.
Seeing that Casey forgave them, Collier
was relieved. Casey, when he was so
young, had been so good at fighting. If
Casey had a grudge against the people
of the Valley of Medicine God because
of what happened this time, it would be
a terrible disaster for the people of the
Valley of Medicine God.
"Can you please send these children
back to their homes?" Casey turned his
head, looking at Elsa and the group of
children behind her.
At this moment, when Elsa looked at
Casey, there was a newly emerging
feeling in her eyes.
"Yes, of course. I'll ask my people to
look for their families now. I'll handle it
properly." Collier spoke.
Casey nodded. Collier immediately went
to ask the people of the Valley of
Medicine God to deal with the things
about those kids.
After Collier had made the arrangement,
Casey approached Collier, coughed
lightly, and said, "Lord Collier, can I
consult you about one thing?"



Collier smiled and said, "Yes, of course.
What's the matter?"
"Have you ever taken the so-called
perfect medicine?" Casey asked.
"Certainly not. Perfect medicine is the
most precious medicine, and it shouldn't
be taken when it's not necessary.
However, there is a rumor that perfect
medicine is effective and has no side
effects. Different from perfect medicine,
the medicine we take would harm our
body, though the side effects are not
noticeable. If we take too many ordinary
medicine, our power will suffer from
irreversible damage." Collier said with
some envy.
"It's true that it doesn't cause side
effects. But I'm burning now. Besides...I
have some feeling. Can you please see
me?" Casey asked, feeling a little
embarrassed.
Collier immediately checked Casey and
then carefully observed Casey. After
that, he laughed and asked in his ear,
"Is the girl over there your relative?"
Casey shook his head and answered,
"No. Why? Do my symptoms have
anything to do with her?"
Collier laughed, speaking, "Your
symptoms have nothing to do with her.
You just have an excess of energy
because of that perfect pill. But she can
help you solve this problem."
Casey was a little confused. He didn't
understand what Collier meant, so he
asked, "How?"
Collier smiled mysteriously and said,
"Follow me. And ask her to come with
us."
Chapter 823 There Is Something



Wrong with You in that Respect
Casey came to talk to Elsa about this
matter. After that, Collier walked
towards the room while Casey and Elsa
followed him.
Collier would turn his head and take a
look at Casey and Elsa from time to time
with a mysterious smile. Being looked at
by him, Elsa was shy and therefore
couldn't help lowering her head.
Now, Casey was thinking about the
symptoms he had. He really didn’t
become weak after taking the perfect
pill, but he felt bad now when he didn't
get rid of the remaining effect of that pill.
Now, he would try the way Collier got for
him. If it didn't work, he could only go to
the mountain to beat stones to vent.
They three stopped at the door of a
room. Collier took a look at Casey and
spoke, "You go in first. I have a few
words to tell her."
Now, Casey was a little restless and just
wanted to solve his problem as soon as
possible. Therefore, when Collier said
so, he just pushed the door open and
went in.
Collier asked Elsa a few questions, and
then said a few words to her. After that,
Elsa's face became red with shyness at
once. However, she nodded in the end.
After telling Elsa all he should tell,
Collier left. Elsa took a deep breath,
went into the room where Casey was,
and then closed the door gently.
Seeing that Elsa closed the door, Casey
was a little puzzled. He asked, "Why do
you close the door?"
"It...It's a necessary step to help you
solve the problem." Elsa said with her



head lowered.
Casey didn't think deeper, and spoke,
"Then do it as soon as possible. Don't
waste time."
Elsa nodded, after which she
approached Casey and looked at him
with shyness in her eyes.
Seeing the way Elsa behaved, Casey
became even restless and had sexual
desire. But he soon controlled it.
Without hesitation, Elsa unbuttoned her
clothes and then untied the belt around
her waist.
Seeing that, Casey was greatly
shocked, standing up from the chair at
once. He stared at Elsa with a frown,
and shouted, "What are you doing?"
"You want to solve the problem as soon
as possible, so I..." Her voice trailed off.
Finally she spoke in a voice as low as
that of a kitten.
Casey immediately realized that there
was something wrong. He asked, "What
did he ask you to do?"
Elsa spoke in a low voice with an
embarrassed expression, "He...He said
that I...I just need to sleep with you.
After that, the problem will be solved."
"Don't mind it. My fate is under your
control, so it's my duty to get you out of
such a small trouble."
Casey cursed secretly at once. No
wonder he found before that there was
something wrong with the expression in
Collier's eyes. Unexpectedly, he, as the
head of the Valley of Medicine God,
should be a luscious old fox.
"Damn it. I'm really fooled by him. I'm
going to get even with him!"
Casey bypassed Elsa, leaving the room



at full speed. If he continued to stay in
this room with Elsa, he would lose
control of himself just because of that
kind of atmosphere. And if he took one
more look at Elsa, things might get
worse.
Seeing that Casey disappeared from the
room in an instant, Elsa was very
astonished. Then, she murmured to
herself, "Does...Does he dislike me?"
After a long time, Elsa sighed helplessly
and slowly buttoned her clothes. She
was filled with a sense of loss that was
difficult to cover.
Collier was not far away from that room.
Thinking that he got a perfect match
together today, he wore a proud smile.
"Casey is surprisingly gifted while that
girl is a beauty rarely seen in a million.
They can absolutely be said to be a
perfect match."
As he walked, he praised himself for his
good taste. He thought that he had done
a great thing.
However, before long, he felt that there
was a chill from behind, making him
even shiver.
"What's the matter? It's so warm. Why
do I suddenly feel a little cold?" Collier
was puzzled.
He felt as if there were a devil watching
him from behind. Then, he turned
around and took a look. Seeing the
angry eyes of Casey by accident, he
was scared a lot.
"Casey...Casey, why are you here?
Shouldn't you stay in the room with that
girl..." Collier spoke with some
uneasiness.
Casey glowered at him and said,



"Hurriedly get another way to solve my
problem. If that's still a dirty trick, I'll ruin
the Valley of Medicine God now!"
Collier dared not to delay answering at
all, so he hurriedly said, "Well, well, I'll
get another for you now. Calm down."
After saying that, Collier, together with
Casey, walked towardsElixir Hallof the
Valley of Medicine God.
Collier found several kinds of medicine
that could neutralize the remaining
effect of that pill there, and then asked
Casey to take them. Before long, Casey
felt that that kind of desire had
disappeared. It was only then that he
was relieved.
Collier stared at Casey with a puzzled
expression. That was a great chance
that any man wouldn't miss. Besides, he
had confirmed that Elsa didn't mind it.
However, finally, Casey refused. Collier
couldn't understand it.
After a while, Collier secretly took a look
at Casey. After making sure that there
was nobody around them, he asked
Casey in a low voice, "Casey, could it be
that there is something wrong with you
in that respect? I have medicine that
could enhance that kind of ability. I
assure you that it works very well. If you
need it, I'll find several bottles for you. I
promise that you'll be great at that after
taking medicine. And you don't have to
be worried about getting into this kind of
embarrassed situation anymore."
After hearing what Collier said, Casey
put on a strange smile at once.
Five minutes later, Collier gave out a
scream. The people of the Valley of
Medicine God, who were cleaning up



where Casey fought against
Grandmasters, heard it. He was so
scared that he was goose flesh all over.
"What...What's the matter with Lord?
Could it be that another expert in
fighting comes to make trouble?"
......
The next day.
In the conference room of the Valley of
Medicine God.
Collier and Directors were all here, and
Casey and Elsa sat among them, too.
The atmosphere was not serious, but it
was rather weird.
At this moment, Elsa kept her head
down. From time to time, she would
secretly glanced at Casey. She was
thinking about something.
Collier's face was injured. What was
most noticeable was that the skin
around his eyes were as dark as that of
a giant panda. Directors present all
wanted to laugh, but they tried their best
to hold it back. As a result, the
atmosphere seemed to be a little
strange.
After a long time, Collier finally spoke,
"There are two reasons why I gather you
here today. First, we would like to
apologize sincerely to Casey, and we
will give Casey some medicine as
compensation."
"Second, we want to have a look at the
folk prescriptions of perfect medicine
Casey has. Certainly, if Casey's
unwilling to show it to us, we won't
insist."
After hearing what Collier said, Casey
directly took out three pieces of
parchment on which the folk



prescriptions of perfect medicine were
written, speaking, "If you give something
valuable enough to me, I'm willing to
give you these folk prescriptions of
perfect medicine."
Chapter 824 A Pool
After hearing what Casey spoke,
Collier's eyes lit up at once. He hurriedly
asked, "May I ask what you want,
Casey? We're willing to give you
whatever we have."
For Casey, there was no big difference
between common paper and the pieces
of parchment on which the folk
prescriptions of perfect medicine were
written. After all, he didn't know how to
make medicine, and therefore those folk
prescriptions of perfect medicine were
useless for him.
However, for the people of the Valley of
Medicine God, three folk prescriptions of
perfect medicine could be said to be the
most precious things. If they were willing
to give Casey something valuable
enough as an exchange, it would be
undoubtedly a win-win situation.
"I'm interested in neither herbs nor
medicine. What I want now is to become
more powerful as soon as possible. Do
you have a way that can enable me to
become more powerful in a short time?"
Casey asked.
Collier, the head of the Valley of
Medicine God, had personally admitted
that no one couldn't make perfect
medicine by following the folk
prescription of the Valley of Medicine
God. It meant that there was not a
perfect pill in the Valley of Medicine
God.



In this regard, the people of the Valley of
Medicine God was not even as good as
Casey. After all, Casey had a perfect pill
in his pocket.
Therefore, the medicine of the Valley of
Medicine God should be not very helpful
to Casey.
And Casey didn't know how to deal with
those precious herbs. He didn't know
how to make medicine, and he couldn't
just eat those herbs.
Therefore, what Casey needed now was
the way to make progress. If the people
of the Valley of Medicine God offered to
give Casey herbs and medicine as an
exchange, Casey wouldn't accept,
unless they really had nothing relevant
to something that could help him make
progress.
After hearing those words, Collier
thought seriously for a moment. Then he
looked at each other with Directors
present. It seemed that he was asking
them for opinion.
After a while, Collier spoke to Casey,
"We have a way to enable you to
become more powerful, but we need to
discuss about it. Can you two leave here
for the time being?"
Casey understood what he meant. After
nodding at him, Casey got up from the
chair, turned around and was about to
go out.
Elsa was still in a daze at this moment.
She didn't pay attention to their
conservation, so she didn't notice that
Casey was going to go out.
Seeing that Elsa just sat there, Casey
patted her on the shoulder and
reminded her, "Don't be in a daze now.



Leave here for the time being."
Elsa hurriedly stood up. With an
embarrassed expression, she followed
Casey out.
After they came out of the conference
room, Casey took a deep breath. He
thought that the air here was fresher
than that of outside the Valley of
Medicine God. It was indeed a good
place.
Then, he turned his head, took a look at
Elsa, and asked, "You seem to be
worried. Are you feeling uneasy
because I pocket the folk prescriptions
of the Duncan family?"
Elsa shook her head in a hurry, and
answered, "I've put my fate under your
control, so it's impossible for me to care
about your pocketing those folk
prescriptions. What's more, from the
moment I agreed to put my fate under
your control, I'm no longer a member of
the Duncan family."
Casey nodded. He was not going to give
the folk prescriptions back to Elsa. After
all, when he knew that the people of the
Duncan family practiced evil skills and
that they even thought nothing of the
lives of children, he had put the Duncan
family on the blacklist. He would not
hesitate to take everything away from
the Duncan family, not to mention just
three folk prescriptions.
What's more, those folk prescriptions
should belong to H Country.
"Then what are you worried about?"
Casey asked with some curiosity.
After hesitating for a while, Elsa sighed
helplessly, and spoke, "Do you dislike
me because you believe that I, as a



member of the Duncan family, must
have practiced evil skills, and therefore
refuse to let me get you out of the
trouble yesterday?"
Hearing what Elsa said, Casey smiled.
He didn't expect that she was thinking
about this matter.
"I've got a wife and a daughter, and I
won't do anything that will harm them.
I've told you before. It has nothing to do
with you. Don't think too much." Casey
spoke.
Hearing those words, Elsa was secretly
relieved, after which she began to have
a little respect for Casey.
She had come across many men who
claimed that they would not be unfaithful
to their wives, but they all ate words
when faced with temptation.
Among all the men she had met, Casey
was the first one who refused to sleep
with her, especially when she had
already taken off her clothes in the
presence of Casey.
Before long, Collier came out of the
conference room with a smile.
"Casey, we've made a decision. We're
willing to offer you a chance to become
more powerful in exchange for those
three folk prescriptions of perfect
medicine." Collier spoke.
Casey's eyes also lit up. He was curious
about the chance to become more
powerful mentioned by Collier.
Since his XuanJin was in medium stage,
Casey had long not been able to make
any progress.
After getting to know how powerful
experts in fighting in sublimation was,
Casey had a stronger feeling that



becoming more powerful was an
extremely urgent thing because it was
more dangerous to live in this world than
he had imagined.
Only when he was powerful enough
could he keep Edith and his daughter
safe. Therefore, he would not miss a
chance to make progress.
"There's a miraculous pool in the
forbidden area here. It was formed
naturally, and has been here for as long
as a thousand years. The water in the
pool has the unique effect of improving
physical fitness of people. Besides, in
the past several hundred years, our
people put a lot of precious medicines
into that pool every year. Therefore, this
pool has been the most precious
treasure of the Valley of Medicine God."
"Each of our people has a chance to
soak in that pool. It's a major reason
why there are so many more
Grandmasters than that of outside
world."
"Every people would change greatly
after they have soaked in the pool. After
they soak in the pool, even a person
without any gift in martial arts can
become a genius of martial arts who is
no worse than other people."
"If you're willing to give me those three
folk prescriptions of perfect medicine,
we're willing to make an exception and
let you soak in that pool once. How
about that?"
After hearing that, Casey was
immediately very interested in that pool.
It was beyond his expectation that there
would be such a miraculous place in the
Valley of Medicine God.



He agreed without hesitation.
"Show me those three folk prescriptions,
please. If they are really folk
prescriptions of perfect medicine, I'll
take you to the forbidden area now."
Collier spoke.
Casey took those three pieces of
parchment out and handed them to
Collier.
Collier took them with two trembling
hands. Then, he read them carefully.
The longer he read them, the more
excited he became. Finally, he even got
too excited.
"They're real folk prescriptions of perfect
medicine. I'm going to take you to the
forbidden area now. I hope that you can
make progress after soaking in the
pool."
After saying that, he walked forward. He
was so excited that he almost
stumbled.
Chapter 825 You Can Stay in the Pool
for as Many Days As You Want
Led by Collier, Casey and Elsa walked
towards the forbidden area. They were
very interested in the pool Collier
mentioned.
They three passed the neighborhood.
After a long time, they came to a place
where there were many stones and
trees.
There was basically no one else. It was
the forbidden area, so the people of the
Valley of Medicine God didn't dare to
come here when it was not necessary.
Soon, Casey saw that there was a
green choppy pool that was not far away
from him. The water in the pool was
clear, but it was green. Around the pool



were stones covered with moss. The
moment Casey came here, he felt a little
cold possibly because the water was
cold
Collier pointed at the pool and said,
"That's the pool that has been here for a
thousand years. The water in it is rich in
pharmaceutical ingredients. In the past
hundreds of years, we people has been
putting herbs into it. As a result, the
water in that pool has been a kind of
effective medicine. People will be able
to keep all kinds of diseases away by
taking just one sip."
"The efficacy of the water is related to
the color of it. When I was just accepted
into the Valley of Medicine God, the
water was still dark green. After so
many years, it has gradually become
lighter. Maybe it will lose its efficacy in
the coming years."
"But it's absolutely good enough for
you."
Casey nodded and then asked, "How
long shall I soak in the pool?"
"It depends. Some people couldn't bear
it and get out of the pool in half a day,
but there are someone who can bear to
soak in the water for two days and two
nights. The longer you soak in the
water, the more benefit you can get.
You won't be starved to death even if
you stay in the pool for a long time. The
water is rich in nutrients, and you'll
absorb them automatically. You can
absolutely maintain your life." Collier
explained.
"That's to say, I can soak in the water for
as many days as I want to?" Casey
asked.



Collier nodded, and answered, "Yes,
you can stay in the pool until you think
that it's time for you to get out of it."
In his opinion, no matter how high a
threshold Casey had for pain, it was
impossible for him to bear to soak in the
water of the pool for too long a time.
Therefore, he believed that it was ok for
him to say so.
After hearing what Collier said, Casey
itched to get to know how long he could
bear to stay in the pool. He said, "I got it.
I'm going to soak in the water now, and
you can just leave me alone."
After saying that, he was about to jump
into the pool.
Collier hurriedly stopped him, and said,
"Casey, you can't just jump into the pool
like this."
Casey was puzzled. He took a look at
Collier, and asked, "Then, how shall I
get into the pool?"
Collier smiled and said, "You have so
many clothes on you. And it's not good
for you to absorb the pharmaceutical
ingredients. So you should take off your
clothes before you get into the pool."
Hearing that, Elsa blushed at once, and
said hurriedly, "Well...Well, I'm going.
Just do what you need to do."
Collier laughed, and said, "I'm going,
too. I'll ask my people to make regular
visits to you. If anything happens, just let
me know."
Casey nodded. After seeing Collier and
Elsa off and making sure that there was
no one around, he took off his clothes
and jumped into the pool.
It was not very deep in the pool. When
Casey sat down, the water just came up



to his chest.
As soon as he soaked in the water, he
felt that the pharmaceutical ingredients
in the water were quickly coming into his
body through his skin.
The water was originally cold, but Casey
felt a little hot after the pharmaceutical
ingredients began to do its work.
He immediately closed his eyes, and
then focused on using XuanJin to
absorb the pharmaceutical ingredients.
He was not sure whether he could make
some progress in the pool or not.
However, knowing that his physical
fitness could be improved, he had been
very satisfied.
From that day on, Casey had been
trying to make some progress in that
pool and Elsa temporarily settled down
in the Valley of Medicine God.
At the beginning, Collier thought that
Casey would soak in the water for two
days at most. However, two days later,
when he went to visit Casey, he found
that Casey was sitting quietly in the
pool. There was no sign that he was
going to get out of the pool.
"This guy is really one in a million. It's
normal for him to stay there for a longer
time than anyone else. Since I've
promised to let him stay there for as
many days as he wants to, I'll just let
him stay there for a few more days."
On one afternoon, several Directors
came to Collier. One of the Directors
looked gravely at Collier, and said,
"Lord, Casey has soaked in the pool for
five days. I'm afraid that he will absorb
all the pharmaceutical ingredients in the
pool in the coming days."



Collier was not afraid at all. He smiled,
and said, "Don't worry about it. Although
the efficacy of the water is becoming
weaker and weaker, it's enough for at
least one hundred people to use it. It's
impossible for Casey to absorb all of the
pharmaceutical ingredients. There's
need for you to worry about that."
Since Collier said so, the Directors didn't
say anything more. They left with a
serious face.
Another five days passed. When Collier
was dealing with the affairs of the Valley
of Medicine God in his study, one
person ran into the study and shouted
with an anxious face, "Lord, bad news.
There's something bad going on over
the pool!"
Collier stopped writing at once, looked
up at that person, and asked, "What
happens? Is it that Casey has got out of
the pool?"
"No. It's that the color of the water in the
pool changes. According to Directors, if
Casey soaks in the pool for a longer
time, the water in the pool will totally
lose its efficacy." That people answered.
Collier immediately stood up with his
eyes wide open, and exclaimed, "The
color changes? How is it possible?"
After saying that, he hurried out of his
study and went quickly to the pool.
At this moment, several Directors were
standing around the pool and solemnly
looking at both the water in the pool and
Casey.
After Collier arrived, he hurriedly took a
look at the pool, finding that the color of
the water was indeed much lighter. But
the situation was not as serious as that



person had described.
Casey was still sitting in the water with
his legs crossed and his eyes closed.
He could not feel what was going on
around him at all, as if he were
meditating.
Besides, if people looked carefully at
him, they would see that there was a
little water vapor coming out of his head.
It was really amazing.
Seeing that Collier came, one of
Directors said, "Lord, what about waking
him up now? If it goes on, the water of
this pool will really lose its efficacy."
Hearing that, Collier was embarrassed.
Before, he had promised Casey that he
could stay there for as many days as he
wanted to. He didn't want to break his
promise and wake up Casey now.
Therefore, he had to say, "Wait for some
more time. Maybe he will wake up
himself today or tomorrow. If we wake
him up, he will be affected. Anyway, he
should nearly reach the limit of
endurance."
So, five days later.
Chapter 826 Plan B
Directors stood beside the pool. The
water in the pool had nearly turned
colorless. Looking at the pool, they all
sighed and felt anxious.
Casey was still sitting quietly in the pool
with his legs crossed. However, different
from that of a few days ago, his skin
became a little red, just a little like when
he was filled with too much power after
he used Cabala.
"It's been half a month. He has stayed in
the pool for half a month. The color has
almost faded from the water. It means



that he has almost absorbed all the
pharmaceutical ingredients in the
water."
"There are pharmaceutical ingredients
of hundreds of herbs in the water. And
the pharmaceutical ingredients of the
water itself have never been processed
by us, and therefore are quite violent to
human beings. If a person soaks in the
water for too long a time, that person will
suffer great pain. This guy has such a
high threshold for pain!"
"It's really unprecedented. In the history
of the Valley of Medicine God, people
stayed in this pool for five days at most.
But he has been in it for half a month.
It's really eye-opening!"
"Don't think about that now. If it goes on,
this guy will absorb the pharmaceutical
ingredients in this pool. If that happens,
it will be difficult for us to cultivate more
experts in fighting in the future. This is a
major matter that will affect the fate of
us."
......
At this moment, Collier also looked
anxiously at Casey. He regretted now. If
he had anticipated that Casey would
stay in the pool for so long a time, he
wouldn't have promised Casey that he
could stay there for as many days as he
wanted to.
It made Collier's heart ache to find that
Casey was about to absorb all the
pharmaceutical ingredients in the water.
"Casey, what about getting out of the
pool now? You have been in the pool for
a long time, and you must have
absorbed too much pharmaceutical
ingredients. Aren't you afraid that you



might be hurt? What about getting out of
the pool now? If you stay there for a
longer time, it'll be hard for me to explain
it to other people." Collier murmured to
himself.
"Lord, what about waking him up now?
He has given us three folk prescriptions,
and, as a reward, we've allowed him to
stay in the pool for half a month. It
should be enough. If we ask him to get
out of the pool now, we can make the
pool be effective again by putting herbs
into it. Otherwise, if he absorbs all the
pharmaceutical ingredients in the water,
this poll will be useless forever." A
Director got close to Collier and said
with sincerity.
Another Director immediately echoed,
"He's right. It's this pool that make it
possible for so many of us to become
Grandmasters. If the pharmaceutical
ingredients are all absorbed by him, the
Valley of Medicine God will definitely be
a spent force in the future."
Collier turned his head, looked at them,
and said, "You don't have to worry about
the future development. One of the
three folk prescriptions Casey gave me
is about the perfect pills that can
improve physical fitness. Take a pill is
more effective than soaking in the pool
once. Therefore, the Valley of Medicine
God won't decline."
Hearing that, those Directors were all
slightly relieved. Thinking of that, they
no longer attached great importance to
Casey's absorbing all the
pharmaceutical ingredients in the water.
"But he does stay in the water for a bit
too long. If it goes on, something may



go wrong. If he doesn't wake up today,
I'll wake him up." Collier added.
He was really worried about Casey.
After all, no one had ever stayed in the
pool for such a long time in the history of
the Valley of Medicine God. Although it
was not good to interrupt Casey, it was
better than letting him die.
After Collier explained, Directors got to
know that the perfect pills could work as
a substitute for this pool, and therefore
no longer had any complaints against
Casey. Then, he left one after another.
Collier didn't stay here for a long time,
either. He planned to visit Casey
tomorrow. If Casey was still not awake
tomorrow, he would wake him up.
After other people all left, Elsa got close
to the pool with great care and took a
look at Casey.
At this moment, the water had almost
turned colorless, so Elsa could nearly
see the body of Casey, though he
soaked in the water.
After she saw his body, she blushed and
then hurriedly looked away from Casey.
However, after another thought, she
realized one thing: There was no one
around, and Casey's eyes were closed.
Therefore, no one would get to know
that she had peeked at Casey. So Elsa
looked at Casey again.
In the past half month, Elsa had always
been in the Valley of Medicine God.
Although Casey was in the pool, she
didn't take this opportunity to run away.
Instead, she had already rested all her
hopes on Casey.
When she got along with Casey, she
had a good understanding of Casey.



She knew that Casey was a man who
would keep his promise. Since Casey
had promised to save her mother, he
would definitely make it.
In the past, Elsa was a "tool" with no
freedom, no friends and no one who
gave her care. She had to sacrifice
herself at any time when the people of
the Duncan family needed her help.
However, when she was in the Valley of
Medicine God, she saw the most
beautiful scenery in the world, made
some friends, and received care from
the people of the Valley of Medicine
God. Whenever she was free, she
would come to the pool and tell Casey
what she was thinking about, although
Casey just sat quietly in the pool.
She was happiest in her life in the past
half a month.
Her only regret was that Casey had
been staying motionless in the pool. As
a matter of fact, she preferred to spend
the past half month with Casey.
Certainly, she knew that it was just her
wishful thinking.
"You...You have a good figure." After
staring at Casey for a long time, Elsa
spoke like a little woman. Then she
covered her mouth with her hand, and
giggled.
......
In the Duncan's, R Country.
In a dark room.
Malcom Duncan, the head of the
Duncan family, was standing in front of
a desk with a dark face. Three men
were kneeling down on the ground
behind him, shivering.
After a long time, Malcom turned



around, gave a kick to one of them, and
scolded, "It's been half a month. They
have arrived in H Country for half a
month. But they didn't send any
message back. We tried every means to
get into contact with them, but we failed.
It only means that they have been
killed!"
"Those people are son of a bitch. We
offered to do business with them with
sincerity, but they did this to us!"
Those three men didn't dare to make
any noise, and just let Malcom take it
out on them.
After quite a while, Malcom took a deep
breath, fixed his hair, and then spoke to
those three people, "We can't count on
the people of H Country now. The only
choice is to use plan B and collect what
I need in R Country."
"Make arrangements as soon as
possible. I can't afford to wait any
longer. I want those things in a week.
Understand?"
"Yes!" Those three people answered at
the same time.
"Besides, I want to marry the young lady
of the Thompson family as soon as
possible. After I make the progress, I
need to sleep with a virgin. And the
young lady of the Thompson family is
the best choice. You must do it
successfully, or I'll punish you!"
Chapter 827 Will We Meet Again
As one of the most powerful families in
the world, the Thompson family was
very influential in R Country. However, it
was far from as powerful as the Duncan
family, which controlled the lifeblood of
half of R Country.



Besides, at many times, the Thompson
family depended on the Duncan family
to keep its position in the changing
world.
Therefore, when the head of the Duncan
family, who had been in his late 50s,
took a fancy to the young lady of the
Thompson family, the head of the
Thompson family had to take the
initiative to send his daughter to the
Duncan family. Only in this way could he
show his respect for the Duncan family.
In addition, powerful families always
built connections with other powerful
families through the marriage of the
younger generation. To gain more
benefits, the people of powerful families
were willing to marry their children to
anyone.
In the Thompson's Villa.
There was a serious atmosphere in the
living room.
Lowell Thompson, the head of the
Thompson family, was sitting on the
sofa. His wife, Becky, was also sitting on
the sofa. Both of them were staring at
Annabel with a sullen face while
Annabel was playing with her mobile
phone with her head down. She totally
ignored Lowell and Becky.
"Now, our family relies mainly on the
Duncan family. If we annoy the head of
the Duncan family, our family will suffer
a great disaster. Could it be that you
have the heart to watch our family be
ruined?" Lowell spoke.
Annabel stopped playing with her mobile
phone, looked up at Lowell, and said, "If
the Thompson family is ruined, it'll be
your fault. As the head of the Thompson



family, you're not capable. It has nothing
to do with me. I've told you that I won't
marry to the head of the Duncan family.
I'm serious!"
Hearing that, Lowell was so angry that
he clenched his fists. He got up from the
sofa and wanted to beat Annabel.
Seeing that, Becky hurriedly stopped
Lowell. Then she turned her head and
spoke to Annabel, "Annabel, don't be
stubborn. There are many people who
want to marry to the head of the Duncan
family, but the head of the Duncan
family refused all of them."
"Although the head of the Duncan family
is nearly sixty years old, he's very
powerful. And he looks as if he's only in
his forties. If you marry to him, our
family will gain a lot of benefits. Besides,
it's a great thing for you."
Annabel twitched her lips, and said, "It's
a great thing for me? It's just your
wishful thinking. You didn't take my
feelings into consideration at all!"
Lowell sneered at once, and said, "As a
member of the Thompson family, you
have the obligation to do it, no matter
what your feelings are. I know that you
like the guy in H Country."
"You're not a child now, and you should
be reasonable. What's good about that
guy? He's not as good as the head of
the Duncan family at all. The people of
H Country is by birth inferior to the
people of our country. He's not eligible
to be a match for you at all!"
Hearing that Annabel became
immediately anxious. She shouted,
"You're shortsighted. The reason why
our family needs to rely on other family



is that you, the head of our family, is
stupid!"
Knowing that she would not be able to
get married with Casey, Annabel had
never told her parents that Casey was
the son of the boss of Guanling.
Both Lowell and Becky knew that
Annabel fell in love with a man of H
Country, but they didn't know the identity
of that man. In addition, they had never
heard of Casey. Therefore, they
subconsciously thought that Casey was
a fraud without strength and
background. Besides, they believed that
Casey was someone who had no self-
knowledge and was good at deceiving
girls.
After hearing what Annabel said, Lowell
could no longer contain his anger, and
slapped Annabel in the face.
It made a loud sound.
A sudden silence fell. Becky didn't stop
Lowell. She just looked Annabel with a
helpless expression on her face.
Annabel covered her face with her hand
and fixed Lowell with a stare. There was
a resentful look in her eyes.
"No matter you're willing to do it or not,
and no matter who you love, you have
to marry to the head of the Duncan
family. I've got a message from the
Duncan family. They want to hold the
wedding ceremony as soon as possible.
It's not up to you. I've the last word. Be
reasonable. I spoiled you in the past
years. Now, it's time for you to make
some contribution to our family."
Lowell spoke to Annabel in a firm tone.
Then, he turned around and went back
to his room.



Becky said after taking a look at
Annabel, "Annabel, think carefully about
it. Only by marrying the head of the
Duncan family can you have a bright
future."
After saying that, she also left.
Annabel lowered her head with a sad
look. Then, she went upstairs and came
back to her room.
She went into her room after she
opened the door. Then, she looked at
the wall beside her bed.
There were many sketch portraits of
Casey on that wall. Many of the
sketches depicted the scenes when she
was with Casey.
She was happiest in her life at that time.
When her father slapped her in the face,
she didn't cry. However, when she saw
those paintings, she couldn't help
shedding tears.
"Casey, will we meet again?"
......
At night, in the Valley of Medicine God.
The moonlight was bright.
Elsa sat on a big stone by the pool,
swinging her legs. She felt bored.
The skin of Elsa was as white as snow.
When the moonlight shone on her, she
looked more beautiful. She looked really
like a fairy and was very attractive to
others.
"According to those people, if you don't
wake up tomorrow, they'll wake you up.
As a matter of fact, I like to get along
with you in this way. When you're not
awake, I can keep staring at you and
talk a lot in the presence of you. Most
importantly, I can admire your perfect
figure. After you wake up, I won't have



the chance to do those things."
Elsa murmured to herself while staring
at Casey.
"However, it'll be better if you wake up.
After all, so many days have passed. If
you're still in this state, something might
go wrong."
When Elsa just finished speaking, there
was a strange noise coming from the
pool.
Elsa was stunned. Then, she carefully
observed Casey and found that the
water around him was boiling.
She immediately exclaimed, hurriedly
jumped off the stone, and stared at
Casey with uneasiness.
Steam rose from Casey's body, and his
skin turned red rapidly. Casey gave out
lot of invisible flows of strength, forcing
Elsa to move backward.
After a long time, the red color faded
from the skin of Casey. And the water
was no longer boiling. Soon after that,
he opened his eyes. His eyes were
bright. Then, with a loud shout, he
jumped out of the pool.
He raised one hand, after which a faintly
discernible ray of light appeared around
his palm. He moved his hand
downward, and then the ray of light fell
on a huge stone.
The next moment, with a loud sound,
the big stone broke into many pieces.
Chapter 828 half sublimation
Watching this scene, Elsa was shocked
a lot. An inner force expert in medium
stage was able to break a stone into two
pieces with their hands. However,
compared with Casey's breaking that
huge stone into many small stones with



great ease, it was nothing.
Besides, Elsa was quite sure that she
had just seen a ray of white light around
Casey's hand. She thought that maybe
only god could do such a thing.
Watching his hand, Casey also took a
deep breath. Just now, he just hit the
stone in a casual manner. However, it
was several times more powerful than
the Thunder Shocking Blow he used
after he used Cabala. Casey was
shocked by it.
In the past half month, Casey practiced
XuanGong countless times a day and
carried the pharmaceutical ingredients
through his body. The pharmaceutical
ingredients in the water could improve
the physical fitness of people.
After staying in the pool for half a month,
Casey's body had changed greatly. His
muscles had been at least several times
stronger than that of before.
Moreover, those violent pharmaceutical
ingredients kept flowing in his vessels
every day, as a result of which the
vessels of Casey underwent a brutal
training. Half a month later, his vessels
had been extremely strong. And it
allowed a lot more strength to exist.
People's body was the carrier of
strength. The reason why Grandmasters
were so much powerful than inner force
experts in medium stage was exactly
that the bodies of Grandmasters were
much stronger than that of inner force
experts in medium stage.
How much strength a person could have
depended on how strong his or her body
was. Now, Casey became physically
stronger and therefore could have more



strength. Therefore, he made a major
progress.
In the past half month, when the
pharmaceutical ingredients did its work,
Casey suffered a lot of pain. To relieve
the pain, Casey meditated and thought
carefully about XuanGong, hoping to
take this opportunity to make a
breakthrough.
However, he underestimated the
difficulty in making XuanJin enter into
advanced stage. Although he made a
considerable progress in the pool, his
XuanJin was not yet in advanced stage.
Before, Casey had speculated that he
would be an expert in fighting in
sublimation when his XuanJin was in
advanced stage. Now, his XuanJin just
was not in advanced stage, though it
was very close to. Therefore, he should
be an expert in fighting in half
sublimation now.
The so-called experts in half sublimation
were people who could make their
strength come out of their bodies, but
they couldn't make the strength leave
their bodies like experts in sublimation
did.
For the time being, Casey could only
make XuanJin stay around his hands,
so that he could make full use of it. Now,
he could change the XuanJin into some
shapes, but it was useless for him to do
so. That was because the extents of
injury caused by XuanJin in different
shapes were the same when Casey
couldn't make XuanJin leave his body.
However, Casey had the instinct that his
XuanJin could be conducted to some
medium through his palm when he was



in this state.
He couldn't turn XuanJin into the shape
of a sword to kill people, but his XuanJin
could be conducted to the sword he was
holding through his palm. In this way, he
would be able to make full use of
XuanJin. Then, the strength he used
would be nearly as great as that of an
expert in sublimation.
After all, XuanJin had its unique
advantage. The experts in sublimation
changed inner force into some shapes
while Casey used XuanJin. Casey was
better than experts in sublimation in
terms of the nature of strength. Even if
he was not in sublimation, the difference
between him and experts in sublimation
could be made up by the fact that he
used XuanJin.
It was true that Casey could not make
the strength leave his body, but he was
confident that he had the ability to fight
against an expert in sublimation. Of
course, he might not be able to defeat
an expert in sublimation, but he could
surely run away.
Most importantly, Casey's XuanJin was
about to be in advanced stage. It meant
that he was in the same stage as inner
force experts in Grandmaster Circle.
Now, however, he was as powerful as
an inner force expert in sublimation.
It meant that he would be much more
powerful than inner force experts who
were in the same stage as him. It was a
great advantage.
If Casey made a progress after his
XuanJin had been in advanced stage, it
was unimaginable that how powerful
Casey would be. At that time, for Casey,



it was possible that experts in
sublimation were as weak as aunts.
Casey stopped thinking about that.
Once again, he made XuanJin attach to
the surface of his hand. When he
watched the white light, he felt how
powerful it was.
According to his teacher, being in
sublimation was a turning point. When a
Grandmaster became an expert in
sublimation, the stage he or she was in
changed. Besides, the nature of his or
her strength was improved.
For experts in sublimation,
Grandmasters were just as weak as
aunts. In their opinion, even the most
powerful Grandmaster, who was
extremely gifted and had many tricks,
was just as weak as an aunt that was
stronger than other aunts.
Therefore, even if Casey was just an
expert in half sublimation, he was more
powerful than every Grandmaster.
Now, Casey was able to fight easily
against more than twenty Grandmasters
at the same time. And he was sure that
he would win.
The reason why he was so confident
was that he was really powerful.
Casey withdrew XuanJin, and then
breathed out slowly. Having not moved
for half a month, he was tired.
Therefore, he limbered up his muscles
and joints.
Then he saw Elsa who was staring at
him dumbfounded at a distance. He put
on a smile, and walked towards her.
In his opinion, when he was in the pool,
Elsa would run away. Unexpectedly, she
was a person who kept her promise.



Therefore, Casey thought that he should
try his best to save her mother.
"It's so late. Why are you still here?"
Casey asked.
Elsa was a little nervous. All of a
sudden, she had no idea how to answer.
Anyway, it was not proper to tell him that
she considered him to be a confessor
and that she would talk a lot to him
every night.
Just now, being shocked a lot, she
ignored one thing. Now, she noticed it.
Casey didn't have any clothes on!
And Casey seemed to have forgotten
that he was naked because he stayed in
the pool for too long a time.
Elsa blushed at once. Casey was
walking towards her, so she saw
everything.
She hurriedly covered her eyes with her
hands, and said, "Your...Your clothes..."
Only then did Casey realize that he
didn't put on his clothes after he got out
of the pool. He was embarrassed, and
jumped behind a stone at full speed.
"I'm sorry. I stayed in the pool for too
long, so I forgot that I needed to put my
clothes on after I got out of the pool."
Casey spoke. He was most
embarrassed in his life now.
Seeing that Casey had stayed behind a
stone, Elsa was secretly relieved.
However, she put on a playful smile.
"Wait here for a moment, please. I'll go
get your clothes for you now."
Chapter 829 It Can Not Stop Me
After quite a long time, Elsa came back
with Casey's clothes. She put them on
the stone behind which Casey stayed.
"I've got your clothes for you. I've



washed them for you, so it's clean." Elsa
said with a red face.
Casey didn't say anything. He hurriedly
took the clothes, and then put them on.
After that, he was finally relieved.
He came out from behind the stone.
Seeing that Elsa was savoring
something with a shy expression, he
coughed lightly at once.
"Thanks." Casey spoke tonelessly.
"It's my honor to have the chance to
serve you." Elsa said.
Casey didn't want to feel embarrassed
again because of what had just
happened, so he asked, "Has the
people of the Valley of Medicine God
sent those children back to their
homes?"
"Yes, those children have all gone
home. When you were in the pool, there
was nothing special happening here.
And the Directors thought that you
stayed in the pool for too long, so they
wanted to wake you up. But they were
stopped by Lord." Elsa spoke.
Casey nodded, and felt a little grateful to
Collier. In the past half a month, he was
trying to make some progress. If he had
been woken up, he would have failed.
Fortunately, Collier stopped those
Directors from waking him up.
Otherwise, his effort would have been in
vain.
Casey walked forward, and Elsa
hurriedly caught up with him. Being
shocked by the strength demonstrated
by Casey just now, Elsa asked out of
curiosity, "Can I know which stage
you're in now?"
"I'm in half sublimation." Casey just



answered. He was not going to conceal
it from her.
Elsa repeated what Casey had said, and
then spoke, "You're so powerful. If I'm
not mistaken, the head of the Duncan
family is trying to enter the same stage
as you. I guess that he wants to use the
eyes and flesh of children to make the
progress."
Hearing what Elsa said, Casey frowned
at once. Casey speculated that the head
of the Duncan family was trying to be an
expert in sublimation. It never occurred
to Casey that the head of the Duncan
family had been so powerful.
Previously, he thought that the head of
the Duncan family was at most in the
advanced stage of Grandmaster and
that it was easy to destroy the Duncan
family. After hearing what Elsa said, he
realized that he must attach great
importance to this matter.
The people of the Duncan family
practiced evil skills simply because they
could make rapid progress by using that
method. That was a shortcut to become
more powerful. Therefore, it was very
possible for the head of the Duncan
family to become an expert in
sublimation in that way.
"It seems that I have to go to R Country
as soon as possible. If I can stop him
before he becomes an expert in
sublimation, I can save myself some
trouble. Otherwise, I'll have to fight a
tough fight." Casey spoke to himself.
Casey was an expert in half sublimation,
but he could use Cabala and had a
perfect pill. If he used all that, there
were chances that he could defeat an



expert in sublimation who entered this
stage in evil ways.
The next day.
When Collier got to know that Casey
had woken up last night, he was very
happy. Soon after he got the news, he
asked the cooks to cook a big meal to
celebrate it.
After having the meal, he secretly went
to the pool to have a look. When he
found that the water in the pool looked
almost the same as ordinary water, he
was still a little sad.
Luckily, Casey didn't absorb all the
pharmaceutical ingredients in the water.
There was still some remaining
pharmaceutical ingredients in the pool.
Besides, this pool had its peculiar
feature. Under this situation, if the
people of the Valley of Medicine God
put herbs into the pool, the water in the
pool could be effective again. It was just
that it would take a long time.
After taking a look at the pool, Collier
was about to leave. Right at this
moment, he found that something
around the pool was gone. After a
careful observation, he was sure that a
huge rock beside the pool was missing.
He looked at the place where the huge
rock had been for a long time, and saw
that there were many more small stones
on the ground than before. However,
considering that there were originally
many small stones here, he didn't think
much about it.
When he left, he even murmured to
himself, saying that there should be
someone who would steal a stone these
days.



After getting to know that the head of
the Duncan family was trying to be an
expert in sublimation, Casey decided
that he would not waste time anymore.
He wanted to go to R Country to collect
information as soon as possible, so he
told Collier that he was going to leave.
Collier didn't invite him to stay here for
some more days. After all, Casey nearly
destroyed their precious pool after he
stayed here for about half a month. If he
stayed here for a longer time, who knew
what would happen? Therefore, he
expected Casey to leave.
Before setting out, Casey showed
Collier that piece of black wood and
asked if he knew what it was. Collier
took a close look at it, and drew a
conclusion that this piece of wood was
valuable. But he didn't know what it was.
There had never been relevant record
about this kind of wood in the books
here.
Casey was helpless, and he could only
put it away. It seemingly depended on
fate whether he could figure out what it
was.
Casey didn't stay here for a longer time.
After consulting Collier about the piece
of wood, Casey and Elsa was about to
leave.
Collier, together with Directors, happily
came to see Casey and Elsa off.
When they reached that wooden gate, a
person got close to Collier, and said,
"Lord, the road is blocked by a stone.
It's a huge rock, and it'll take one day to
move it out of the way."
Collier hesitated at once. He looked at
Casey, and asked, "Casey, what about



staying here for one more day?"
Casey shook his head, and said,
"There's no need for me to do so. Where
is that rock? Show me the way."
Collier hurriedly winked at that person.
That person understood what Collier
meant, and took Casey to the rock at
once.
Collier and other people followed them.
They wanted to know how big that stone
was.
Before long, they saw that stone on a
narrow lane between two mountains. It
completely blocked the road, leaving no
room for people to pass.
Seeing it and thinking that Casey was
unable to leave here, Collier put on a
look of despair at once.
"Casey, the stone is too big, and it'll take
a lot of time to move it. So, you had
better leave after it has been moved."
Collier said.
Casey smiled and said, "It's just a stone.
It can't stop me."
After saying that, Casey looked around
and picked up a stick at a place that was
not far away.
He released XuanJin. Then, it was
conducted to the stick through his palm.
That stick immediately gave out a ray of
white light.
Soon after that, Casey jumped and hit
that rock with the stick.
"Break!"
Casey shouted. As he shouted, the stick
fell on the rock. XuanJin was conducted
to the rock. There were instantly a lot of
cracks on the rock. Soon, that rock
broke into many pieces. A path, which
allowed one person to pass at one time,



appeared.
Chapter 830 Are You Willing to Be My
Girlfriend
In an airport of a city in the South.
Casey and Elsa underwent security
checks and then came to the boarding
gate. After getting on the plane, they
found their seats and sat down.
Two days had passed since they left the
Valley of Medicine God. The Valley of
Medicine God was located in a remote
area, so it took them two days to come
to the city where there were fights to R
Country.
When they walked in the mountains,
they passed by many places where
there were many bushes. Therefore,
when they came out of the mountains,
their clothes were dirty and broken.
Because of the limited time, they didn't
have the time to go to a shopping mall
to buy clothes. Casey bought some
clothes from a stand by the roadside. He
was going to buy some clothes after
they were in R Country.
At this moment, Elsa was wearing a t?shirt bought by Casey. It was big
and
didn't fit her at all. After she put it on, it
couldn't be seen that she had a perfect
figure at all.
But Elsa didn't care. She was even a
little happy. It was the first time that
someone else had bought clothes for
her. No matter how cheap they were,
she would like them.
Besides, Elsa's beauty would not be
affected by clothes. Even if she wore
strange clothes, other people would
consider her to be fashionable. She was
too beautiful. It was not clothes that



made her look good. It was her beauty
and temperament that made the clothes
look good.
Casey was different from her. The
clothes he wore before was not
expensive. Now, after he put on clothes
that were cheaper than previous ones,
he looked more like a poor man.
After sitting down, Elsa smiled from time
to time. Casey was confused, so he
asked, "What are you laughing at?"
Elsa turned her head, looked at Casey,
and answered, "I'm laughing at that Lord
and those Directors. That day, you
broke that huge rock into many pieces
with a stick with great ease. They were
all dumbfounded. Although two days
have passed, when I think of their
expression, I still find it amusing."
Casey shrugged. That day, Collier and
other people were indeed startled after
he broke the stone into many pieces.
After they realized what had happened,
Collier even asked Casey if he would
like to be the next head of the Valley of
Medicine God. He wanted Casey to
protect the people of the Valley of
Medicine God.
Casey was naturally not interested in it.
After breaking the stone, he left with
Elsa.
In Casey's opinion, it was no big deal.
After all, it was easy for experts in half
sublimation to do that.
After breaking that stone, Casey
realized that it was time for him to find a
suitable weapon.
He made XuanJin attached to the stick
and then broke that stone into pieces
with it. However, the stick became



powder after it because it was too fragile
to bear XuanJin.
Therefore, a weapon that was suitable
and of good quality was essential to
Casey now. After he could release
XuanJin, he could only make full use of
his strength by using a weapon.
When he became an expert in
sublimation, he would be able to turn
XuanJin into the shape of weapon he
wanted. At that time, he would no longer
need a weapon as a carrier.
Casey wanted to try to find a suitable
weapon after he was in R Country.
Before long, all the seats were taken by
people. After being reminded by the
stewardess, every passenger fastened
their seat belts. Soon, the plane took off.
Elsa was too beautiful, attracting the
attention of many men. Many people
would take a look at her every once in a
while.
Elsa had been used to being looked at a
long time ago, so she didn't care about it
at all.
She would look at Casey from time to
time. But Casey just sat there thinking,
totally ignoring her.
A senior man and a boy about ten years
old sat beside Casey and Elsa.
The boy kept staring at Elsa. After a
long time, he spoke to Elsa, "You're so
pretty."
Elsa turned her head and smiled at the
boy. She said thanks to him.
"Is the men sitting next to you your
boyfriend?" The boy asked.
Elsa blushed at once, and said
hurriedly, "No."
The boy seemed to be relieved. Then he



asked, "That's great. Then, are you
willing to be my girlfriend?"
Elsa didn't know how to answer. There
had never been a boy who asked her
such a question before.
The men around them all looked at the
boy with envy. They wanted to say
those words to Elsa, but they didn't dare
to. However, the boy did it.
Casey was also amused by the boy. He
turned his head and looked at the boy
with a smile.
The senior man beside the boy was
embarrassed. He looked at his
grandson, and spoke, "Baby, you're just
a kid. She's so beautiful. She won't take
a fancy to a kid like you."
"Then, if I become as strong as Casey,
will she fall in love with me?" The boy
looked at his grandfather with a serious
expression. After his grandfather told
him the stories of Casey these days, he
had regarded Casey as his icon.
"It's difficult to be as powerful as Casey.
Being able to confront five powerful
Guwu Families alone, few people in the
history could make it. He's such a
genius. It's not easy to be like him." The
senior man sighed.
"I don't care. Anyway, I'll be as strong as
Casey. Believe me. I have great
potential. Agree to be my girlfriend now.
I'll work hard in the future." The boy
looked at Elsa again.
Elsa was embarrassed. She wondered
how this boy would react if he got to
know that Casey was sitting beside him.
"Well...It's not up to me. Ask him." Elsa
left the trouble to Casey.
The boy looked at Casey with hostility in



his eyes, and said, "Do you agree to let
her be my girlfriend? Listen, I'm very
powerful, and I'll be as powerful as
Casey. If you disagree, you'll regret it in
the future."
Casey laughed. He said while staring at
the boy, "As a matter of fact, I'm also
very strong. What about asking Casey
to come here to fight against me?"
Hearing what Casey said, the senior
man immediately spoke, "Fella, don't
say that. Casey is recognized to be the
most powerful people in Warrior Circle
now. If you annoy him, you'll be in great
trouble."
This senior man considered Casey to be
reckless. In his opinion, not everyone
was eligible to challenge someone as
powerful as Casey.
Casey just smiled. He no longer talked,
just leaned against his seat, and took a
nap.
The boy was still unwilling to give up. He
kept asking Elsa to be his girlfriend. Elsa
found it troublesome. Fortunately, the
senior man scolded the boy, and after
that the boy stopped doing that.
Otherwise, Elsa would suffer on the
way.
After the plane landed, Casey and Elsa
got off the plane. Then senior man and
the boy were behind them. Looking at
the back of Casey, he suddenly had a
feeling of familiarity. After thinking of a
possible situation, he hurriedly took out
his mobile phone, and found the photos
of Casey taken when he fought against
the five powerful Guwu Families.
After looking at the photo and seeing the
face of Casey, the senior man



exclaimed, "That...That person is
Casey!"
He hurriedly looked up, but both Casey
and Elsa had been out of his sight.
Chapter 831 Practice Makes Perfect
In T City, R Country.
In a shopping mall that enjoyed great
popularity.
Casey, together with Elsa, came to the
door of a shop that sold brand clothes.
Looking at the pretty clothes in the shop,
Elsa was deeply attracted by them.
Although Elsa was the young lady of the
Duncan family, she was just like a maid.
No matter how rich the Duncan family
was, the people of the Duncan family
would not give her money. Therefore,
Elsa had never been to a shop that sold
brand name clothes.
"What about going to the clothing
wholesale market and buying clothes
there? The clothes here are too
expensive. I don't want you to spend too
much money." Elsa spoke while looking
at Casey.
Hearing that, Casey smiled. He said, "It
makes no difference to me whether to
buy clothes in clothing wholesale market
or in this shop. Since we need to buy
some clothes, we should certainly buy
some nice ones. Just choose the
clothes you like. For me, it's just a small
amount of money."
Casey was serious. After all, there was
dozens of billions of dollars in his bank
card. Spending 500 dollars was not very
different from spending 50000 dollars.
Casey's bank card could be used all
over the world. When he paid by card,
the bank would change money



automatically according to the exchange
rate. Therefore, he didn't need to go to
the bank to change money.
Hearing that, Elsa thought that it was
not proper to refuse. Therefore, she
nodded at Casey and entered the shop
with Casey.
All of the prices of the clothes were
dollars. It took thousands of dollars to
buy the cheapest clothes in the shop.
Although R Country was rich, only rich
people would buy clothes in this shop.
Few people came into the shop to buy
clothes. People just came in to have a
look. Therefore, the shop assistants
were all bored. When they saw Casey
and Elsa come in, none of them were
going to offer service to them.
Besides, when they found that the
clothes they wore were so cheap, they
became even more reluctant to serve
them.
There was a chain of contempt
everywhere, but there was a difference
between the shop assistants in R
Country and the shop assistants in H
Country. In R Country, when the shop
assistants saw people in plain clothes
come in, they would not drive them out
because they were unwilling to waste
time on poor people. In other words,
they didn't bother to talk to them.
In H Country, when the shop assistants
saw people in cheap clothes come in,
they would drive that people out at once.
Casey had known what these people
were like a long time ago, so he didn't
mind it and just selected clothes with
Elsa.
Before long, Elsa took a fancy to a



pretty dress. Casey took it and asked
Elsa to try it on.
Seeing that, one shop assistant came to
them at once.
"Excuse me, do you want to try it on?"
The shop assistant asked Casey in the
language of R Country.
Casey nodded at her.
"I'm very sorry, but our customers are
not allowed to try on clothes before they
pay for them. If you're not going to buy
it, don't try it on." The shop assistant
spoke.
As a matter of fact, there was not such a
rule in this shop. She just didn't want
Casey and Elsa to try on clothes
because she thought that they would not
buy them. In her opinion, if they tried on
clothes and made the clothes dirty, she
would be in trouble.
"What about not buying clothes here?
We can buy clothes at somewhere
else." Seeing that this shop assistant
looked down upon them, Elsa was
afraid.
At this moment, a man and a woman
came in from outside. They were
tourists from H Country. They were well?off and had a hobby of visiting
shops
that sold luxury goods. Wherever they
went, they would visit shops that sold
luxury goods, feeling the pleasure of
being treated as God.
Both of them had found that Casey and
Elsa talked in the language of H
Country. Through the expression of the
shop assistant, they realized what was
going on. Soon after that, they had a
sense of superiority. Then, they got
close to Casey and Elsa with a smile.



"Alas, it never occurs to me that a
person in cheap clothes should dare to
enter a shop that sold brand clothes. Is
it that times have changed? Or do you
think highly of yourself?" The woman
said with a mocking expression.
The man took a look at Casey, and said
with a smile, "Fella, you should be from
H Country. Listen, when you're away
from H Country, don't bring disgrace on
the people of H Country. Didn't you see
that the shop assistant doesn't want to
talk to you two?"
Casey took a look that those two
people. He was a little speechless.
Wherever he went, he would come
across such annoying people.
Because of the lesson he learned in the
past, Casey didn't give them the chance
to taunt him and just asked that man,
"Well, in your opinion, what should we
do to prevent us from bring disgrace to
the people of H Country?"
"Let me put it this way. It has nothing to
do with what you do. It has something to
do with what you are like. You're so
poor. Therefore, no matter what you do,
you'll disgrace the people of H Country.
And I'm rich, so I'm nobler than you are,
no matter what I have done.
Understand?" The man said.
Casey nodded, and said, "Well, I wish
you can always be noble."
Then he turned around and looked at
the shop assistant. He took out his bank
card. After handing it to the shop
assistant, he said, "Get a membership
card for me, and I'm going to prepay a
million dollars. Besides, pack all the
clothes that we have looked at. Thank



you."
The shop assistant was immediately
stunned. Then, she became excited,
and asked, "Are...Are you sure?"
Casey nodded.
The way the shop assistant looked at
Casey immediately changed. She
hurriedly went to open a membership for
Casey with his card.
Seeing that, both man and the woman
were dumbfounded. They had planned
to display a sense of superiority in the
presence of Casey. Unexpectedly,
Casey prepaid a million dollars just now.
It seemed that Casey was richer than
they were.
"Is it real? Is he fooling us?" The woman
murmured to herself.
The man nodded. He thought that it was
highly possible that Casey was fooling
them.
However, five minutes later, when the
shop assistant handed the bank card
and packed clothes to Casey with
respect, the man and the woman could
not help swallowing saliva.
Casey took the bank card, looked at the
man and the woman with a smile, and
said, "Poor as I am, I open a
membership and prepay a million
dollars. To show that you're noble,
shouldn't you prepay more?"
Sweat came out of the man's forehead.
He was quite wealthy, but he didn't dare
to open a membership and prepay a
million dollars in a causal shop.
"Hey, I'm sorry for being rude to you just
now. If you don't t mind, we can
exchange contact information. I'll treat
you to a meal later." The man said with



a flattering smile.
"Forget it. I'm too poor, and I'm not
eligible to have a meal with noble
people like you."
After saying that, Casey took the bags
and came out of the shop with Elsa.
Elsa watched everything dumbfounded.
She didn't anticipate that Casey would
be so good at dealing with such a thing.
It seemed as if he had undergone
special training in this respect.
"How can you make those two people
lose face in such a short time? You're so
smart!" Elsa asked.
Casey turned his head, looked at Elsa
with a smile, and said, "It's
because...practice make perfect."
Chapter 832 Run Away
After buying clothes for Elsa, Casey
went to buy some clothes for himself.
Then, he went to the barber's shop to
get a haircut. He had long not had a
haircut.
After getting changed and getting a
haircut, Casey could be said to be a
handsome man. When he held the
wedding ceremony in Crystal Castle
with Edith, he was handsome enough to
be Edith's husband.
When Elsa saw him after he did all that,
Elsa was surprised. She praised him,
"You're so handsome!"
Then, Casey took Elsa to Sakura Hotel,
a well-known hotel in T City. He asked
for a suite in which there were two
rooms and one living room.
The reason why he chose to live in a
suite with Elsa was that they were in R
Country now. It meant that the Duncan
family was very powerful here. When



Elsa appeared in public, she might be
noticed by the people of the Duncan
family. If the people of the Duncan
family came here for Elsa, Casey would
respond to it faster when he was close
to Elsa.
Then, Casey came to a cafe in the
center of T City with Elsa. He had
already got into contact with the person
in charge of the affairs of Guanling in R
Country. And they agreed to meet at
that cafe.
At the same time, in the Thompson's
Villa.
In case that Annabel would run away,
Lowell arranged for a lot of security
guards to stay around the Thompson's
Villa. He claimed that he did it to protect
Annabel, but in fact he was trying to
keep Annabel in the villa in this way.
At this moment, in Annabel's room.
Annabel was standing by the window,
looking at the back door of the villa.
There were two security guards on
patrol. They were always paying
attention to the situation around the villa.
Before long, a woman with a headscarf,
who seemed to be secretive,
approached the back door. The security
guards found her at once. At the same
time, they shouted at her.
That woman didn't answer them.
Instead, she picked up a stone from the
ground, aimed at the heads of those two
security guards, and then threw it at
them.
Seeing that, they began to curse. Daring
to come to make trouble for the
Thompson family, she was really
reckless. They rushed towards that



woman at once.
Seeing that, that woman turned around
and began to run without any hesitation.
Before, Annabel had made a rope with
the bed sheet. And she had tied the
rope to a place. Now, seeing this scene,
Annabel hurriedly put the rope out of the
window. Then, she came out of the
window and climbed down the rope to
the ground.
"Aimee, this time, you suffer a lot. In the
future, I'll make it up to you." Annabel
said to herself.
The woman who provoked the security
guards was exactly the maid who went
out with the excuse of buying cake for
Annabel.
Annabel looked carefully around. After
making sure that there was no one
around, Annabel ran fast to the door.
She opened the door and looked
around. Then, she ran in the direction
opposite to that of the security guards.
Annabel kept running. She didn't stop
until she entered into an alley and was
sure that no one had caught up with her,
gasping for breath.
"I finally succeed in running away. You
force me to marry to the head of the
Duncan family, but I won't listen to you.
When I'm not there, you won't be able to
deal with it!" Annabel said angrily.
Then, she walked towards the other end
of the alley with a calm expression.
Lowell had agreed to marry Annabel to
the head of the Duncan family. Worrying
that Annabel would run away, Lowell
restricted Annabel's right to go abroad.
Now, Annabel couldn't take either a
plane, a train or a ship.



Therefore, even if she had run away
from the villa, she could only stay in R
Country.
Annabel thought about it again and
again. Finally, she took out a VIP card of
Sakura Hotel from her pocket, and
murmured, "I should find a place to live
in first. If I'm caught, I'll threaten them
with my life. Anyway, compared with
marrying to the head of the Duncan
family, I would rather die."
After saying that, she headed for Sakura
Hotel.
......
In the cafe.
Casey and Elsa were sitting at one side
of a table. The person sitting across the
table was a middle-aged man with a pair
of glasses. He seemed to be smart and
capable.
He was named Normand, and was the
person in charge of the affairs of
Guanling in R Country. He was a native
of R Country of birth.
R Country was a small country, so it
was very easy to seize control of the
economy and lifeblood of R Country.
Therefore, although the people of
Guanling had worked here for many
years, Guanling didn't develop well here.
The R Country was under the control of
families like the Duncan family and the
Thompson family. Guanling, as an
organization coming from outside, only
built an intelligence network over the
years. Apart from that, Guanling hadn't
achieved anything else.
Therefore, Normand, the person in
charge of the affairs of Guanling in R
Country, could only provide some



intelligence to Casey. In other respects,
Casey had to rely on himself.
"Recently, many people were sent by
the Duncan family to look for abandoned
children in welfare houses and
hospitals. I don't know what the purpose
is. The people of the Duncan family
always do greatly in confidential work.
We make great efforts to get this
message." Normand reported the latest
situation of the Duncan family to Casey
in fluent language of H Country.
Hearing that, Casey became very
serious. He asked, "When did it
happen?"
"About three days ago. The people of
the Duncan family seemed to have
gather enough children, so they stopped
doing this these days." Normand
answered.
Casey turned his head and took a look
at Elsa. Elsa wore a serious expression.
She said, "The head of the Duncan
family is a decisive person. He won't
delay in doing things. If those children
have been under the control of the
people of the Duncan family, they
should have been killed."
Casey secretly cursed. He didn't
anticipate that the head of the Duncan
family would hurt the children in his own
country after he failed to get those
things from H Country. He was really
vicious.
"Does it mean that he has begun to try
to become an expert in sublimation? If
that's the case, we have to hurry to the
Duncan family to stop him." Casey
spoke.
Elsa shook her head, and answered,



"No. I heard that he would do that after
the wedding ceremony. There is a rumor
that he can't really be an expert in
sublimation before he slept with the
bride."
"Besides, it's dangerous there. You're
very powerful now. However, if you just
come to the Duncan's, the people of the
Duncan family would become alert. And
maybe the head of the Duncan family
would hole up. At that time, it will be
very difficult for you to find him."
After hearing what Elsa said, Normand
nodded at once, and said, "You're right.
These days, the people of the Duncan
family have been preparing for a
wedding. And the wedding will soon be
held."
Casey thought for a moment, and
asked, "Who is the bride?"
"The bride is the Annabel, the young
lady of the Thompson family." Normand
answered.
Hearing that, Casey was startled. He
thought of the beautiful girl.
Chapter 833 Annabel Came Across
Casey
When Elsa saw the reaction of Casey,
Elsa was puzzled. Judging from the
intuition of women, Annabel seemed to
be important to Casey.
"Do you know her?" Elsa asked.
Casey nodded, and muttered, "She's an
old friend of mine."
When Casey was on the plane, he had
thought about if he would come across
Annabel in R Country and that how he
should deal with her when he met her.
In Casey's opinion, not coming across
her was certainly the best. Annabel had



saved his life. After that, she gave up
the life of a young lady of a powerful
family and took care of him willingly for a
long time. However, Casey didn't know
how to deal with the feelings Annabel
had for him.
He was afraid that Annabel would keep
after him after seeing him. Casey
couldn't do anything bad to her because
she had saved his life.
Therefore, Casey was not going to meet
Annabel at all. He planned to leave R
Country as soon as possible after he
dealt with the Duncan family and got
Soul Setting Cloud.
However, unexpectedly, Annabel was
involved in this matter.
Now, Casey had known what the
Duncan family was really like. And
according to Elsa, the head of the
Duncan family married Annabel simply
because he needed to sleep with her
after he became an expert in
sublimation. Considering the evil skills
the people of the Duncan family
practiced, Annabel would definitely be
killed.
Casey didn't want to meet Annabel
again. However, when he knew that
Annabel would be in great danger, it
was impossible for Casey to just watch it
happen.
After all, Annabel had saved his life.
Even if this matter had nothing to do
with him, Casey would not hesitate to
save her. Now, this matter even had
something to do with him.
After taking a deep breath, Casey
looked up at Normand and asked,
"How's the situation in the Thompson



family?"
"According to the information we got, the
young lady of the Thompson family is
unwilling to marry the head of the
Duncan family. And she had a major
quarrel with the head of the Thompson
family for this reason. Now, she's shut
up in the Thompson's Villa." Normand
answered.
Casey nodded. He knew clearly that the
parents of Annabel would be very happy
to build connections with the Duncan
family through the marriage of their
daughter on condition that they didn't
know that people of the Duncan family
al practiced evil skills. He knew very well
about the things of powerful families.
"Tell me where the Thompson's Villa is. I
need to go there." Casey spoke.
Now, Casey needed to keep Annabel
safe. To do so, it would be best if he
stayed with her. If the people of the
Thompson family were not smart, he
could only take Annabel away by force.
Seeing that Casey didn't hesitate at all,
Elsa realized that something must have
happened between Casey and Annabel
in the past. Otherwise, it was impossible
for Casey to make a decision so soon.
When she saw that Casey made a
decisive decision because of Annabel,
she was envious of Annabel and felt a
little sad for reasons unknown.
Normand took out his mobile phone at
one. When he was about to send the
address of the Thompson's Villa to
Casey, he received a latest message.
"I just got the message that the young
lady of the Thompson family had run
away from the villa. Now, the people of



the Thompson family are trying their
best to search for her. So far, no one
knows where she is." Normand said
while looking at Casey.
After hearing this message, Casey
wanted to laugh. It did seem to be the
way Annabel did things.
"Ask all your men to search for Annabel.
If you get any information, tell me in the
first place." Casey spoke to Normand.
Normand nodded at once, and said,
"Yes!"
Then, Casey asked Normand for other
information. After that, Casey and Elsa
left the cafe. Since Annabel had run
away from the Thompson's Villa, he
could only wait for the message from
Normand.
After all, T City was a big city, and he
was a stranger who was new here. It
was difficult for him to find Annabel.
As for the matter of the Duncan family,
Casey believed that what Elsa said was
reasonable. If he just went to the
Duncan's now, the people of the Duncan
family would surely become alert. Once
they were prepared for it, it would be
difficult for Casey to find the head of the
Duncan family.
If the head of the Duncan family holed
up and only appeared after he really
became an expert in sublimation, it
would be a great trouble for Casey.
The head of the Duncan family was very
likely to try to become an expert in
sublimation on the wedding day. And it
would be best if Casey went to attack
him on that day.
The people of the Duncan family didn't
know that Casey would interfere with



this matter. If Casey could suddenly
appear at the time when the head of the
Duncan family had got everything ready
and was about to try, Casey would
undoubtedly achieve the best result.
Therefore, the top priority for Casey was
to find Annabel. After that, they should
make a plan.
When they were on their way back to
Sakura Hotel, Elsa wanted to talk to
Casey very much, but she didn't. She
wanted very much to know what the
relationship between Annabel and
Casey was, but she thought that she
shouldn't ask this question.
As a result, she contained her desire to
talk along the way.
Soon, they were back in Sakura Hotel.
They went up the revolving staircase of
the hotel, and then walked towards the
suite.
At this moment, Annabel just came back
from outside with food. She walked into
the restaurant. After looking carefully
around, she ran fast to the staircase.
She had a VIP card of Sakura Hotel, so
she also lived in a top suite here.
When she was in the corridor, she saw
that a man and a woman were walking
in front of her. When she looked at the
back of the man, she was stunned at
once.
She thought that she was hallucinating,
so she blinked hard. However, the
person in front of her was very real and
didn't seem be a hallucination.
"That person should just look a little like
Casey. It's impossible for that guy to
come here. Don't be silly." Annabel
comforted herself.



Just at this moment, Casey arrived at
his suite. He turned around to open the
door.
When Annabel saw the profile of Casey,
the food she just bought all dropped to
the ground.
"It...It's really him?"
Annabel felt her heartbeat quicken. She
was boiling with rage. As a result, her
chest rose and fell.
It never occurred to her that she would
see Casey at this place. She just saw
the man who she missed day and night.
But...Why did he go into a room with a
woman?
Chapter 834 He Was a Bad Man
"Could it be that I really mistake others
for Casey? That guy has been
emphasizing that he is faithful to his
wife. Before, I stayed with him for such a
long time, and I even slept in a room
with him for many days. But he didn't do
anything to me. How is it possible that
he will have a one night stand with other
women?" Annabel said to herself.
When a man was seen enter a hotel
room with a woman, people would
naturally think that those two people had
an affair.
Therefore, Annabel was not sure
whether the person she saw was Casey
or not.
"But, I saw his profile. He must be
Casey. I'm absolutely right." Annabel
thought.
When Annabel suddenly thought that
that man was really Casey, she
suddenly found that she couldn't accept
it.
"You damn bastard. Before, you claimed



that you love only Edith, but now you
come here and have a one night stand
with a women."
"You're a liar. If you're willing to have a
one night stand with a woman, why did
you refuse to sleep with me? Could it be
that you were disgusted with me?"
Thinking of it, Annabel couldn't help
shedding tears. In the past few days,
she was under great pressure because
her parents were going to marry her to
the head of the Duncan family.
Therefore, when she saw that the man
she loved enter a hotel room with a
woman, she collapsed at once.
"You're an asshole. When I'm forced to
marry someone, you come here with a
woman and have fun. You're a
hypocrite. I'm so stupid that I fall in love
with you, a hypocritical scum."
Annabel crouched on the ground and
cried.
Before long, she suddenly stood up.
Looking at the room Casey lived in, she
spoke, "I won't let that bastard go. Even
if he's a bad man, I must have him as
my man!"
It was impossible for Annabel, with such
a personality, to give up. In her opinion,
coming across Casey here was a
chance for her from god.
She wiped her tears with her hand, and
said angrily, "Casey, I'll find you in bed
with a woman. It's impossible for you to
defend yourself this time!"
After saying that, she walked fast
towards the suite where Casey and Elsa
lived.
In the suite, Casey sat on the sofa,
thinking about how to find Annabel. Elsa



stood beside him. She still wanted to
ask Casey what the relationship
between he and Annabel was.
Elsa got up her courage and was about
to ask Casey.
Just at that moment, the door of the
suite was kicked open. After that,
Annabel rushed in from the outside with
an angry expression. When she saw
that Casey was sitting on the sofa and
the woman standing beside him was as
beautiful as a fairy, she became angrier.
So she pointed her finger at Casey and
began to scold him.
"You're hypocrite! Didn't you say that
you will love only your wife in your life?
Why are you in a hotel room with
another woman now? And you specially
come here to do this. Could it be that
you're afraid that your wife will find it
out?"
"If you're always a bad man, I won't care
about it. However, when I stayed with
you, you had never done anything to
me. Why? Could it be that you're
disgusted with me? Or that's because
I'm not as pretty as her?"
Annabel took a look at Elsa. Finding that
she was indeed not as good-looking as
Elsa, she felt a bit embarrassed at once.
She couldn't help calling Casey a
hypocrite in her heart. The reason why
he didn't sleep with her should be that
he thought that she was not beautiful
enough.
Ah? Why did she look a little familiar?
Had I seen her somewhere?
Looking at Annabel, Casey was
surprised. Just now, he was trying to
figure out where Annabel would go after



running away from her home. The next
second, she appeared. It was indeed
beyond his expectation.
After hearing what Annabel said, Casey
roughly understood why she was so
angry. He was a little embarrassed.
He got up from the sofa and approached
Annabel. Then, he grabbed her by the
shoulder and made her sit down on the
sofa.
"What...What do you want to do? Could
it be that you're going to kill me because
I find that you have an affair with a
woman?" Annabel looked nervously at
Casey.
"I just want you to calm down." Casey
explained.
"There's no need for me to calm down.
I'm right. You're a bad man!" Annabel
shouted.
When Elsa, who had been standing
there, saw Annabel, she was
astonished. She knew what Annabel
looked like. Therefore, when she saw
Annabel, she knew who she was.
Seeing that Annabel treated Casey in
the same way as a girl treated her
boyfriend, Elsa was confused.
Didn't Casey say that he loved only his
wife? Why did Annabel treat him as if he
was her boyfriend?
Could it be that Annabel was right and
that Casey was actually a bad man?
Noticing that Elsa also looked at him
with suspicion, Casey found it
troublesome. Therefore, he asked Elsa
to sit down on the sofa.
Annabel and Elsa were hostile to each
other. It seemed that they all considered
each other to be an enemy. They



seemed to be calm. However, when
their eyes met, there was hostility in
their eyes.
"First of all, I would like to make one
thing clear. I don't come here to sleep
with her. You got me wrong. I
undoubtedly love only my wife." Casey
said.
"If you're not going to sleep with her,
why do you live in a room with her?
Casey, you can't fool me!" Annabel said.
She didn't believe Casey.
Casey had no other choice, so he told
Annabel the reason why he lived in a
suite with Elsa. After all, there were two
bedrooms in this suite. He was not
going to sleep in a bed with Elsa.
Only then did Annabel remembered the
status of Elsa. She had seen Elsa
several times before. And she had some
understandings of Elsa. It never
occurred to her that Casey would stay
with the young lady of the Duncan
family.
"Casey, could it be that the people of the
Duncan family send you to catch me?"
Annabel stared warily at Casey.
Casey told her the reason why he came
to R Country. Besides, he told her what
he and Elsa had gone through and the
real reason why the head of the Duncan
family wanted to marry her.
As Annabel listened, she was more and
more shocked. It didn't occur to her that
her wedding would have something to
do with such a complicated matter.
"That...That's to say, you come here to
save me instead of sleeping with her?"
Chapter 835 I Can Definitely Do It
Casey rolled his eyes, and said, "I drop



by to save you. I mainly want to get Soul
Setting Jade from the Duncan family
and destroy the Duncan family."
"Humph, there's no need for you to find
such an excuse. You men always do
something unnecessary." Facing Casey,
Annabel held her head high. She was
secretly happy.
"I've told you everything. Now, it's your
turn to tell us something. Why are you
here?" Casey didn't bother to argue with
her, so he moved to another topic.
After knowing what was going on,
Annabel stopped monkey business and
told Casey what she had experienced
recently. She made it clear that she
came here right after she ran away from
her home and that she just met Casey
and Elsa by coincidence.
After making things clear, Casey was
relieved. He had intended to find
Annabel. Although it was beyond his
expectation that he met Annabel here, it
saved him a lot of trouble.
Annabel turned her head and asked
Annabel while looking at her, "Are you
really just a cooperative partner of
Casey?"
Elsa nodded, and answered, "Casey
promised to save my mother, and I
agreed to put my fate under his control. I
will definitely not hesitate to do anything
he requires."
"Then, answer me a question. If he
wants to sleep with you, will you agree?"
Annabel asked.
Hearing that, Elsa blushed. After quite a
while, she didn't answer directly.
Instead, she said, "He...He won't do
that."



Annabel thought for a moment. After
looking carefully at Elsa for a while, she
asked, "Then, do you like him?"
Annabel went to the heart of the matter.
Elsa turned her head and took a look at
Casey. At that moment, she had a lot of
thoughts. Finally, she solemnly
answered, "Casey saved my life. And
I've agreed to put my fate under his
control. I just want to repay him, and I
don't dare to love him."
Hearing that, Annabel was relieved. As
long as Elsa didn't fall in love with
Casey, she was willing to make friends
with her. After all, if Elsa also liked
Casey, she would definitely be her
strong rival in love.
"Just now, I was being impetuous and
got you wrong. Please forgive me."
Annabel took Elsa's hand as if they were
close.
Elsa was astonished. She looked at
Annabel and nodded.
Just now, they were at daggers drawn.
Now, they were so friendly to each
other. Seeing this change, Casey was
puzzled. He couldn't figure out what they
were thinking.
"Since you need to keep us safe, I'll live
here tonight. Elsa should have a room to
herself, so I'll have to slum it in Casey's
room." Annabel announced.
After saying that, she was going to take
her quilt from her suite.
Casey stopped her immediately.
Annabel immediately looked at Casey
with an aggrieved expression, and said,
"Do you have the heart to let me stay in
another suite alone? What if the people
of the Duncan family come to catch me?



Aren't you afraid that I might be taken
away?"
"There's no need for you to take the quilt
from your suite. You can just use the
one in the room." Casey spoke.
Annabel's eyes lit up at once. She
asked, "Do...Do you agree to share a
bed with me?"
Casey rolled his eyes, and answered,
"Not a chance. Both you and Elsa will
live in bedrooms and I'll live in the living
room."
Annabel was felt an overwhelming
sense of loss, and spoke angrily to
Casey, "You miss a precious
opportunity. You stupid guy!"
Casey didn't say anything in return.
Instead, he went to the window and
began to think about the plan.
A week later, the wedding would be
held. Casey should wait for a week, and
then go to the Duncan family on the day
of the wedding. By that time, the head of
the Duncan family must have got
everything ready, and therefore it was
impossible for him to give it up and run
away. What's more, he didn't know how
powerful Casey was. So it was possible
that he even would not have the idea of
running away.
Besides, Casey believed that it was
necessary for him to give the people of
the Thompson family some hope. Now,
Annabel was here, and the people of the
Thompson family would certainly try
their best to find Annabel. For their
reputation, the people of the Thompson
family would definitely not let the people
of the Duncan family know that Annabel
had run away. However, to make sure



that the wedding would be held, Casey
must take some action to give the
people of the Thompson family some
hope.
Certainly, in Casey's opinion, it was not
difficult. Therefore, he was not anxious
to do that.
In the evening, Casey went out to buy
food. And Elsa and Annabel stayed in
the hotel.
Feeling bored, Annabel took a look at
Elsa. After that, he approached Elsa and

asked with a smile, "Elsa, do you like to
drink?"
Elsa blinked her eyes, looked at
Annabel, and answered, "Yes. In the
past, I had tried it."
"Great. What about going to the bar
tonight? I've just run away from my
home, so I need to relax. Drinking is
definitely the best choice." Annabel said.
"I...I'll listen to Casey." Elsa answered.
"As long as we want to go to the bar, he
won't refuse. When he's back, just do
what I tell you." Annabel said.
Elsa thought that it was ok to go out for
a drink. Over the years, she had never
had fun. And she also wanted to know
what people would do at night in T City.
"Then...Well." Elsa agreed.
Annabel kissed her on the forehead at
once, and said, "You're so nice."
Coming across Casey by accident,
Annabel was naturally extremely
excited. They were in R Country now,
and Edith was very far away from them.
It was a good chance for her to make
Casey her man.



And they lived in a suite. Elsa would just
sleep in her room, but Annabel would
not.
However, when Casey was awake, he
would not sleep with her. Therefore, it
would be best if she could drink him
under the table.
When Casey was drunk, it was not easy
for him to resist the temptation.
That was the reason why she enticed
Elsa to go to a bar.
"Now, we're in R Country. I can
definitely do it. Casey, you'll soon
become my man."
Chapter 836 The Decline of the Wong
Family
Before long, Casey came back with
food. Both Annabel and Elsa were
hungry, so they sat at the table and
began to eat.
When they were half way through the
meal, Annabel looked at Casey and
spoke, "Casey, what about going out for
a drink after the meal? Elsa said that
she has not drunken for a long time and
that she wants to have a drink."
Elsa was stunned. She had never said
those words.
Annabel turned her head, looked at
Elsa, and kept winking at her. Thinking
that she had made a promise to
Annabel before, Elsa believed that it
was not good to expose her lie. So she
nodded and said, "Yes...yes. I haven't
gone to places like a bar for a long time,
and I want to experience the nightlife in
T City."
Seeing that both of them wanted to go
out for a drink, Casey didn't want to
disappoint them. Therefore, he agreed



that they could go to a bar to have some
fun after the meal.
Annabel was happy and suggested that
they should go to a bar named Koen
Bar. The reason why she gave this
piece of advice was that she knew that
there was a special strong liquor. No
matter how well a person could hold his
or her liquor, that people would be drunk
after drinking a glass of that.
After having the meal, they three left
Sakura Hotel for the bar named Koen
Bar.
Soon after they went into the bar, a
person, who was wandering here,
picked up his cell phone and made a
phone call.
"Mr. Watkins, I’ve found Miss
Thompson. She went into Koen Bar with
a man and a woman just now. I'm going
to follow them now. You had better
come here as soon as possible."
After saying that, he hung the phone
and entered the bar.
At the same time, in a foot massage
center, T City.
In a private box. Watkins Thompson, the
elder brother of Annabel, was sitting on
a sofa, and a woman in kimono was
massaging his feet. He had just hung
the phone.
The person sitting next to him was a
senior citizen with gray hair. There were
also several young people. Judging from
their clothes and the manner they
behaved, it could be easily told that they
were from H Country.
If Casey were here, he would be very
surprised. The senior citizen sitting
beside Watkins was named Duffy, and



he was the head of the Wong family, the
most powerful family among the six
Guwu Families.
After Casey defeated the six Guwu
Families, the five Guwu Families
enjoyed a bad reputation in Warrior
Circle. When Casey was weak, Duffy
ordered the people of five Guwu
Families to attack Casey together. It
was totally against the principle of
Warrior Circle.
Bland didn't kill Duffy, so that Duffy
could watch those families decline
because of his stupidity. The six Guwu
Families, which were previously very
famous, declined in just a few months.
Many people even combined against
those six families. They wanted to take
this opportunity to force those six
fmailies to leave H Country.
Among those six Guwu Families, the
heads of four families were killed, and
the head of one family became disabled.
Duffy recovered after taking a precious
pill of the Wong family. At that time, the
six Guwu Families had declined, so they
couldn't deal with the people who
combined against them at all.
After those several months, those six
Guwu Families comppletely lost. And
the Guwu Circle also lost its position.
Being driven into a corner, they had to
give up everything they had in H
Country and fled to other countries.
Led by Duffy, the people of the Wong
family came to R Country. They planned
to seek development here.
The people of the Wong family were
new here and had lost everything they
had. Therefore, they were quite poor



now. Duffy was therefore forced to
consider working for the powerful
families in R Country, so that they could
have a chance to develop here.
In the past, Duffy looked down upon the
secular society. Now, he had to work for
the families in the secular society. For
Duffy, it was more painful than being
killed.
However, the fate of the Wong family
depended on him, so he must not die.
However much he looked down upon
the secular society, he had to endure it.
Today, he came to talk to the people of
the Thompson family about cooperation.
Duffy was a Grandmaster. If the people
of the Thompson family could make him
work for them, it would help them a lot.
Therefore, Lowell asked his son to
negotiate with Duffy. He hoped that they
could reach a cooperation.
"Master Duffy, it's an honor that we have
the opportunity to cooperate with you.
For us, money is nothing. We're willing
to give you as much money as you
want. But, we hope that you can help us
when we're in need of your help."
Watkins spoke to Duffy with a smile.
Duffy nodded at once and said, "Of
course, I will. Since we cooperate with
you, we'll surely keep our promise."
"Well, since we have reached an
agreement, I'm leaving now. Just now, I
got to know where my younger sister
was, and I have to go to find her now. If
I get into trouble, I'll make a phone call
to you. If that happens, I hope that you
will come as soon as possible." Watkins
got up from the sofa.
Duffy nodded. Now, he could basically



be said to be the bodyguard of the
Thompson family. If the people of the
Thompson family needed his help, he
should certainly try his best to do his
job.
Watkins was quite respectful to him, but
everyone knew that he was just being
polite.
He, as the head of the Wong family,
should be forced to work as a
bodyguard. It never occurred to him that
such a thing would happen.
"I'll ask my personal secretary to transfer
the money I have promised to give you.
I hope that we can have a good
cooperation." Watkins spoke. Then, he
left.
Duffy saw him off with a smile at once.
After that, he murmured to himself, "It
seems that they will need us to do our
job soon. We must do a perfect job and
let them know how powerful we are.
Only in this way will they respect us."
"Luckily, we're in R Country and are
away from people who know us. If
Casey knew that I'm forced to work as a
bodyguard, He would definitely laugh at
me."
"The foundation of martial arts of the
people of H Country is much better than
that of people of R Country. I hope that I
won't come across people who are as
strong as Casey."
Duffy helplessly shook his head, and
sighed. He thought of the fight that was
against Casey, and then felt afraid.
Chapter 837 I Am Afraid that You Will
Be Killed by Him
In Koen Bar.
After entering the bar, Casey, Annabel



and Elsa found a booth and then sat
down.
Annabel and Elsa were too beautiful.
Therefore, as soon as they three went
into the bar, they attracted the attention
of many people.
Seeing that Casey came here with two
super beauties, one of whom was even
as beautiful as a fairy, many people
were jealous of Casey.
However, when they found that they
three sat down in a booth soon after
coming in and that the waiter brought
the most expensive wine to them, they
immediately realized that Casey was
very rich and that they couldn't afford to
offend him. Therefore, no one dared to
go to harass Casey.
"Fuck, it's really great to be rich. He
brings two super beauties to the bar at a
time. That's great!"
"Alas, it seems that he's going to have a
wonderful night. I wonder if he can deal
with it. If he can't, I'm willing to help
him."
"Is that so popular now? I want to have
a try, too."
...
Casey and the two girls certainly didn't
know what those people were talking
about. Now, Annabel was very excited.
The alcoholic drinks on the table were
all ordered by her. She had ordered that
special spirit. If people drank a glass of
that, that people would be drunk.
She didn't money into consideration
because she knew that Casey would
even be willing to buy the bar for her if
she wanted.
"Come on, to our friendship. Cheers."



Annabel poured two glasses of wine for
Casey and Elsa. She thought that it was
not proper to drink them under the table
soon after they came here, so she just
poured wine that was not strong into the
glasses.
Casey and Elsa picked up the glasses.
Then, they three clinked their glasses
and drank off.
Elsa seldom drank. Therefore, after
drinking a glass of wine, her pretty face
became red at once.
However, as an inner force expert in
medium stage, she had got good
physical constitution. Therefore, she
was still not drunk.
The bar was broadcasting loud music.
They three chatted while drinking.
Annabel was outgoing. Therefore, even
if neither Casey nor Elsa liked to talk,
there was no awkward pause.
Annabel told Casey and Elsa what she
had gone through these days, and
complained to them about her parents
and her brother who was untrustworthy.
After hearing what Annabel said, Elsa,
who was slightly drunk, remembered the
past. She took this opportunity to say it
out.
After listening to Elsa's words, Annabel
instantly thought that she was actually
quite lucky. Besides, she expressed
deep sympathy for Elsa.
When they were having a great talk,
Watkins entered Koen Bar with a group
of people of the Thompson family.
He looked around, and soon found
Annabel who was drinking with Casey
and Elsa.
He directly walked towards the booth



where Annabel was in. And the people
of the Thompson family beat up all the
people who tried to stop Watkins. At the
beginning, those people were unwilling
to give up stopping Watkins. After
seeing the strong people who came
here with Watkins, they dared not to say
anything.
"Look, it's the young master of the
Thompson family. Keep away from him.
Don't get involved in this matter."
"Which poor man will be in trouble? It
seems that we're going to see some fun
tonight."
Watkins soon attracted the attention of
all the people. The atmosphere in the
bar totally changed because of the
arrival of Watkins.
Casey and two girls also noticed the
change in the bar. Then, they all looked
at somewhere that was not far away.
When Annabel saw Watkins, she
frowned at once and then hid behind
Casey. She whispered to him, "He's my
elder brother. I'm sure that he comes
here to take me home. You must protect
me. If I were taken home by him, I would
be done."
Casey smiled and said, "Don't worry.
When I'm with you, no one can take you
away."
Casey was showing off. However, after
hearing that, Annabel had a warm
feeling.
Compared with her father and her elder
brother, Casey could give her more
inner sense of security.
Watkins came to the booth. Without
saying a word to anyone, he sat down
on the sofa, picked up a glass of wine,



and took a sip.
The people of the Thompson family
soon surrounded this booth. The music
in the bar stopped. People in the bar all
were all watching them.
"Annabel, if you have drunk enough
wine, go home now. Don't spend your
time with such people. You're already
someone who's going to get married, so
make friends with people who are
excellent enough. Don't spend time with
these rubbish. Otherwise you'll be
affected."
After hearing what Watkins said,
Annabel got immediately angry, and
said, "Watkins, watch your p's and q's.
You're not superior to other people.
You're so arrogant. If you were not the
young master of the Thompson family,
you would have long been killed."
"But I'm the young master of the
Thompson family. Annabel, you're also
someone who have been under the
protection of the Thompson family."
Watkins spoke. He didn't mind what
Annabel had said.
"Humph, I've never treated others in
such an arrogant way. You're bringing
disgrace to the Thompson family!"
Annabel shouted.
Watkins sneered, and spoke, "The
reason why I'm being arrogant is that I'm
eligible to be arrogant. I'm different from
these rubbish. They manage to build
connections with our family. They even
try to take advantage of you. We should
teach this kind of people a good lesson,
right?"
As he spoke, he looked at Casey with
disdain in his eyes.



He completely considered Casey to be a
scheming man who was trying to build
connections with the Thompson family
by taking advantage of Annabel.
After hearing that, Casey smiled and
said, "It's the first time for me to come
across someone who has such a strong
sense of superiority like you. Why are
you so sure that I'm from a family that is
not as powerful as the Thompson
family?"
Watkins twitched his lips and said, "If
you're from a family that is more
powerful than mine, I will definitely know
who you are. However, in my opinion,
you're just a piece of rubbish that
depends on my younger sister."
After saying that, he stood up directly
and then clenched his fists. It seemed
that he was going to attack Casey.
"My younger sister will soon hold her
wedding ceremony, but ask her to come
here for a drink by fooling her. I must
teach you a lesson just because of that."
Annabel hurriedly got up and stopped
Watkins.
"Annabel, you can't stop me. I must
teach this reckless guy a lesson."
Watkins spoke.
Annabel was a little speechless. She
said, "You got me wrong. I stop you just
because I'm afraid that you'll be killed by
him. Go away. You're no match for him."
Chapter 838 A Lesson
After hearing what Annabel said,
Watkins sneered at one. Obviously, in
his opinion, what Annabel said was
absurd.
"Annabel, you underestimate me. These
days, I have been specially learning



Shinobido from a master. Besides, didn't
you see those men? Beating him up is
as easy as winking." Watkins said
confidently.
Annabel twitched her lips. He should
believe that these people could beat
Casey up. He really underestimated
Casey.
Casey realized that Watkins was the
kind of person who wouldn't easily give
up. If he didn't beat Watkins up, Watkins
would not leave.
Casey didn't want to waste time. He
stood up. Looking at Annabel with a
smile, he asked, "If I beat your brother
up, will you pick on me?"
Annabel glanced at Watkins, and spoke,
"I'll be very happy to see that. I've no
reason to pick on you. This bastard
wants to marry me to a devil. He should
be glad that I didn't hit him."
Hearing that, Casey nodded, and said,
"Then, it's easy to deal with this matter."
Then, he turned his head, looked at
Watkins, and spoke, "Don't waste time.
Just fight against me with your men.
Considering that you're Annabel's
brother, I won't kill you. After I beat you
up, leave here, and don't harass us
again."
Hearing Casey talked as if he had won,
Watkins was very unhappy. He thought:
This guy was more arrogant than I was.
If I failed to beat him up, I would bring
disgrace to the Thompson family.
He took off his coat, after which his
strong muscles were showed. Then, he
said a few words to people beside him.
After that, those people began to force
other people to leave the dance floor at



once. After that, Casey and Watkins
could fight against each other on the
dance floor.
"Fella, you're looking for trouble, and
I've warned you. If you're killed, don't
blame me." Watkins spoke. As he said,
he walked towards the dance floor.
Casey smiled. After that, he also walked
towards the dance floor.
Seeing that, Annabel hurriedly
reminded, "Don't kill him. After all, he's
my brother. Teaching him a lesson is
enough."
Casey turned his head and said with a
smile, "Don't worry. I know what to do."
When the people in the bar found that
Watkins was going to fight against
Casey on the dance floor, they were all
surprised.
They didn't know how powerful Casey
was, so they all thought that it was
unwise for Casey to challenge Watkins.
"That guy is too bold. He should dare to
challenge the young master of the
Thompson family. Could it be that he is
really not afraid of being killed?"
"He's the first one who dares to
challenge the people of the Thompson
family in T City, right? Even if he
believes that he can defeat the young
master of the Thompson family, can he
defeat the men who come here with the
young master of the Thompson family?"
"Anyway, we're going to see some fun.
How badly do you think this guy will be
beaten by the young master of the
Thompson family?"
...
Watkins warmed up a bit. Obviously, he
itched to fight against Casey. He spoke,



"I happen to want to examine how well I
learn recently, and I'll have a try."
"Are you sure that you're going to fight
against me by yourself?" Casey took a
look at those men.
Watkins sneered, and said, "Stop
boasting. Fight against me now!"
He no longer talked nonsense, but
rushed towards Casey.
"Wow, Mr. Watkins starts a fight! He's so
handsome."
"I would like to touch his muscles. Mr.
Watkins is so strong. He can definitely
defeat that hateful fellow."
The woman, who were watching, all
admired Watkins.
"Hey, I'll kill you!"
Watkins gave Casey a punch with great
strength. It seemed that he was very
powerful.
Watching the move Watkins used,
Casey couldn't help shaking his head. In
his opinion, Watkins was as weak as a
child.
The moment Watkins got close to
Casey, Casey turned around quickly
and then gave Watkins a roundhouse
kick on the stomach.
Watkins's eyes were immediately wide
open. Before he could touch Casey with
his fist, he fell backwards and finally
landed on a table that was not far away.
A sudden silence fell.
The young master of the Thompson
family, who had been so confident just
now, was defeated by Casey with
merely one kick?
People in the bar all watched it in
disbelief. They didn't know what to say.
Watkins endured the pain and got up



from the ground. He didn't expect that
he would be easily defeated by Casey,
either. He acted in such a confident way
before, but he was easily defeated. It
was a slap in the face.
He couldn't understand why Casey
would be so powerful. However, he
shouldn't think about that at this
moment. If he failed to beat Casey up
today, he would be a joke in future.
"Why are you still standing still? Attack
him together! Catch him!" Watkins
shouted at the people of the Thompson
family.
The people of the Thompson family
rushed to the dance floor at once, and
soon surrounded Casey.
However, these people were just
ordinary people. No matter how many of
them there were, Casey could defeat all
of them. At most, it would take Casey a
little more time.
In an instant, the men of the Thompson
family were all knocked down by Casey,
wailing in pain.
Watkins watched this scene in disbelief.
It was beyond his expectation that the
thugs carefully trained by his family
would be unable to withstand a single
blow.
The lookers-on were also dumbfounded.
It never occurred to them that there
would be such a powerful person in the
world.
Different from that in H Country, there
was no martial art that had been handed
down for many generations in R
Country. Therefore, for common people,
they only knew that the ninjas, that
existed in some legends, were very



powerful. At ordinary times, it was very
difficult for them to come across such a
powerful person in their daily life.
Seeing that the thugs coming here with
Watkins were all knocked down,
Annabel wore a happy expression on
her face. She got close to Watkins and
said happily, "I've warned you that you
are no match for him, but you didn't
listen. Now, you must regret it."
Seeing that his younger sister laughed
at him, Watkins was very annoyed. He
sneered and said, "Don't be so
triumphant. Just now, I met a powerful
expert in fighting, and he had agreed to
work for our family. That guy is indeed
strong. However, compared with that
expert in fighting, he's very weak."
"Dare you let me ask that expert in
fighting to come over and fight against
him? By then, you'll know what real
expert in fighting is like!"
Chapter 839 They Were All Stunned
After hearing what Watkins spoke,
Annabel turned her head and looked at
Casey. Now, Casey was the boss, so it
was naturally Casey who had the right
to decide what to do next.
After drinking some wine, Casey
became more playful. Therefore, when
he heard that Watkins wanted to ask a
so-called expert in fighting to come over,
he was interested in that,
Anyway, he was free now, and it was ok
for him to spend some more time here.
"The expert in fighting you mentioned
should be much more powerful than
these thugs, right?" Casey asked.
Watkins sneered and said, "These
rubbish can't match that expert in



fighting at all. Listen, he's from H
Country. There, people all call him
Grandmaster. He's more powerful than
ordinary people can imagine. Dare you
let me to ask him to come here?"
Casey raised his eyebrows. He didn't
expect that Watkins was talking about
an inner force expert in Grandmaster
Circle. Therefore, he said with a smile,
"Well, then I'll wait a minute. Just ask
him to come here."
Seeing that Casey was goaded by him,
Watkins immediately sneered. Without
talking any nonsense, he took out his
mobile phone and made a phone call to
Duffy.
In his opinion, Duffy could certainly beat
Casey up after he came here.
"I've ask him to come here, and he'll
arrive soon. If you're bold enough, don't
go." Watkins spoke to Casey with great
hostility.
Casey just came back to the booth and
sat down.
Annabel hurriedly came to him and
asked, "Is the Grandmaster he
mentioned the inner force expert in
Grandmaster Circle that your teacher
told us?"
When Casey learned from his teacher in
the mountain in the past, Annabel was
also there. Therefore, Annabel knew
something about the hierarchy of
experts in fighting.
At that time, she had known that
Grandmasters were extremely strong.
Therefore, when she heard what
Watkins said, she was suddenly a little
uneasy.
Casey nodded and said, "He's



supposed to be."
"Then, why do we still stay here? Why
not leave here now? Are Grandmasters
very powerful? If he really comes over,
we'll be done." Annabel's eyes were
wide open. She didn't know which stage
Casey was in now.
Hearing that, Elsa immediately laughed
and said, "Annabel, don't worry about it.
Casey's very powerful. Even when he
was attacked by more than ten
Grandmasters at the same time, he was
able to defeat them."
Annabel was startled. She looked at
Casey and asked, "Being attacked by
more than ten Grandmasters? Really?"
"Yes, of course. I saw it myself." Elsa
answered with a serious expression on
her face.
Annabel was shocked a lot. She didn't
anticipate that Casey would become so
powerful after a long time.
"Let's drink now. We'll go back to the
hotel after I defeat the so-called master."
Casey said with a smile.
...
On the way leading to Koen Bar.
Duffy was hurrying to Koen Bar along
with several people of the Wong family.
"We reached a cooperation with the
Thompson family just now.
Unexpectedly, we have a chance to do
our job so soon. It's the first time for us
to do something for the Thompson
family, so we must deal with it perfectly.
Otherwise, the people of the Thompson
family will question our competence."
Duffy spoke to the people of the Wong
family with a serious expression on his
face.



Those people nodded. One of them said
with a smile, "Different from that in H
Country, there is basically no Warrior
here. There are some so-called ninja,
but they are all mysterious and won't
appear in secular society. In my opinion,
it should be easy to deal with it. When
we're there, Lord can just watch. We
should be able to deal with that."
Other people all agreed in agreement.
In Duffy's opinion, this people was just
telling the truth and he was not
exaggerating. Therefore, he didn't
refute.
"After we arrive at Koen Bar, you go to
deal with the trouble first. If you can deal
with it, I won't interfere with it. It's a good
chance to demonstrate our ability. You
must seize it." Duffy said.
Other people all nodded. They were all
excited.
In the bar.
Casey, Annabel and Elsa were drinking
leisurely. Watkins was watching them
with an angry face. From time to time,
he would cursed them.
"When Master Duffy comes, you'll be
beaten up."
Soon, Duffy arrived at Koen Bar along
with other people of the Wong family.
Soon after they came, they saw Watkins
stand there with an angry face. In order
to leave a good impression on Watkins,
the people of the Wong family hurriedly
got close to Watkins.
"Mr. Watkins, who dares to make trouble
for you? Please tell us. We'll take care
of this matter for you." One of them
spoke.
Seeing the people of the Wong family,



Watkins smiled. He said, "You're here at
last. There is the guy who hurt me. Beat
him up for me, please. Otherwise, our
family will lose face."
As he said, he pointed at the booth in
which Casey stayed.
"Mr. Watkins, we'll take care of it."
The people of the Wong family turned
their heads, and looked in the way
Watkins showed them. They were about
to start a big fight.
However, when they saw the people
sitting there, there were all stunned.
Before, they were going to walk towards
the booth Casey was in. Now, they
couldn't move at all.
"Casey...Casey? How could it be him?"
It was impossible for these people to
forget what their parents looked like, but
it was more impossible for them to
forget what Casey looked like.
It was exactly Casey who brought a
catastrophe to the Wong family. If it
wasn't for him, the people of the Wong
family would not be forced to come to R
Country.
However, this was the fate. They came
across Casey again in R Country.
Besides, he was the first person who the
young master of the Thompson family
asked them to deal with.
These people knew clearly how
powerful Casey was. In the past, Casey
challenged all the people in H Country
Martial Circle. They were all witnesses.
No one knew better than them how
powerful Casey was.
Therefore, when they were asked to
fight against Casey by Watkins, they
were so scared that they could not



move.
Seeing that the people of the Wong
family were not going to attack Casey at
all, Watkins was confused. He asked, "Is
there any problem?"
The people of the Wong family were all
in a cold sweat. There was a big
problem, not just a problem. The person
sitting there was too terrible. If they
came to attack him, they were afraid
that would be immediately killed.
At this moment, Duffy got close to them.
Seeing that the people of the Wong
family stood still, he was also confused.
When Watkins saw Duffy, he hurriedly
approached Duffy and said, "Master
Duffy, there is the person I want you to
deal with. Those people just don't move
for unknown reason. What about dealing
with that guy in person? You're so
powerful. It will not take you too long to
defeat that guy."
Duffy nodded and said, "No problem, I'll
deal with him for you now."
After saying that, he also cast his eyes
at Casey.
When he saw the face of Casey, he
reacted in exactly the same way as
other people of the Wong family did.
Chapter 840 I Have Defeat Him in the
Past
"Casey...Casey! Why will he come
here? Could it be that he specially
comes here to kill all of us? Our family
has been reduced to working as
bodyguards. Isn't that enough? Damn it.
It seems that we have to leave R
Country. Otherwise, Casey alone will kill
everyone in our family."
In an instant, Duffy came up with a lot of



ideas. He had been brave enough by
not just running away.
There were many fine beads of sweat
on his forehead. He was thinking hard
about what to do next.
He would not fight against Casey. In the
past, when the heads of four families
fought against Casey together, they
were defeated by Casey alone. Now,
there was only him and several people
of the Wong family here. It was
impossible for him to defeat Casey.
However, it took him great effort to
reach a cooperation with the Thompson
family. If he just ran away, he would lose
the chance to cooperate with the
Thompson family.
At this moment, Casey found that there
was something going on near Watkins.
When he saw Duffy who was standing
beside Watkins, he was astonished. He
didn't anticipate that the master Watkins
mentioned would be an acquaintance.
Both Annabel and Elsa turned their
heads and took a look at Duffy. When
they saw that it was a senior citizen with
gray hair, they thought that he looked
like a powerful expert in fighting.
"Is that guy the master Watkins has
mentioned? He seems to be powerful.
But why do I have the feeling that he is
feeling afraid?" Feeling confused,
Annabel asked.
"Because...I've defeated him in the
past." Casey said with a smile.
Both Annabel and Elsa cast their eyes
at Casey with a surprised look. It was
beyond their expectation that the senior
citizen over there had been defeated by
Casey in the past.



"What a coincidence! Will he take this
opportunity to fight against you again for
the purpose of demonstrating his
power?" Elsa spoke.
"Don't worry. He doesn't dare to do that.
Last time, he fought against me with
other three Grandmasters, but I
defeated them all. Now, only he is here.
If I'm not wrong, he should be thinking
about how to run away now." Casey
laughed.
Being shocked again, Annabel and Elsa
stared at Casey in disbelief. They found
that Casey always said something
shocking.
When Watkins found that Duffy also
dared not to move, he felt very puzzled.
He couldn't figure out why these people
didn't dare to move just after taking a
look at the guy who tried to flatter his
younger sister.
"Master Duffy, what's wrong? Two of
them are woman, and you just need to
deal with Casey alone. Is there any
problem?" Watkins asked patiently.
After hearing what Watkins said, Duffy
gathered his wits. Just now, he was too
scared, and was therefore in a daze.
After gathering his wits, he swallowed
his saliva. Then he quickly turned
around, looked at Watkins, and spoke,
"Mr. Watkins, I'm very sorry, but we
can't deal with that person for you. And
you don't have to give us the money you
have promised. Our cooperation goes
west. Mr. Watkins, take care of yourself.
If you can, run away as soon as
possible."
After saying that, Duffy turned around
and ran towards the door of the bar at



full speed.
When he almost reached the door, he
found that other people of the Wong
family were still standing still. He
shouted at once, "Why do you stand still
there? Run!"
The people of the Wong family finally
realized what they should do. Then, they
rushed towards the door of the bar. In
an instant, Duffy, together with other
people of the Wong family, all
disappeared from the bar.
Watkins watched it dumbfounded. He
completely didn't understand what was
going on. Why did Master Duffy run
away before he started a fight against
Casey?
After a while, Watkins calmed down a
bit. He gritted his teeth and cursed,
"They're really all losers. How dares he
claim himself to be an expert in fighting?
I was being so stupid that I believed
you!"
Casey got up from the sofa and came to
Watkins. He asked with a smile, "Where
is the master you have mentioned?
Don't tell me that you referred to the
person who was frightened away after
taking a look at me just now."
Watkins was embarrassed. However, as
the young master of the Thompson
family, he couldn't show it. Therefore, he
had to force himself to look at Casey
and said, "Don't be triumphant. You take
my younger sister away, so we won't let
you off. Besides, my younger sister is
going to marry to the head of the
Duncan family. Therefore, if the people
of the Duncan family get to know it, they
won't let you get away with it, too. You'll



be done!'
After saying that, Watkins hurriedly ran
towards the door of the bar for fear that
Casey might give him another kick.
Watching Watkins run away in panic,
both Annabel and Elsa couldn't help
laughing.
Casey shrugged. Then, he turned
around, came back to the booth, and sat
down.
With an excited expression on her face,
Annabel wanted to give Casey a hug to
express her gratitude to him. Casey
stretched out his arm, stopping Annabel.
After being refused by Casey, Annabel
was very unhappy. She murmured, "You
should accept it. I just want to express
my thanks to you, humph."
Casey didn't take what she said
seriously at all. When he lived with her,
he had already had a good
understanding of her. If he didn't keep
refusing her, she would dare to do
anything to him.
"Anyway, I'm very happy to see Watkins
to be frustrated. To celebrate it, let's
have a toast."
As Annabel spoke, she poured two
glasses of spirit for Casey and Elsa.
That was the special spirit in this bar.
People who drank a glass of this kind of
spirit would be drunk.
They three picked up the glasses,
clinked their glasses and then drank off
the wine.
After watching Casey and Elsa drink off
the wine, Annabel put on a playful smile.
...
In a hotel.
The people of the Wong family lived



here for the time being.
After coming back here, both Duffy and
other several people were gasping for
breath. However, they didn't dare to
have some rest. Instead, they rushed
into the hotel and asked all the people of
the Wong family to come out.
The people of the Wong family all
looked at Duffy with a puzzled
expression on their faces. They didn't
know why he asked them to go out at
night.
"Casey comes to R Country, too. I still
don't know what his purpose is, but it's
definitely a bad thing for our family. We
can't stay in R Country anymore. Pack
your things up, and we're leaving here
soon." Duffy shouted.
When they heard Casey's name, they
were all scared. Then, they all hurriedly
ran back to their rooms to pack up their
things.
"Oh, my God. Casey really won't let us
off. We have just settled down in R
Country, but we're forced to flee again.
It's too bad."
Chapter 841 What Are You Doing
In Sakura Hotel.
After they left the bar, they directly came
back here.
When they were on the way back, Elsa
began to be stupefied with drinks, and
began to stagger.
She was able to drink a lot of wine, but
she couldn't hold the wine well. After
she drank the glass of spirit Annabel
poured for her, she was immediately
drunk. It was Casey and Annabel that
helped her back.
Annabel knew herself well. If she drank



a glass of that spirit, she would be as
drunk as Elsa. Therefore, after she
poured two glasses of spirit for Casey
and Annabel, she poured herself a glass
of other wine.
Why did she intoxicate Elsa? She did
that to prevent Elsa from disturbing her
when she slept with Casey.
After drinking that glass of liquor, Casey
was also dizzy. He didn't anticipate that
that liquor would be so strong.
However, he managed to maintain a
sober mind and come back to the hotel.
After they were back in the suite, Casey
put Elsa on the bed of one room. He
covered her with a quilt. After that, he
left the room.
Annabel pretended to be tipsy, and said,
"I'm dizzy. I'll take a bath and then go to
sleep."
After saying that, she went to the
bathroom.
Casey didn't care about Annabel's state
at all. Feeling dizzy, he sat down on the
sofa and wanted to sleep right away.
Right at this moment, there was
suddenly a scream coming from the
bathroom. Casey was startled and
became sober at once. Thinking that
someone had come to catch Annabel,
he hurriedly rushed to the bathroom.
After he opened the door of the
bathroom, he saw that Annabel was
sitting on the ground. She was
disheveled, and therefore part of her
body was exposed. Seeing that, Casey
was a little antsy.
Annabel looked at Casey with an
aggrieved expression on her face, and
said, "I...I can't rise to my feet. Give me



a hand."
Casey had no choice but to come to
Annabel. He didn't look at her, and just
stretched out a hand.
"In this way, I can't get up, either. I
twisted my ankle before. And therefore I
need you to pick me up." Annabel
seemed to be shy and poor. At this
point, not a man would be able to refuse
her.
Casey had to crouch down and carefully
picked her up. He tried his best to avoid
touching her.
Annabel would certainly not miss this
great opportunity. She leaned against
Casey and whispered in his ear,
"Tonight, you can do anything to me."
Hearing that, Casey shivered. He
realized that things might be out of his
control later, so he hurriedly pushed
Annabel away. He spoke, "You've got
up. Just have bath. I'm going out now."
After saying that, he got out of the
bathroom without hesitation, giving
Annabel no chance to do anything else.
Seeing that Casey had resisted the
temptation, Annabel couldn't help
stamping her feet angrily. Just now, she
was just pretending to fall down for the
purpose of getting a chance to stay
close to Casey.
However, she didn't expect that Casey
should have such a strong will. At that
point, he should be able to resist the
temptation.
"Humph, anyway, you're already drunk.
Generally speaking, you'll fall asleep
later. Then, I can do whatever I want to,
and you can't stop me."
Annabel put on a sly expression on her



face. Then she took off her clothes and
took a bath.
After Casey got out of the bathroom, to
sober up, he shook his head with force.
However, his body had been paralyzed
by alcohol. Only sleep could help him
sober up.
He went to the sofa again. He was going
to have some rest directly, so he lay
down on the sofa.
Suddenly, he remembered that he could
use a trick in XuanGong to sober up. So
he closed his eyes and used XuanJin to
sober himself up under the instructions
of XuanGong.
Gradually, Casey did sober up.
Unexpectedly, XuanJin could be used to
sober himself up. It was really fantastic.
Before long, Annabel came out of the
bathroom with only a towel wrapped
around her. Her hair was wet. She
looked very sexy.
She cast a glance at Casey. After she
found that Casey had fallen asleep, she
immediately smiled excitedly.
She quietly got close to the sofa and
observed Casey carefully for a while.
After that, she thought: No matter how
reluctant you were, you were finally
going to be my man.
Then, she sat down near Casey and
began to take off her clothes.
At that time, with the help of XuanJin,
Casey had sobered up. When he found
that there was someone taking off his
clothes, he opened his eyes at once.
Annabel was happily taking off his
clothes. When she suddenly Casey
open his eyes, she was startled and
stopped at once.



Casey and Annabel looked at each
other. A sudden silence fell for a few
seconds.
"What are you doing?" Casey asked.
From the way Casey, he didn't seem to
be drunk at all. Therefore, Annabel was
embarrassed at once. She asked,
"You're drunk. Why do you open your
eyes? Close your eyes and have some
sleep now."
"I've sobered up." Casey spoke.
Annabel was even more embarrassed. It
was completely different from her plan.
Just now, this guy was still plastered.
Why did he suddenly sober up?
"Oh, well, I thought that you might feel a
little hot, so I wanted to take off your
clothes for you. Otherwise, if you're in a
sweat, you'll feel uncomfortable."
Annabel hurriedly made up an excuse
that even couldn't convince herself.
Casey rolled his eyes. Then he put
Annabel's hand away from his body. He
said, "I know what you're thinking. And
I've told you many times that I love only
Edith."
Annabel stood up angrily and said, "So
what? You're so brilliant, so it's normal
that many women like you. I have the
right to love you."
"Anyway, I must sleep with you tonight."
After saying that, Annabel was about to
take off the towel and therefore totally
exposed her body. She was sure that
Casey would lose control of himself.
Seeing that, Casey immediately caught
hold of her wrists, after which he got up
from the sofa at full speed and pulled
her into the bedroom. Then, he used
some force and put her down on the



bed.
"Just go to sleep. If you dare to do that
again, I might throw you out through the
window."
After saying that, Casey turned around
and went out of the room. He even
closed the door for her.
Annabel was so angry that she gave the
bed a few punches. She didn't expect
that she would fail again.
"Casey! You stupid guy! You'll regret
missing the chance to sleep with me!"
Chapter 842 Muramasa, the Demon
Blade
On the next morning.
When Elsa came out of her room with
messy hair, Casey was sitting on the
sofa in the living room and was looking
at his mobile phone.
On the table was the steaming breakfast
that was just bought.
She raised her head, looked at the
clock, and found that it was already ten
o'clock in the morning. She immediately
patted herself on her forehead. She
thought: Last night, I did drink too much.
I should wake up so late.
"Good morning. I've got the breakfast for
you." Casey spoke to Elsa.
Elsa nodded and said, "Thank you."
At that time, Annabel also came out of
her room. Besides, she looked angrily at
Casey as if Casey had done some
unforgivable things to her.
When Elsa saw that, she thought of
many things at once. She wondered if
Annabel got so angry because Casey,
who was drunk, did something to her
last night.
However, after another thought, she



realized that she was wrong.
Considering the way Annabel treated
Casey, if Casey had done anything to
Annabel, she would have been happy.
"You stupid man, idiot, you stupid jerk!"
Annabel shouted at Casey. Then, she
turned around and went to the
bathroom.
Seeing this, Elsa immediately realized
something: The reason why Annabel
was so angry was not that Casey had
done something to her, but that Casey
had not done anything to her.
Realizing what was going on, Elsa
immediately smile. It was beyond her
expectation that Annabel would be such
an interesting person.
After washing up, both women came to
the table and had breakfast.
When they were eating, Casey asked,
"Do you know where I can get some
weapon with good quality in R Country?
Just something like a sword."
When he left the Valley of Medicine
God, to make full use of his power,
Casey had thought of getting a suitable
weapon for himself.
Now, he had found Annabel. Next, he
just needed to do something to prevent
the people of the Thompson family from
doing something that might damage his
plan. Then, he would just wait for the
wedding to be held. Therefore, he
wanted to find a suitable weapon for
himself in the next few days.
After hearing what Casey spoke, Elsa
thought about it carefully and then
shook her head. She said, "I don't know
much about weapon, so I don't know
where we can get weapon."



As soon as Annabel heard Casey's
question, her eyes lit up. She said to
Casey with her eyes narrowed, "I know
where you can get weapons. Give me a
kiss, and then I'll tell you where to find a
suitable weapon."
Casey stared at Annabel for a while and
then spoke to Elsa, "Go get a rope for
me. I'm going to tie her up and send her
to the Thompson’s Villa. Maybe the
head of the Thompson family will be
willing to give me a good weapon in
exchange of her."
Annabel was so angry that she gritted
her teeth. She said, "Casey, I just asked
you to give me a kiss. There's no need
for you to be so cruel to me!"
"If you tell me where I can get good
weapons now, I won't do that to you."
Casey spoke.
Annabel wore an aggrieved expression
as if she were a wrong wife. She
answered, "Tonight, an auction will take
place in the center of T City. Several
days ago, I got a message. It's said that
Muramasa, the Demon Blade, will be
sold at this auction. In R Country, this
blade is very famous. It is said that it is
extremely sharp. During the Edo period,
nearly ten thousand people were killed
by the people who used this blade. As a
result, it became evil. Rumors have it
that anyone who holds this blade will be
affected by it and will eventually become
a ruthless killer."
"It's widely known to be an evil blade, so
it's called a Demon Blade. It's said that
whoever gets this blade will suffer
disaster."
"However, many people, who like to



collect swords, still want to get this
blade. After all, despite the stories about
this blade, it could definitely be said to
be the best blade in our country. A lot of
people don't believe those stories and
would like to have a look at that blade."
"If you're not afraid of the possibility that
you might suffer disaster, you may
participate in this auction and try to win
it."
After hearing that, Casey nodded. He
was interested in that blade.
The blade, Muramasa, was made in the
Edo period. Until now, there were still
such stories about it. It meant that it was
a sharp blade.
As for those so-called stories, Casey
certainly didn't believe them. He clearly
knew that those stories were made up
by people. People tended to be curious
about the unknown things. When
something existed for a long time, there
would always be many such stories
about that thing.
"Well, then, we'll participate in this
auction tonight and see if I can win the
blade, Muramasa." Casey spoke.
Annabel looked at Casey with an angry
expression on her face and said, "I gave
you information, but you didn't give me a
reward. You're so mean."
Casey looked at her and smiled. He
said, "Then, after I win the blade back,
you can play with it."
Annabel pouted at once and said,
"People who will attend this auction are
rich. I'm not sure if you can win it back."
Casey shrugged and said, "Do you think
it possible for someone else to win me
in an auction?"



Only then did Annabel remember that
Casey was the young master of
Guanling and that the money he had
was likely to be more than all the assets
of the Thompson family. It was highly
possible that no one could win him in an
auction.
Finding that she couldn't ask Casey to
give her another reward, Annabel was
annoyed. She vented her anger by
eating all the food.
In the evening, Casey, Annabel and
Elsa went to the place where the auction
would be held. It could be said to be a
large-scale auction, and people who
participated in it were all rich. Everyone
was dressed in expensive clothes,
showing that they were noble.
Casey specially put on formal clothes
before coming here. Annabel and Elsa
were also dressed up. They stood
beside Casey just like two bright stars.
When they three arrived at the bidding
block, Watkins got a piece of information
from his men.
"Mr. Watkins, according to the latest
piece of news, Miss Thompson, together
with other two people, are dressed up
and go to the place where the auction
will be held this evening. It seems that
they're going to buy something."
Hearing that, Watkins sneered and
murmured, "Although I am not as good
as that guy in fighting, I'm richer than
any person in R Country."
"Isn't it that you want to buy something?
I won't let you win what you want. I must
take revenge on you for what happened
last night."
"If I bid against you in the bidding block,



you won't dare to come to beat me
there. Wait and see. I'll let you know the
power of money."
Chapter 843 An Auction
At the entrance to the bidding block.
When Casey and two women got close
to the entrance, one person immediately
came to stop them and said respectfully,
"Sir, may I ask if you have the invitation
to the auction?"
Casey shook his head.
That person didn't show any impatience.
Instead, he said patiently, "Sir, I'm sorry.
But if a person without an invitation
wants to enter into the bidding block,
we'll have to verify his or her asset first.
Only people with assets that value at
least 10 million dollars are allowed to
come in. May I ask if you want to have
verification of your assets?"
Casey directly took out his bank card,
and said, "Yes, just do it."
Daring not delay at all, that people
hurriedly took Casey into one room.
Both Annabel and Elsa waited outside
the room.
Before long, Casey came out from the
room. The people, who took Casey into
the room, looked at Casey as if Casey
were made of gold and treated him in an
extremely respectful manner.
"Sir, I've asked my colleague to arrange
you the seat closest to the auction
block. There, you can see the very
details of each lot clearly." That person
spoke while looking at Casey.
Casey nodded. Then, he asked Annabel
and Elsa to go into the bidding block
with him.
The reason why they could receive such



service was certainly that there was a
large amount of money in Casey's bank
card. That people had never seen so
much money in his life. In his opinion,
Casey had enough money to buy all the
lots at the auction today. When he was
faced with such a guest, he would
certainly provide a great service to him.
They three entered into the bidding
block. Led by a waiter, Casey, Annabel
and Elsa sat down in the seats that were
closest to the auction block. Casey was
new here. When people around found
that he sat in such a seat, they were all
confused.
However, someone soon recognized the
two women sitting beside Casey: One of
them was the young lady of the
Thompson family and the other was the
young lady of the Duncan family. And
then, they thought that they had figured
out why Casey could sit in such a seat.
"I'm really envious of him. He should be
able to come here with the young lady of
the Thompson family and the young
lady of the Duncan family. How does he
achieve that? I really want to ask him for
advice on how to pick up women."
"Humph, he's but a toy boy who
depends on women. It's useless for him
to sit in that seat. After all, he can't ask
those two women to buy things for him.
Even if he sits there, he can't afford to
buy any of those lots. There's no need
to be envious of him."
"If he really wants to achieve success by
depending on those two young ladies,
I'm afraid that he will be disappointed.
It's never possible for those young
ladies to get the assets of those two



powerful families. They can at most live
a well-off life themselves. At such an
auction, those young ladies won't have
enough money to bid. If the young
masters of those two families come
here, they might have enough money to
buy things."
"Maybe he just wants to know how it
feels to sit at such a seat. I've seen too
many such people."
...
Hearing the laughter and remarks from
people around, Annabel put on a look of
disdain, and spoke, "They're all stupid.
They defame others like that just
because they're envious of others.
They're just richer than ordinary people.
They're the same kind of people in
essence."
"When Casey bids for the lot, I'll see if
you will still say something like that."
Before long, Watkins also came to the
bidding block. He sat next to Annabel.
He turned his head, looked at Annabel
and Casey, and said with a smile, "What
a coincidence! We all come to
participate in this auction."
Both Annabel and Casey turned their
heads and looked at Watkins. Annabel
frowned at once and said with dislike on
her face, "It's too bad. I was previously
happy. Now, a disagreeable person is
sitting beside me. I even want to sit in
another seat."
After saying that, Annabel stood up and
spoke to Casey who sat beside her,
"Can I exchange the seats with you? I
want to sit next to Elsa."
Casey didn't mind it. He swapped the
seats with Annabel.



When Watkins saw that Casey sat
beside him, he said with a smile, "It
should be my younger sister that makes
it possible for you to sit in this seat,
right? She's really so silly that she helps
you so much."
"I can understand that everyone wants
to know how it feels to be superior to
others, so I'm not going to say anything
about it. But I must make one thing
clear. It's I who am the heir of the
Thompson family. And I'll get most of
the property of the Thompson family.
Annabel could only get a small share of
it."
"If you take a fancy to a lot later, you
can tell me. I'm willing to buy it for you
on condition that you send my younger
sister back home. No matter how good
at fighting you are, you're not good
enough to be her husband. She's
destined to be married to the head of
the Duncan family."
After hearing what Watkins said, Casey
roughly understood what he meant.
Watkins just came here to make Casey
lose face.
Judging from the way Watkins spoke, it
could be seen that he considered Casey
to be a poor man. In his opinion, it was
Annabel that made it possible for Casey
to sit in the first row.
Casey shook his head with a smile. He
thought: If Watkins really thought so, he
would lose face again.
"Thank you for your kindness. However,
if I take a fancy to something, I'll buy it
myself. I'm not going to trouble you."
Casey said with a smile.
Watkins sneered. He thought: This guy



was really reckless. The lots today were
very expensive. It would take all the
assets of a so-called rich person to buy
the cheapest lot at the auction today.
The reason why Casey dared to say
those words must be that he had no
idea how valuable the lots were.
However, he didn't bother to explain it to
Casey. In his view, when the auction
started, Casey would know how ignorant
he was.
Before long, the auction began.
Tonight, most of the lots were antiques.
Besides, there were a few paintings.
As with other auctions, the lots sold at
the beginning were things that were not
very valuable when compared with other
items. However, the starting price of
these lots was still very high.
At this auction, all the lots were priced in
M Country dollars. The lowest starting
price was five million dollars. Every time
a person bade, the increase in price
should not be less than a hundred
thousand dollars.
Not long after the auction began,
Watkins had bought several antiques
without hesitation, just as if he were
shopping in the mall.
Seeing that, people present were all
surprised. At the same time, they were
all very envious of Watkins. As a
member of the Thompson family, he
thought nothing of that amount of
money.
Every time Watkins bought an item, he
would turn his head and look at Casey
with a proud face. He seemed to be
showing off to Casey.
However, Casey was not affected at all.



Finally, it was time to sell the most
valuable item in the auction. The staff
workers pushed a trolley to the auction
block. On the trolley was a rectangular
glass box. In the box was a well-made
blade. It could be seen that it was a
good weapon at a glance.
Muramasa, the Demon Blade!
Chapter 844 A Hundred Million
Dollars
"Wow, this blade looks so good. I can
feel that it was giving out a strong air of
forcefulness by just looking at it. No
wonder it's the most famous blade in our
country." Elsa sighed while staring at the
blade.
After seeing that this blade was brought
to the auction block, Casey got
immediately hyped up. He sat straight a
little and observed the blade carefully.
Judging from its appearance alone,
Casey was sure that this blade was very
sharp. In H Country, people would
praise a good blade by saying that it
could cut through iron as if it were mud.
This sentence could exactly be used to
praise this blade.
Casey had a gut feeling: If he held this
blade while covering it with XuanJin, he
would be much better at fighting than
before.
It seemed that he had found what he
needed.
Watkins found that Casey, Annabel and
Elsa were paying close attention to the
blade and therefore guessed that what
they wanted to buy tonight was this
blade.
He turned his head, smiled at Casey,
and asked, "Why, are you interested in



this blade? If you agree to my term, I'll
buy it and send it to you. How about
that?"
Casey smiled and said, "Thank you, but
you don't have to. I'll buy it myself."
Watkins sneered and said, "This blade
is called Muramasa. It's the most
famous blade in our country. Do you
even know the starting price of it? How
dare you say that you'll buy it yourself?"
Casey shrugged and didn't answered.
After Muramasa was brought to the
auction block, the host introduced the
history of and some stories about
Muramasa to everyone with passion.
Finally, the host explained the
workmanship, features and details of
Muramasa to people present. People
present were all amazed at what the
host said and kept praising Muramasa.
"Well, I'll say no more. Let's start selling
Muramasa. The starting price of this
blade is ten million M Country dollars. If
you like to collect blades, don't miss this
opportunity." The host said with a smile.
Hearing the starting price, many people
began to sigh. If ten million M Country
dollars were changed into the currency
of H Country, it would mean nearly 70
million. And if it was changed into the
currency of R Country, it would mean
more than a billion. It was shocking.
Most of the people present were rich. At
least, they had assets that were worth
10 million M Country dollars. However, it
was just the starting price of Muramasa.
How much it would take to buy it was
still unknown. However, after a little
thought, anyone could guess that it
would be as much as the value of all



assets of many people here.
However, there were many people who
had much more money than this price.
Therefore, many people seemed to itch
to bid.
After the host told them the starting
price, Watkins took a look at Casey
again. Casey was calm. It seemed as if
he was not shocked by the price. When
Watkins noticed that, he put on a
disdainful smile at once.
"Unexpectedly, you're quite good at
acting. But it's just the beginning. When
people begin to bid, the price will be
higher and higher. At that time, I'll see if
you can still pretend to be calm."
Watkins thought.
After the host said all those words, there
were soon people who began to bid.
They all wanted to buy this blade.
In less than five minutes, the price of the
blade became as high as thirty million M
Country dollars.
At this time, some people began to stop
bidding. It wasn't that they didn't want to
buy this blade. It was that the price was
too high and that they couldn't afford to
buy it.
Watkins turned his head, looked at
Casey and asked with a smile, "Isn't it
that you want to buy this blade? Why
don't you bid? Or is it that you can't
afford to buy it?"
After saying that, Watkins raised a sign
and shouted, "Thirty-five million M
Country dollars!"
People present were all shocked. They
all looked at Watkins and envied him
deeply.
"As the young master of the Thompson



family, he's really rich! He just bids
once, but he has increased five million
M Country dollars! Ordinary people are
unable to do that."
"Since Mr. Watkins begins to bid, it
seems that we're all without hope today.
No one here is richer than him."
"The price of the blade is nearly the
same of the market value of our
company. The Thompson family is so
rich. Compared with the Thompson
family, my family is too poor. It would be
great to spend money like water."
...
After hearing what Watkins said, Casey
twitched his lips. To bid at the beginning
was a waste of time. Therefore, he didn't
bid at that time. He just needed to bid
when someone made the last bid. In this
way, no one would bid against him.
Now, seeing that Watkins began to bid,
Casey also decided to bid.
He raised the sign and shouted, "Fifty
million M Country dollars!"
People present were shocked once
again. And they were much more
surprised than before. Increasing five
million M Country dollars at one time,
Watkins had been generous enough.
However, Casey increased 15 million M
Country dollars at one time. They didn't
know how to describe it.
Everyone was staring at Casey in
disbelief. It was beyond their
expectation that he would bid at this
moment.
"Oh, my God. Is that guy out of his
mind? He directly bids fifty million M
Country dollars for the blade. It seems
that he is determined to buy it!"



"Doesn't that guy come here to
accompany Miss Thompson? We
haven't even seen him before. Isn't him
someone who tries to achieve success
by depending on Miss Thompson? Why
does he bid against Mr. Watkins? Could
it be that we were wrong about him?"
"It seems that this guy is from a powerful
family instead of a common family. His
being able to sit in the first row should
have nothing to do with the young
master of the Thompson family and the
young master of the Duncan family.
Otherwise, he would not have bade
against the young master of the
Thompson family. Besides, he increases
the price by 15 million M Country dollars
at a time. He's so rich!"
"It's really shocking. Who will buy the
blade at last, him or Mr. Watkins?
According to my understanding of Mr.
Watkins, I'm afraid that he won't give up
easily."
...
At this moment, Watkins was also
looking at Casey in disbelief. He had
thought that Casey didn't bid because
he couldn't afford to buy the blade.
However, Casey shocked him a lot soon
after he bade. He nearly didn't know
what to do next.
But Watkins calmed down soon. Since
this guy wanted to bid against him, he
would just increase the price by a large
amount of money. He had never seen
anyone who was richer than him.
"Sixty million M Country dollars!"
Watkins shouted.
Then he looked at Casey with his eyes
narrowed and said with a sneer, "You



want to bid against me, right? Let's see
who will buy the blade at last."
Casey was speechless and gave
Watkins a glance. He had made up his
mind to buy this blade. With it, he could
become much more powerful. For him,
this blade was a priceless treasure.
Therefore, Casey would definitely buy it.
If Watkins bade against him, he would
be undoubtedly wasting his time.
After taking a cold look at Watkins,
Casey said, "I hope that you still dare to
bid later."
After saying that, Casey raised his sign
and shouted,
"One hundred million M Country
dollars!"
Chapter 845 I Can Afford to Pay a
Higher Price for It
A sudden silence fell.
People present all suspected that they
had misheard. For a moment, they didn't
believe that Casey really increased the
price to a hundred million M Country
dollars.
The host was also shocked. As a result,
he didn't ask if there was anyone who
still wanted to bid for a long time.
"A...A hundred million M Country dollars.
This gentleman bade a hundred million
M Country dollars for this blade. Is there
anyone that still wants to bid?" After
realizing what was going on, the host
took a deep breath and shouted in a
trembling voice.
A hundred million M Country dollars was
completely more than what they had
estimated. The blade would be sold at a
premium.
"A hundred million M Country dollars? Is



he serious? Is a blade worth so much
money?"
"Why do I feel that this guy just wants to
bid against Mr. Watkins? Dose he
increase the price to so high on
purpose?"
"Could it be that this guy doesn't really
want to buy the blade and that he is just
trying to raise the price of the blade to
deal for the purpose of dealing with Mr.
Watkins?"
"If he's just trying to raise the price, he
shouldn't do this. If Mr. Watkins doesn't
bid, he will suffer a great loss."
...
Watkins was staring at Casey in
disbelief. Then, he got angry. In his
opinion, Casey was fooling him.
"Are you out of your mind? Do you know
what a hundred million M Country
dollars means?" Watkins shouted at
Casey.
Casey smiled at him and spoke, "Why?
Could it be that you dare not to bid
now?"
Watkins hesitated for a moment. The
Thompson family was rich, and a
hundred million M Country dollars was
just nothing for them. However, the
property of the Thompson family was
still under the control of Lowell. And
Watkins just had only one tenth of the
total assets of the Thompson family.
He could afford to pay a hundred million
M Country dollars. However, if Lowell
knew that he spent a hundred million M
Country dollars on buying a useless
blade, he could break his legs.
Watkins was very unwilling to lose to
Casey now. However, after careful



consideration, he didn't bid. If Casey
was really just raising the price to deal
with him, he would be fooled by Casey
after he continued to bid.
"Humph, I know what you're thinking.
You just want me to buy this blade at a
high price, right? But I won't be fooled
by you. I'll give up on this blade. You
can just buy it."
"I have to remind you of one thing.
There is a stipulation this time. If you bid
at random and fail to pay for it, you'll be
killed."
Watkins spoke to Casey in a malicious
manner. In his opinion, Casey was just
acting and he couldn't afford to pay for it
at all.
Casey was not scared at all. He
shrugged and said, "It's just a hundred
million M Country dollars. I'm not poor
and I can afford to pay for it."
Watkins thought that Casey was
taunting him. He was boiling with rage.
Therefore, he raised his sign and
shouted, "A hundred...and one million M
Country dollars!"
As the young master of the Thompson
family, he couldn't stand being despised
by others. Therefore, even just for the
sake of his face, he must bid against
Casey.
However, considering that he might
really have to buy the blade, he didn't
increase by too much money.
A cheer went up from the people
present. They even stood up and
clapped for what Watkins had done.
After Casey had raised the price to a
hundred million M Country dollars,
Watkins still dared to bid. Only the



young master of the Thompson family
would dare to do such a thing.
"As the young master of the Thompson
family, he's really rich! He should be
willing to spend more than a hundred
million M Country dollars on only buying
a blade. This is not what we ordinary
people can understand." The people
present all admired Watkins.
Hearing those remarks, Watkins wore a
somber face. Only he himself knew that
he bade just because he didn't want to
lose to Casey. He was also reluctant to
buy a blade with more than one hundred
million M Country dollars.
Seeing that Watkins raised the price
again, Casey raised his sign with a cold
expression on his face in a leisurely
manner, and said, "A hundred and fifty
million M Country dollars."
When Watkins heard it, he just got up,
pointed at Casey, and swore, "Fuck!
You're fooling me, right? I'm not going to
buy the blade. I don't believe that you
can pay for it."
"Host, I suspect that he's deliberately
making trouble. I require you to put him
under your control. He just comes here
to ruin the auction!" Watkins turned his
head and looked at the host.
Everyone present was watching it
dumbfounded. When Casey raised the
price to a hundred million M Country
dollars, they had been astonished
enough. Now, when they heard that
Casey raised the price to a hundred and
fifty million M Country dollars, they were
so shocked that their heartbeat
quickened a lot.
These people usually participated in



various auctions, but it was the first time
for them to come across someone who
was as generous as Casey.
Therefore, most of them also thought
that Casey was making trouble on
purpose. After all, normal people would
not increase the price by so much
money at one time.
When the host heard what Watkins said,
he didn't know what to do. Then, a
person came to the host and spoke a
few words in his ear. The host nodded
at once. He looked at Casey in a more
respectful way.
After that people got down from the
stage, the host picked up the
microphone, and said, "We've confirmed
that this gentleman has enough money
to pay. Therefore, he was not making
trouble on purpose."
The bidding block was in uproar.
Watkins looked at Casey with a
surprised expression on his face, and
murmured, "You...You can afford to pay
a hundred and fifty million M Country
dollars?"
"Maybe you can continue to raise the
price. I can afford to pay a higher price."
Casey said.
Watkins swallowed his saliva. Just now,
he bad a hundred and one million M
Country dollars for the blade merely on
impulsive. Now, the price had been
increased to a hundred and fifty million
M Country dollars. He didn't dare to bid
anymore.
"A hundred and fifty million M Country
dollars. This gentleman bids a hundred
and fifty million M Country dollars for the
blade. Is there anyone who still wants to



bid?"
The host asked this question for three
times. Then, as if he were worried that
Casey would regret it, he struck the
hammer for three times and made sure
that Casey would but Muramasa.
People present all cast admiring eyes at
Casey. At the same time, they began to
be curious about who Casey was.
Casey was able to bid against the young
master of the Thompson family and was
willing to spend a hundred and fifty
million M Country dollars on buying a
blade. Considering that, they all
believed that Casey was not an ordinary
person. At the very least, Casey, who
seemed to be calm, was from a family
that was much more powerful than the
Thompson family.
Watkins came back to his seat with a
frustrated face. He was not as good as
Casey in fighting; besides, he was not
as good as Casey in being rich. He had
never anticipated that.
It was absolutely the biggest failure he
had ever suffered.
Seeing that Watkins was frustrated,
Annabel was very happy. Then, she
added one word, "Watkins, don't be too
sad. As a matter of fact, except the fact
that Casey is better than you in fighting
and that he's richer than you are, he
more handsome than you."
After saying that, she began to laugh.
Chapter 846 Visiting the Thompson
Family
After making the payment, Casey
successfully got Muramasa, the blade
which was known as the best blade in R
Country.



When he just took it, he found that it
was cold. Casey found that the hairs on
his body all stood up. Soon after that, he
suddenly had a strong desire to kill
someone and an impulse to take fight
against other people with this blade.
History and people's opinion could
sometimes give something a special
character. In the past many years, this
blade was held by all kinds of people.
And many stories about it were made
up. Therefore, when people got this
blade, they would unconsciously look at
it in the same way as people did in the
stories.
It could be said to be a psychological
hint. Casey had this kind of feeling just
because he had heard that the people
holding this blade were likely to become
a ruthless killer.
Of course, if this blade really had an
influence on a person's will, Casey
would not be able to explain it. That
would be a mystical matter.
After he slipped his fingers on this
blade, Casey clearly sensed the texture
of this blade. In terms of merely quality,
this blade could indeed be said to be
among the best blades in the world.
He used XuanJin and passed it to the
blade through his palm, after which the
blade gave out a sound at once. It
seemed to be quite mystical thing.
Both Annabel and Elsa watched it with a
surprised expression on their faces.
They didn't expect that this legendary
blade was really unordinary.
The staff workers were also startled by
the sound given out by the blade. They
had all heard about the stories about



Muramasa. However, during the many
days when they kept this blade, nothing
strange had ever happened. Now, as
soon as Casey took hold of it, it should
give out a sound.
It was scary enough that this blade
could make a sound.
As a matter of fact, it was XuanJin that
made it give out a sound, and it was
impossible for this blade itself to do so.
"It's really good. Before I become a
master in sublimation, it will be the
medium for me to exert my power. I
hope that you will not disappoint me."
Casey returned the blade to the sheath
with a smile.
He didn't try how much power this blade,
when covered with XuanJin, could exert
in this place. After all, if he tore this
building down, he would have to
compensate for it.
They three went out of the bidding
block. Having already bought what
Casey wanted, they didn't want to see
the items that had not been sold.
Just when they reached the door of the
bidding block, Casey saw that Watkins
was standing somewhere not far away
from them.
The reason why Watkins was waiting
here was that he wanted to know if
Casey was really able to pay a hundred
and fifty million M Country dollars.
When he saw Casey come out with
Muramasa in his hand, his face
darkened immediately.
Casey smiled at him, and asked, "Why
do you wait here? Could it be that you
want me to hit you with Muramasa?"
Watkins immediately sneered and said,



"Don't be triumphant. After all, Annabel
is going to marry to the head of the
Duncan family. When you took her
away, you have offended the people of
the Duncan family. Now, you're in our
country. And you're no match for the
Duncan family. I'm going to go to the
Duncan’s house and ask them to send
someone to deal with you now!"
After saying that, Watkins was about to
turn around and go to the Duncan’s
house.
Casey narrowed his eyes, and then
rushed to Watkins in an instant. Then,
he stretched out his hand, grabbed
Watkins by the arm, and said with a
smile, "Well, then, I can't let you go."
"What are you doing? Let me go!"
Watkins was immediately in a panic. He
didn't anticipate that Casey would do
that to him.
"Don't worry. Let's have a meal together.
I'll send you back to your home."
As he spoke, while pulling Watkins, he
got close to Annabel and Elsa.
The thugs, who came here with
Watkins, had already known how
powerful Casey was last night. So they
dared not to go to save Watkins.
Annabel found that Casey was grabbing
Watkins. Feeling confused, she asked,
"Why do you catch him?"
"He's going to send messages to the
people of the Duncan family. Once they
know that you're with me now, my plan
will be ruined." Casey explained.
"But we can't hold him for a long time. If
we do that, it will be easier for my father
to realize that something's wrong."
Annabel said.



"Therefore, after we have a meal, we'll
visit your family. I'll talk to your father
about it in person."
After saying that, Casey began to walk.
He was still grabbing Watkins.
Watkins was but a common person, and
he had no ability to resist at all.
They went to a restaurant. On the way,
Watkins had been shouting and trying to
make trouble for Casey. After Casey
used some tricks, Watkins stopped.
"It's meaningless for you to catch me.
The head of the Duncan family specially
asks Annabel to marry him. When you
do so, you're against the people of the
Duncan family. Sooner or later, the
people of the Duncan family will come to
you." Watkins spoke to Casey in a
threatening tone while eating noodles.
"Alas, stop speaking. If you speak again,
I'll throw your food." Annabel glowered
at Watkins.
Watkins hurriedly put the bowl under his
protection. Then, he looked at Annabel
and said, "I make so much effort to save
you, but you should treat me in this way.
You're so ungrateful."
Annabel twitched her lips and spoke, "I
know why you did all that. If I don't
marry to the head of the Duncan family,
the people of the Duncan family will get
angry. And you're just afraid that your
property will be affected by it. How dare
you say that I'm being ungrateful?
Shame on you."
Seeing that they quarreled with each
other, Casey put down his chopsticks
and spoke, "Stop. Just eat. We'll make
things clear after we're in your home."
Annabel sneered at once. After that, she



lowered her head and began to eat
noodles.
Watkins was also angry. In his opinion,
Annabel went too far. However, now,
Annabel got support from Casey. So he
didn't dare to say anything.
When Elsa watched it, she
unconsciously put on a smile. She could
feel one thing: Watkins and Annabel
loved each other, though they didn't get
along well with each other from an early
age. This was the way in which most
siblings in the world got along with each
other.
However, Elsa had never quarreled with
her brothers like that because her
brothers really didn't regard her as a
family member.
Therefore, Elsa was a little envious of
Annabel.
After they had the meal, they all went to
the Thompson’s Villa together.
Led by Watkins and Annabel, Casey
met the parents of Annabel successfully.
In the living room of the Thompson’s
Villa.
Looking at Annabel, who had
disappeared for two days, Lowell
smashed the cup in his hand.
"How dare you come back home! Get
the hell out of here. You're not good
enough to be my daughter!"
Chapter 847 Intimidating Them
Annabel was very unhappy that her
father snapped at her soon after she
came back, so she shouted at Lowell, "I
don't care. You marry me to a demon
just for your benefits. You're not good
enough to be my father!"
Seeing that Annabel dared to talk to him



in such a manner, Lowell wanted to beat
her.
Annabel hid behind Casey at once.
Casey was with her. Therefore, she was
sure that Lowell would not be able to
hurt her.
Casey came here for the purpose of
informing the people of the Thompson
family of the real reason why the head
of the Duncan family wanted to marry
Annabel. Therefore, he certainly
wouldn't let Lowell hit Annabel.
Lowell gave Casey a glance and asked,
"Who are you? This is my family affair.
Don't interfere with it. Get out of my
way."
Before Casey could say a word, Watkins
hurriedly spoke, "Dad, it's he that took
Annabel away. Besides, he even beat
me. Just now, he even forced me to stay
with him. He wants to stop us from
building connections with the Duncan
family through the marriage of Annabel."
Hearing that, Lowell looked at Casey
with a hint of hostility in his eyes, and
said in a cold voice, "What do you think
you are? You should dare to interfere
with the affairs of my family!"
At this moment, Becky, Annabel's
mother, found that Casey looked exactly
the same as the person in the sketches
in the room of Annabel. Therefore, she
was immediately sure that Casey was
the guy who Annabel missed day and
night.
She immediately took a step forward,
and spoke, "I know who he is. He's the
fella who our daughter loves deeply.
He's the reason why our daughter is
unwilling to marry the head of the



Duncan family."
After hearing what she said, Annabel
disliked Casey more. He directly said to
Casey, "It's you that tempt my daughter,
making her be unwilling to marry to the
head of the Duncan family. Do you think
you're eligible to be the husband of the
young lady of the Thompson family?
Listen, get the hell out of here now. And
don't come to find my daughter
anymore. Otherwise, I'll teach you a
good lesson!"
Casey looked at Annabel's parents
helplessly. Unexpectedly, he would be
taunted soon after he came here.
Watkins knew that Casey should be
from a powerful family. However, when
he saw that Casey was taught such a
lesson by his parents, he was very
happy.
"How can you make such a comment on
him? It's not that he's not good enough
to be my husband. It's that I'm not
eligible to be his wife!" Annabel said
angrily.
"Humph, you're really blinded by him.
He's a poor guy from H Country. How is
it possible that he's eligible to marry to
the young lady of our family? I've seen
too many such people. Even if I kill him
now, what can he do?" Lowell said with
a disdainful expression on his face.
Becky also stared at Casey with disdain
in her eyes. Obviously, she looked down
upon Casey because of her
preconceived ideas.
Casey knew one thing very well: The
best way to deal with the current
situation was to let the parents of
Annabel realize how stupid they were.



He gave Lowell a glance and said
coldly, "You may have a try. I'm
interested how you're going to kill me."
Seeing that Casey dared to provoke
him, Lowell spoke at once, "Security
guards! Catch this arrogant guy. Show
him how good at fighting you are!"
Watkins hurriedly came to Lowell, and
said, "Father, that guy is very good at
fighting. I'm afraid that our security
guards can't defeat him."
Lowell didn't believe him. He said, "He's
but a fella in his twenties. He can't be
too good at fighting. Our security guards
have been trained for many years. They
can certainly deal with him! After all,
he's just an arrogant young man!"
As soon as he finished speaking, a
group of strong security guards came
rushing in from outside. They seemed to
be good at fighting.
After coming in, they directly surrounded
Casey and was about to attack him.
Casey drew Muramasa from the sheath
and then covered the blade with
XuanJin. After that, he narrowed his
eyes and took a look at those security
guards.
Lowell sneered and said, "Blades are
just toys for children. Do you really think
that you can defeat these security
guards with a blade? It's ridiculous!"
Casey raised Muramasa. With a low
sound, he moved the blade. Soon after
that, a huge ray of light. The ray of light
was about thirty meters long and fell on
the front door of the villa.
The crystal lamp suspending from the
ceiling was broken into two pieces. The
iron door was broken into many pieces



in an instant. And there was even a
deep crack in the marble floor, exposing
the cement below.
People present had the feeling that the
villa shook slightly. The security guards,
who surrounded Casey, sat on the
ground because of the force of that ray
of light.
If those security guards were in the way
of that ray of light, they would have been
killed.
Just being affected by that ray of light,
those security guards, who had been
well trained, were so scared that they
almost cried.
"It...It's too terrible. He's not a human
being! It's really too terrible!" A security
guard shouted while looking at Casey
with a frightened expression on his face.
Both Lowell and Becky were startled by
Casey's sudden move. When they
looked at the ruined living room, fear
really engulfed both of them.
It was impossible for human beings to
cause such a damage to the living room.
Only god could do such a supernatural
thing.
Watkins also stared at Casey in
disbelief. He had known that Casey was
powerful, but he didn't expect Casey to
be so powerful.
"Is...Is that demon blade really so
powerful? It should be able to make
such a ray of light!" Watkins spoke in a
trembling voice.
Except him, both Annabel and Elsa
were scared a lot, though they had
already known that Casey had been
more powerful than ordinary people
could imagine.



For a while, Annabel even suspected
that Casey was actually a god.
Otherwise, how could he give such a
blow?
Elsa was not as shocked as Annabel.
After all, when they were in the Valley of
Medicine God, she had already seen the
faintly discernible palm Casey made.
After Casey gave that blow, a sudden
silence fell in the villa.
Casey was also looking at Muramasa in
disbelief. He didn't anticipate that this
blade could exert his power so well. Just
now, he was just trying, but it should
cause such great damage.
He turned his head, took a look at
Lowell and Becky, and asked,
"Now, can you listen to me?"
Chapter 848 We Are Going to Be a
Family Soon
"Who...Who the hell are you? Why are
you so powerful?" Lowell looked warily
at Casey. Now, he had to take Casey
seriously.
Casey returned Muramasa in the sheath
and said slowly, "I'm Cass Davies, from
B City, H Country. Maybe you can call
me...the young master of Guanling."
When Casey said that he was the young
master of Guanling, the people of the
Thompson family, including Watkins,
were all startled. So far, many powerful
families or consortia in the world looked
down upon Guanling. In their opinion,
Guanling was just a high-end
amusement park.
However, the people of the Thompson
family knew clearly how powerful
Guanling was. Guanling could use the



resources they had to destroy a world?class family like the Thompson
family in
a very short time.
This was the reason why Annabel was
so afraid of Guanling at that time.
Moreover, it was proved by the
destruction of the Cunningham family.
At that time, Lowell had told Annabel
and Watkins one thing: The least people
they could offend were the people of
Guanling. And it would be best if they
could make friends with the people of
Guanling.
In Lowell's view, Guanling was more
powerful than the Duncan family.
They had also heard that it was the
young master of Guanling who
destroyed the Turner family.
Annabel had a very close relationship
with Casey who was the young master
of Guanling. However, knowing that
Casey would never marry her, she didn't
tell her family members about it.
Now, when they got to know the fact
that the person their daughter loved was
the young master of Guanling, they
were shocked.
Watkins looked at Casey with
complicated feelings. Now, he finally
understood why Casey would spend a
hundred and fifty million M Country
dollars on buying a blade without
hesitation.
He was the young master of Guanling!
Considering that Guanling was so rich,
150 million M Country dollars might just
be the pocket money Casey received.
Lowell and Becky also thought of many
things. Lowell thought: Guanling was
really extremely powerful. The young



master of Guanling should have
mastered such mystical skills. If the
people of Guanling had all mastered
such skills, who could be match for
Guanling in the world?
Becky thought: The people my daughter
loved was not a guy with no money and
no power. Instead, he was the young
master of Guanling which was very
powerful. This girl was so silly that she
concealed this fact from them. If she
had told them that she loved the young
master of Guanling, how would they
have forced her to marry the head of the
Duncan family? Well, the young master
of Guanling was really handsome. He
was good enough to be my daughter's
husband.
"So you come here to stop us from
marrying Annabel to the head of the
Duncan family?" Becky asked.
After some thought, Casey believed that
what she said was not wrong.
Therefore, he nodded and said, "Yes."
Hearing that, Becky immediately looked
at Casey as if he were the husband of
Annabel. She said, "Oh, got it. It seems
that we've got you wrong. Annabel didn't
tell us who you are. Otherwise, we
wouldn't treat you in that way."
"Don't just stand still. Since we're going
to be a family, let's sit down and talk."
"You're from a powerful family. Besides,
you're handsome and strong, Moreover,
for the sake of Annabel, you're willing to
be against the Duncan family and come
here to stop us from marrying Annabel
to the head of the Duncan family. From
it, I can see that you really love my
daughter. Therefore, if you really want to



marry Annabel, we'll support you, even if
at the expense of breaking our promise
to the people of the Duncan family."
Hearing what Becky said, people
present were all dumbfounded. Just
now, they were at daggers drawn. Now,
according to Becky, they were going to
be a family.
Lowell agreed with Becky. After all, if
they could build connections with
Guanling through marriage, they
wouldn't have to be afraid of the Duncan
family. Besides, Casey was young and
powerful. He would be a much better
husband than the head of the Duncan
family.
Annabel blushed. She didn't expect that
Becky would falsely believe that Casey
specially came here to stop them from
marrying her to the head of the Duncan
family. For a while, she was so
embarrassed that she wanted to
disappear from the villa.
Casey was astonished. He was
surprised that Becky would think of that.
"You've probably got me wrong. I do
want to stop you from marrying Annabel
to the head of the Duncan family, but
not for the reason you think. I'm trying to
save her. That's because she has saved
my life before. Moreover, the Duncan
family have committed all sorts of
wickedness, and I want to destroy it."
Casey explained.
After hearing that, both Becky and
Lowell were surprised. They believed
that Annabel loved Casey very much.
However, according to Casey, he just
came here to pay a debt of gratitude,
not to marry Annabel.



After hearing the explanation of Casey,
Annabel was filled with a sense of loss.
She had known that Casey would
definitely not accept her love. However,
when Casey explained things so clearly
and completely denied that there was an
affair between them, she was still a little
sad.
This guy didn't love her at all.
"Don't say so. Annabel's beautiful. If you
take a fancy to her, we will support you."
Becky didn't want to miss the chance to
build connections with Guanling.
"I'm sorry, but I'm married. Besides, I
have a daughter. Therefore, I won't fall
in love with anyone else other than my
wife. Don't mention it again, please."
Casey said.
Becky was embarrassed. It was beyond
her expectation that she would get such
a response.
Seeing that the atmosphere was
embarrassed, Lowell hurriedly moved to
another topic. He asked, "Why did you
claimed that the Duncan family has
committed all sorts of wickedness? Is it
because there is a conflict between
Guanling and the Duncan family? Or is
there any other reasons?"
Casey told the people of the Thompson
family what evil things the people of the
Duncan family had done without
hesitation. Then, he explained to them
the real reason why the head of the
Duncan family wanted to marry
Annabel.
After he said those words, he asked
Elsa, a member of the Duncan family, to
prove that what he said was true.
After hearing that, the people of the



Thompson family were all shocked.
They didn't expect that the people of the
Duncan family would secretly do such
evil things.
Lowell knew the fact that the head of the
Duncan family was practicing a secret
skill to become more powerful. The
people of the Duncan family called it
Saints Kung Fu. Unexpectedly, it was so
evil.
He turned his head, looked at Annabel,
and felt guilty. It never occurred to him
that he nearly put Annabel in a bad
situation for the future of the Thompson
family.
Becky was also very guilty. Both Lowell
and Becky came to Annabel and
apologized to her.
Annabel didn't blame them. After all,
they were her parents. Besides,
powerful families tended to build
connections with other powerful families
through marriage. Therefore, there was
no need for her to blame her parents.
"I forgive you. However, when the
property is distributed in the future, I
want to have half of it. Otherwise,
Watkins will always bully me. I can't
bear it anymore." Annabel said angrily.
Watkins was thinking about how to
apologize to Casey and build a friendly
relationship with him. When he heard
what Annabel said, he was
dumbfounded at once.
Chapter 848 We Are Going to Be a
Family Soon
"Who...Who the hell are you? Why are
you so powerful?" Lowell looked warily
at Casey. Now, he had to take Casey
seriously.



Casey returned Muramasa in the sheath
and said slowly, "I'm Cass Davies, from
B City, H Country. Maybe you can call
me...the young master of Guanling."
When Casey said that he was the young
master of Guanling, the people of the
Thompson family, including Watkins,
were all startled. So far, many powerful
families or consortia in the world looked
down upon Guanling. In their opinion,
Guanling was just a high-end
amusement park.
However, the people of the Thompson
family knew clearly how powerful
Guanling was. Guanling could use the
resources they had to destroy a world?class family like the Thompson
family in
a very short time.
This was the reason why Annabel was
so afraid of Guanling at that time.
Moreover, it was proved by the
destruction of the Cunningham family.
At that time, Lowell had told Annabel
and Watkins one thing: The least people
they could offend were the people of
Guanling. And it would be best if they
could make friends with the people of
Guanling.
In Lowell's view, Guanling was more
powerful than the Duncan family.
They had also heard that it was the
young master of Guanling who
destroyed the Turner family.
Annabel had a very close relationship
with Casey who was the young master
of Guanling. However, knowing that
Casey would never marry her, she didn't
tell her family members about it.
Now, when they got to know the fact
that the person their daughter loved was



the young master of Guanling, they
were shocked.
Watkins looked at Casey with
complicated feelings. Now, he finally
understood why Casey would spend a
hundred and fifty million M Country
dollars on buying a blade without
hesitation.
He was the young master of Guanling!
Considering that Guanling was so rich,
150 million M Country dollars might just
be the pocket money Casey received.
Lowell and Becky also thought of many
things. Lowell thought: Guanling was
really extremely powerful. The young
master of Guanling should have
mastered such mystical skills. If the
people of Guanling had all mastered
such skills, who could be match for
Guanling in the world?
Becky thought: The people my daughter
loved was not a guy with no money and
no power. Instead, he was the young
master of Guanling which was very
powerful. This girl was so silly that she
concealed this fact from them. If she
had told them that she loved the young
master of Guanling, how would they
have forced her to marry the head of the
Duncan family? Well, the young master
of Guanling was really handsome. He
was good enough to be my daughter's
husband.
"So you come here to stop us from
marrying Annabel to the head of the
Duncan family?" Becky asked.
After some thought, Casey believed that
what she said was not wrong.
Therefore, he nodded and said, "Yes."
Hearing that, Becky immediately looked



at Casey as if he were the husband of
Annabel. She said, "Oh, got it. It seems
that we've got you wrong. Annabel didn't
tell us who you are. Otherwise, we
wouldn't treat you in that way."
"Don't just stand still. Since we're going
to be a family, let's sit down and talk."
"You're from a powerful family. Besides,
you're handsome and strong, Moreover,
for the sake of Annabel, you're willing to
be against the Duncan family and come
here to stop us from marrying Annabel
to the head of the Duncan family. From
it, I can see that you really love my
daughter. Therefore, if you really want to
marry Annabel, we'll support you, even if
at the expense of breaking our promise
to the people of the Duncan family."
Hearing what Becky said, people
present were all dumbfounded. Just
now, they were at daggers drawn. Now,
according to Becky, they were going to
be a family.
Lowell agreed with Becky. After all, if
they could build connections with
Guanling through marriage, they
wouldn't have to be afraid of the Duncan
family. Besides, Casey was young and
powerful. He would be a much better
husband than the head of the Duncan
family.
Annabel blushed. She didn't expect that
Becky would falsely believe that Casey
specially came here to stop them from
marrying her to the head of the Duncan
family. For a while, she was so
embarrassed that she wanted to
disappear from the villa.
Casey was astonished. He was
surprised that Becky would think of that.



"You've probably got me wrong. I do
want to stop you from marrying Annabel
to the head of the Duncan family, but
not for the reason you think. I'm trying to
save her. That's because she has saved
my life before. Moreover, the Duncan
family have committed all sorts of
wickedness, and I want to destroy it."
Casey explained.
After hearing that, both Becky and
Lowell were surprised. They believed
that Annabel loved Casey very much.
However, according to Casey, he just
came here to pay a debt of gratitude,
not to marry Annabel.
After hearing the explanation of Casey,
Annabel was filled with a sense of loss.
She had known that Casey would
definitely not accept her love. However,
when Casey explained things so clearly
and completely denied that there was an
affair between them, she was still a little
sad.
This guy didn't love her at all.
"Don't say so. Annabel's beautiful. If you
take a fancy to her, we will support you."
Becky didn't want to miss the chance to
build connections with Guanling.
"I'm sorry, but I'm married. Besides, I
have a daughter. Therefore, I won't fall
in love with anyone else other than my
wife. Don't mention it again, please."
Casey said.
Becky was embarrassed. It was beyond
her expectation that she would get such
a response.
Seeing that the atmosphere was
embarrassed, Lowell hurriedly moved to
another topic. He asked, "Why did you
claimed that the Duncan family has



committed all sorts of wickedness? Is it
because there is a conflict between
Guanling and the Duncan family? Or is
there any other reasons?"
Casey told the people of the Thompson
family what evil things the people of the
Duncan family had done without
hesitation. Then, he explained to them
the real reason why the head of the
Duncan family wanted to marry
Annabel.
After he said those words, he asked
Elsa, a member of the Duncan family, to
prove that what he said was true.
After hearing that, the people of the
Thompson family were all shocked.
They didn't expect that the people of the
Duncan family would secretly do such
evil things.
Lowell knew the fact that the head of the
Duncan family was practicing a secret
skill to become more powerful. The
people of the Duncan family called it
Saints Kung Fu. Unexpectedly, it was so
evil.
He turned his head, looked at Annabel,
and felt guilty. It never occurred to him
that he nearly put Annabel in a bad
situation for the future of the Thompson
family.
Becky was also very guilty. Both Lowell
and Becky came to Annabel and
apologized to her.
Annabel didn't blame them. After all,
they were her parents. Besides,
powerful families tended to build
connections with other powerful families
through marriage. Therefore, there was
no need for her to blame her parents.
"I forgive you. However, when the



property is distributed in the future, I
want to have half of it. Otherwise,
Watkins will always bully me. I can't
bear it anymore." Annabel said angrily.
Watkins was thinking about how to
apologize to Casey and build a friendly
relationship with him. When he heard
what Annabel said, he was
dumbfounded at once.

Chapter 850 Become an Expert in
Fighting in Sublimation before the
Wedding Day
"So, am I trapped?" Casey laughed at
himself sarcastically. After he heard
what Becky said, he had the feeling that
he was trapped. If he didn't happen to
hear their conversation, he might really
be trapped bv Becky.
Annabel had also tried every means to
get Casey. However, she was very
innocent in nature. However, Becky,
who was elder than Annabel, was
different from her. She knew very well
how to build a lasting relationship with a
man. If Casey was not prepared in
advance, it would be easy to be trapped
by her.
At the same time, Casey finally found
the reason why Annabel usually came
up with those strange ideas. With such a
mother, it was impossible for Annabel to
be an innocent woman.
"Well, shall I stay here or leave here
now? Compared with the people of the
Duncan family, it's more difficult to deal
with these women." Casey wondered.
Just when he was thinking about
whether he should live in the
Thompson’s Villa, Annabel spoke.



"Mom, if I followed your advice, Casey
would never be able to get rid of me.
However, that's not what I want. As a
matter of fact, I just want him to love me.
If I use this method, he'll only hate me. I
don't want that to happen. Compared
with becoming a person he hates, I'd
rather not meet him in the future."
Annabel said with a serious expression
on her face.
Then, she pushed the bag of medicine
back to Becky and defined her position.
Seeing that Annabel should refuse to
follow her advice, Becky was
astonished. Then, she continued to try
to persuade Annabel, "Annabel, this is
your only chance. If you miss it, it will be
hard for you to find such a chance in the
future."
"Stop. I won't do that to Casey. If I can't
make him love me, it just means that I'm
not good enough. I don't want him to
consider me to be a bad woman who
will do anything in order to achieve my
goal."
After saying that, Annabel got up and
took a deep breath. She was very
relieved.
Casey, who was standing at the door,
didn't expect that Annabel would make
such a decision. Therefore, he formed a
new opinion of her.
In fact, in his view, Annabel was a good
woman. However, he had given all his
love to Edith and therefore couldn't fall
in love with any other woman.
Annabel met Casey too late.
Finding that Annabel was about to come
out, Casey went downstairs with
Muramasa at once.



After going out of the room, Annabel
had the feeling that something was
wrong. She said to herself, "Why did I
have the feeling that someone was
overhearing our conversation? Could it
be that it's an illusion?"
...
In the Duncan’s house.
In Malcom's room.
It was dark in the room. There were a
few lighted candles, the color of which
were strange. Beside it was an antique
incense burner that was emitting a kind
of fragrance that could affect people's
spirit.
There was a table in the center of the
room. On the table were all kinds of
sacrificial offerings. It seemed that those
things were being offered to something.
Malcom was kneeling down in front of
that table. With his eyes closed, he was
murmuring something. He seemed to be
holding a kind of ceremony.
After a long time, he opened his eyes,
exhaled, and then spoke slowly, "What's
the matter?"
A person was standing in the corner of
the room. After hearing what Malcom
spoke, that person immediately bowed
to Malcom and said, "Our men found
That Miss Elsa had been to Sakura Hotel
and an auction. She's with the young
lady of the Thompson family and a man
in his twenties."
"We suspect that Miss Elsa has
betrayed us."
Hearing that, Malcom sneered at once.
He murmured, "Why, did she inform the
people of the Thompson family of our
affairs?"



"I'm not sure, but it's very possible that
she has done so. Otherwise she should
have come back home immediately after
she came back to our country." That
person answered.
Malcom sneered and said, "I didn't
expect that that damn woman would
betray us. She is indeed not as good as
a dog. At least, a dog won't betray its
owner."
"If you discovered it a few days ago, I
would definitely bring her back. But
there is no need for me to do that now.
Even if she has told the truth to the
people of the Thompson family, it
doesn't matter. I don't need the young
lady of the Thompson family anymore."
As he spoke, he took out a jade pendant
from his pocket and watched it for a
while. It was Soul Setting Jade, the thing
Casey wanted to get from the Duncan
family.
"Surprisingly, this jade pendant from H
Country has a mystical effect. With it,
I'm mentally and emotionally stable.
Besides, it can help me get rid of my evil
thoughts. With this Jade pendant, I don't
need to sleep with a virgin to transfer my
evil thoughts after I become a master in
sublimation."
"So, it doesn't matter whether that damn
woman will tell the truth to the people of
the Thompson family."
After hearing that, that person said at
once, "Yes, I got it!"
Malcom got up from the ground. After
taking a look at a bowl in which there
was something black, he said, "Now,
everything is ready. And I've got this
jade pendant. Therefore, I don't have to



wait anymore."
"Later, I'll begin to make progress. And it
will take a few days. If I'm not wrong, I'll
become a master in sublimation on the
wedding day."
"Don't let anyone know it. And the
wedding must be held as agreed. If the
people of the Thompson family don't
cooperate with us, teach them a good
lesson. No matter what the people of the
Thompson family think, the wedding
must be held on wedding day."
"Besides, after I become an expert in
fighting in sublimation, I will be greatly
more powerful than I used to be. And
the so-called experts in fighting in our
country will no longer be match for me. I
want every person in our country to
know how powerful I am. Therefore,
invite the most famous experts in
fighting in our country to attend this
wedding. At that time, I'll have a fight
against them."
"After I kill those experts in fighting,
everyone in our country will be
submissive to our family!"
That person bowed to Malcom at once,
and replied, "Yes!"
After saying those words, Malcom
picked up that bowl. The black liquid in
the bowl was very smelly. However,
Malcom completely ignored it and drank
it off.
After drinking that, Malcom hurriedly sat
down on the ground and crossed his
legs. A wisp of black smoke lingered
around him. Black blood vessels
appeared beside his eyes, looking
terrifying.




